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PUNCTURED LOGARITHMIC MAPS
DAN ABRAMOVICH, QILE CHEN, MARK GROSS, AND BERND SIEBERT
Abstract. We introduce a variant of stable logarithmic maps, which we call punc-
tured logarithmic maps. They allow an extension of logarithmic Gromov-Witten the-
ory in which marked points have a negative order of tangency with boundary divisors.
As a main application we develop a gluing formalism which reconstructs stable
logarithmic maps and their virtual cycles without expansions of the target, with
tropical geometry providing the underlying combinatorics.
Punctured Gromov-Witten invariants also play a pivotal role in the intrinsic con-
struction of mirror partners by the last two authors, conjecturally relating to sym-
plectic cohomology, and in the logarithmic gauged linear sigma model in upcoming
work of the second author with Felix Janda and Yongbin Ruan.
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1. Introduction
Logarithmic Gromov-Witten theory, developed by the authors in [Ch], [AC], [GS2],
has proved a successful generalization of the notion of relative Gromov-Witten invari-
ants developed in [LR], [Li1], [Li2]. Relative Gromov-Witten invariants are invariants
of pairs (X,D) where X is a non-singular variety and D is a smooth divisor on X ;
these invariants count curves with imposed contact orders with D at marked points.
Logarithmic Gromov-Witten theory allows D instead to be normal crossings, or more
generally, allows (X,D) to be a toroidal crossings variety.
1.1. Scope and motivation. The purpose of the present work is to extend logarithmic
Gromov-Witten theory to admit negative contact orders. Working over a field k, an
example for how negative contact orders arise naturally is by restricting a normal
crossings degeneration, such as
π : A2 = Spec k[z, w] −→ A1 = Spec k[t], π♯(t) = zw,
to the irreducible component C = V (w) of the central fibre π−1(0). Viewing π as a
morphism of log spaces for the toric log structures on A2 and A1, denote by sz, sw, st the
global sections of the log structure MA2 induced by z, w and π♯(t), respectively. The
induced log structure MC =MA2|C on C = Spec k[z] is generated by the restrictions
of sz, sw, denoted by the same symbols. Note that the structure morphismMC → OC
maps sz to z, which has a first order zero at the origin 0 ∈ A1 as given by a marked
point, while sw and st map to 0. The point is that viewed as a log space over A
1, the
equation szsw = st implies that away from 0 ∈ A1 it holds
sw = z
−1 · st.
Such sections do not exist on log smooth curves over the standard log point. The
power of z occuring in this equation reflects the negative contact order. Since z−1
is defined on the punctured curve A1 r {0}, we call the resulting extension of log
smooth curves, stable logarithmic maps and logarithmic Gromov-Witten theory punc-
tured curves, punctured (logarithmic) maps and punctured Gromov-Witten theory.
Our motivation for studying punctured Gromov-Witten theory comes from three
sources. First, as illustrated in the example, negative contact orders arise naturally
when gluing a logarithmic stable map from its restrictions to closed subcurves, as de-
sired in degeneration situations [ACGS]. Note that in transverse situations, as achieved
by the expanded degeneration technique in [Li2], negative contact orders can be avoided
by a happy accident which allows one to turn a punctured map over a standard log
point into a stable logarithmic map to an irreducible component of the target over the
trivial log point. Without changing the target, examples such as in [ACGS, § 5.2.4]
with a component of the curve contracted to a triple point of the target, show that
negative contact orders are unavoidable. A treatment of gluing situations based on
punctured maps is contained in § 5.
The second motivation comes from mirror constructions and their link to symplectic
cohomology, relating to the program on mirror symmetry of the last two authors via
toric degenerations. It turns out that the algorithmic construction of mirrors via wall
structures in [GS1] admits a vast, intrinsic generalization by using punctured invariants
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[GS4]. Punctured invariants are used in this context to define the structure coefficients
of the coordinate ring of the mirror degeneration, with the space of non-negative contact
orders representing generators. The structure coefficients require punctured invariants
with two positive and one negative contact order. The gluing techniques developed
in § 5 are the crucial ingredient in proving associativity of the resulting multiplicative
structure. In a forthcoming paper [GS5], the gluing techniques for punctured invari-
ants are also crucial in constructing a consistent wall structure in the intrinsic mirror
symmetry setup, thus linking the mirror constructions in [GS1] and [GS4] via [GHS].
Further, building on [GS5], [AG] gives an algorithmic method of calculating certain
one-pointed punctured invariants on blow-ups of toric varieties.
Another interesting related fact is the interpretation of punctured invariants as struc-
ture coefficients in some versions of symplectic cohomology. Thus punctured invariants
provide an algebraic-geometric path to computing otherwise hard to compute symplec-
tic invariants. See [Se, Ps, Ar, GP1, GP2] for some steps in this direction.
The third motivation is from work of the second author on the logarithmic gauged
linear sigma model. In the up-coming paper [CJR2], punctured maps provide the key
tool to compute the invariants of the logarithmic gauged linear sigma model of [CJR1].
This leads to a powerful geometric method for computing higher genus invariants of
complete intersections. Applications of this new method include calculating higher
genus invariants of quintic 3-folds [GJR1, GJR2], and proving Conjecture A.1 of [PPZ]
on the cycle of holomorphic differentials [CJRS+].
1.2. Main features of punctured Gromov-Witten theory. Several aspects of the
theory of punctured Gromov-Witten invariants appear to be straightforward general-
izations from ordinary logarithmic Gromov-Witten theory. The formal similarity can,
however, be quite misleading. In fact, finding the right setup and point of view took a
very long time, and was only made possible by developing the theory simultaneously
with the mentioned applications.
One major difference is the more singular and more interesting nature of the base
space for moduli spaces of punctured maps. In ordinary Gromov-Witten theory, the
natural base space is the Artin stack M of nodal curves. While non-separated, M
is smooth, hence is locally pure dimensional. The relative obstruction theory of the
moduli space of stable maps over M thus produces a virtual fundamental cycle by
virtual pull-back of the fundamental class [M]. The picture in logarithmic Gromov-
Witten theory is much the same, with M now replaced by the stack M = LogM of log
smooth curves of the given genus and numbers of marked points over fine saturated
(fs) log schemes. This stack is log smooth over the base field, hence is also locally
pure-dimensional.
For punctured invariants, the analogue of M is the stack M˘ of logarithmic curves
with punctures. One crucial feature of the deformation theory of punctured curves is
that M˘ is typically not pure-dimensional. In fact, the map M˘→M forgetting the log
structure turns out to be only idealized logarithmically e´tale (Proposition 3.3). This
means that locally in the smooth topology M˘ →M is isomorphic to the composition
of a closed embedding defined by a monomial ideal followed by a toric morphism of
affine toric varieties with associated lattice homomorphism an isomorphism over Q.
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The induced stratified structure of punctured maps turns out to be captured by
tropical geometry. The second main feature of punctured Gromov-Witten theory is
thus the central role of tropical geometry, exceeding by far its increasingly recognised
role in logarithmic Gromov-Witten theory. Working over a base space B, we first
factor the log smooth target X → B over the relative Artin fan X = B ×AB AX → B,
an algebraic stack glued from quotients of toric charts for X → B by the fibrewise
acting torus, see [ACGS, § 2.2]. Working with X as a target amounts to working
with nodal curves and compatible families of tropical maps, thus making the theory of
such punctured maps a combinatorially enriched version of the theory of stable curves.
A better base space than M˘ to work with is then the algebraic stack M(X /B) of
punctured maps to X /B. Indeed, the forgetful map
M(X /B) −→M×B
is also idealized logarithmically e´tale (Theorem 3.22), but now with idealized structure
easy to extract from the tropical geometry of the situation. In particular, Remark 3.25
gives a complete characterization of the strata of M(X /B) in terms of types of trop-
ical maps. Due to its fundamental nature for punctured Gromov-Witten theory, we
emphasize the role of tropical geometry throughout, including adapted presentations
of material from [GS2] in § 2 and § 3.
A third feature of punctured Gromov-Witten theory developed here, but already
relevant to ordinary logarithmic Gromov-Witten theory, is the introduction of evalua-
tion stacks for imposing point conditions compatible with the virtual formalism. Since
X → X is smooth in the ordinary sense, we can choose a lift to X of the image of each
marked point in X to arrive at an algebraic stack Mev(X /B) smooth over M(X /B)
and such that the relative obstruction theory over M(X /B) arises from a relative ob-
struction theory over Mev(X /B). It is this evaluation stack Mev(X /B) that one needs
to work with to impose conditions on the evaluations at the marked points rather than
the product X×B . . .×BX in ordinary Gromov-Witten theory. Evaluation stacks also
play a crucial role in our gluing formalism, see § 5.3.
1.3. Statements of main results. For simplicity of the presentation of the main
results we now assume X → B to be a projective log smooth morphism of log schemes
with log structures defined in the Zariski topology, and B log smooth over the trivial
log point Spec k with k a field of characteristic 0. For more detailed statements we
refer to the main body of the text.
Similar to logarithmic Gromov-Witten theory, as presented in [ACGS, § 2.5], we in-
troduce (decorated) types of punctured maps and of (families of) tropical maps. Types
restrict the combinatorics of punctured maps over geometric points as seen by their
tropicalizations, such as the dual intersection graph, the contact orders of punctured
and nodal points and the genera and the curve classes of its irreducible components
(Definition 2.22). An appropriate global version of contact orders developed in § 2.3
leads to the notion of global decorated type τ that can be used to define moduli
spaces of punctured maps marked by τ (Definition 3.8). Theorem 3.10, Corollary 3.17
and Theorem 3.22 establish the basic properties of these moduli spaces, which can be
summarized as follows.
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Theorem A. Let τ be a global decorated type. Then the stacks M(X /B, τ ) and
M (X/B, τ ) of τ -decorated basic stable punctured maps (Definition 3.8) to X → B
and to X → B, respectively, are logarithmic algebraic stacks. Moreover, M(X /B, τ )
is idealized smooth over B, while M (X/B, τ ) is Deligne-Mumford and proper over B.
For the definition of punctured Gromov-Witten invariants we work over the evalua-
tion stacks Mev(X /B, τ), which lift the evaluations at a set S of punctured and nodal
points from X to X (Definition 5.10). We suppress S in the notation. The following
theorem summarizes Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 4.4.
Theorem B. For τ a global decorated type let π : C (X/B, τ )→ M (X/B, τ) and f :
C (X/B, τ ) → X be the universal curve and universal punctured map over the moduli
space M (X/B, τ) of τ -marked basic punctured maps to X → B. Let Mev(X /B, τ )
be the corresponding evaluation stack for a subset S of punctured sections, and Z ⊂
C (X/B, τ ) the closed substack defined by the union of the images of these sections.
Then there is a canonical perfect relative obstruction theory
G −→ LM (X/B,τ )/Mev(X/B,τ )
for the natural morphism ε : M (X/B, τ )→Mev(X /B, τ ) with G ≃ (Rπ∗f ∗ΘX/B(−Z))∨.
A similar statement holds if S also contains nodal sections, see Proposition 4.4.
Virtual pull-back [Ma] now provides punctured Gromov-Witten invariants, with the
basic correspondence the homomorphism
(ev × p)∗ε!G : A∗
(
Mev(X /B, τ )) −→ A∗+d(g,k,A,n)(∏L ZL ×Mg,k)
on Chow groups defined in Definition 4.5. Here each ZL is an evaluation stratum, the
closed stratum of X that evaluation at a punctured section maps to by the choice of
global decorated type τ , and Mg,k is the Deligne-Mumford stack of k-marked stable
curves of genus g. A formula for the relative virtual dimension d(g, k, A, n) is stated in
(4.17).
The most challenging part of this paper was an efficient and practically useable
treatment of gluing. While the final results may look straightforward, they rely on a
number of careful choices and subtle points which became clear to us only after a long
series of futile attempts. Here we only summarize the results and refer to Remark 5.17
for some further discussion.
The formal setup for gluing takes a global decorated type τ and splits the graph
underlying τ at a subset of edges, leading to a set {τ 1, . . . , τ r} of global decorated
types, with each split edge now producing a pair of legs in the graphs for the τ i. Our
first result on gluing reduces all gluing questions to the unobstructed evaluation stacks,
as proved in Proposition 5.12 and Theorem 5.14.
Theorem C. There is a cartesian diagram
M (X/B, τ )
δ
//
ε

∏r
i=1 M (X/B, τ i)
εˆ=
∏
i εi

Mev(X /B, τ ) δev // ∏ri=1Mev(X /B, τ i)
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with horizontal arrows the splitting maps from Proposition 5.4, finite and representable
by Corollary 5.11, and the vertical arrows the canonical strict morphisms.
Moreover, if εˆ! and ε! denote Manolache’s virtual pull-back defined using the two
given obstruction theories for the vertical arrows, then for α ∈ A∗ (Mev(X /B, τ)), we
have the identity
εˆ!δev∗ (α) = δ∗ε
!(α) .
A numerical gluing formula follows from Theorem C for those Chow classes α on
Mev(X /B, τ ) such that δev∗ can be written as a sum of products, see Corollary 5.15.1
A straightforward consequence of Theorem C is a gluing formula for the degeneration
situation from [ACGS], see Corollary 5.21.
Our second result on gluing provides a description of the splitting map δev in
terms of an fs-fibre diagram, which apart from proving the properties stated in Theo-
rem C provides a route to explicit computations. For the following statement the log
stacks Mev(X /B, τ ), Mev(X /B, τ i) have to be replaced by closely related log stacks
M˜′ev(X /B, τ ) and M˜′ev(X /B, τ i), which however have the same underlying reduced
stacks, hence have identical Chow theories (Proposition 5.5). These stacks come with
logarithmic evaluation morphisms such as evE : M˜
′ev(X /B, τ )→∏E∈EX , where E is
the set of nodal sections to split. The following is Corollary 5.11 to which we refer for
more details.
Theorem D. The splitting morphism δev : M˜′ev(X /B, τ ) → ∏i M˜′ev(X /B, τ i) fits
into the cartesian diagram
M˜′ev(X /B, τ ) δev //
evE

∏r
i=1 M˜
′ev(X /B, τ i)
evL
∏
E∈EX
∆
//
∏
E∈EX ×B X
of fs log stacks. Here ∆ restricts to the diagonal morphism X → X ×B X on each
factor.
We emphasize that the diagram in Theorem D is typically not cartesian on the level
of underlying stacks due to the more subtle nature of fs fibre products. Theorem D
is nevertheless a powerful tool for explicit computations. For example, under the
assumption of toric gluing strata, Yixian Wu in [Wu] derives from Theorem D an
explicit decomposition of δev∗ [M
ev(X /B, τ )] in terms of the strata in ∏iM(X /B, τ i).
1.4. Organization of the paper. § 2 contains the basic definitions and related con-
cepts concerning punctured curves and punctured maps, with § 2.1 introducing pre-
stable and stable punctured maps, and § 2.2 the tropical language, including the def-
inition of types and the modified balancing condition. The subject of § 2.3 is the
discussion of contact orders in a simplified version sufficient for most applications. The
1Conversely, if there is no such decomposition, a numerical gluing formula cannot be achieved
within Chow theory. A generally applicable gluing formula should therefore require working with
a homology theory with a Ku¨nneth decoposition, such as singular homology. Unfortunately, the
algebraic-geometric virtual formalism has not yet been generalized to include this point of view.
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more involved general picture is discussed in the appendix. § 2.4 presents the concept
of basicness for punctured maps, which while largely the same as for logarithmic stable
maps, emphasizes the tropical point of view, and hence might be of some independent
interest. § 2.5 introduces the new phenomenon of puncturing log ideals that each family
of punctured curves or punctured maps comes with.
§ 3 deals with the moduli theory of punctured maps, proving Theorem A among
other things. § 3.1 introduces stacks of punctured curves, with the main result the
idealized smoothness statement in Proposition 3.3, followed in § 3.2 by definitions of
various stacks of punctured maps marked by types. § 3.3 and § 3.4 establish properness
of the moduli spaces to projective targets by adapting the boundedness and stable
reduction theorems from [GS2]. The topic of § 3.5 is the idealized smoothness of the
spaces M(X /B, τ ) and the induced stratified structure, all characterized in terms of
tropical geometry.
§ 4 deals with obstruction theories, using the approach of [BF]. § 4.1 gives a careful
treatment of functoriality as well as of compatibility of obstruction theories for maps
of pairs. § 4.2 applies this discussion to construct the desired relative obstruction
theory for M (X/B, τ ) → Mev(X /B, τ ), in particular proving Theorem B. Another
application of this discussion is to the virtual treatment of gluing, presented in § 5.3.
The section ends with the definition of punctured Gromov-Witten invariants in § 4.3.
The last section § 5 contains our results on gluing. § 5.1 introduces the splitting
morphism, while § 5.2 treats the converse operation of gluing, essentially proving The-
orem D, maybe the hardest single result in the paper with a very long genesis. The
virtual treatment of gluing, proving Theorem C, is the objective of § 5.3. The last
section § 5.4 applies our results to the degeneration situation of [ACGS].
1.5. Relation to other work. We end this introduction by discussing related work.
First, our approach owes a great deal to Brett Parker’s program of exploded manifolds,
[Pa, Pa1, Pa2, Pa3, Pa4, Pa5]. We have often found ourselves trying to translate
Parker’s results in the category of exploded manifolds into the category of log schemes.
Indeed, some of the original versions of the definition of punctured invariants, as well
as the approach to gluing, arose after discussions with Parker.
A gluing formula for logarithmic Gromov-Witten invariants without expansions in
the case of a degeneration X0 with smooth singular locus is due to Kim, Lho and
Ruddat [KLR]. This case does not require punctured invariants or evaluation spaces,
but is otherwise close in spirit to the present treatment. A gluing formula in a special
case for certain rigid analytic Gromov-Witten invariants has been proved by Tony Yu
[Yu].
After the earlier manuscript version of this paper was distributed, Mohammed Tehrani
[Te], in developing a symplectic analogue of stable logarithmic maps, found that punc-
tures were naturally described in the theory. Even more recently, [FWY1, FWY2]
defined negative contact order Gromov-Witten invariants by a limiting version of orb-
ifold Gromov-Witten invariants. However, as observed by Dhruv Ranganathan, the
invariants as currently defined cannot coincide with logarithmic invariants as they do
not satisfy the correct invariance properties under log e´tale modifications. It remains
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to be seen if a modification of their theory can reproduce our logarithmically defined
invariants in greater generality.
Besides the immediate applications of punctures already mentioned above, punctures
also have been used by Hu¨lya Argu¨z in [Ar] to build a logarithmic analogue of certain
tropical objects in the Tate elliptic curve related to Floer theory.
Finally, we also mention recent work of Dhruv Ranganathan [Ra] taking a different
point of view on gluing in log Gromov-Witten theory using an approach closer in spirit
to the expanded degeneration picture of Jun Li.
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Research by B.S. was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-1903437.
We would like to thank Dhruv Ranganathan and Brett Parker for many useful con-
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1.7. Conventions. All logarithmic schemes and stacks are defined over an algebraically
closed field k of characteristic 0. We follow the convention that if X is a log scheme
or stack, then X is the underlying scheme or stack. To unclutter notation, we nev-
ertheless often write OX instead of OX and f ∗ instead of f∗ for the pull-back by the
schematic morphism underlying a log morphism f : X → Y . Unless stated otherwise,
MX denotes the sheaf of monoids on X , and αX : MX → OX the structure map.
The affine log scheme with a global chart defined by a homomorphism Q → R from
a monoid Q to a ring R is denoted Spec(Q → R). We use the notations X ×Z Y ,
X ×fZ Y , X ×fsZ Y to distinguish the fibre products in the category of all log schemes,
and in the fine or the fine and saturated categories, respectively.
A nodal curve over a scheme W is a proper flat morphism C → W with all geometric
fibres reduced of dimension one and with at worst nodes as singularities. A pre-stable
curve is a nodal curve with all geometric fibres connected.
The category of rational polyhedral cones from [ACGS, § 2.1] is denoted Cones. An
object σ of Cones comes with a lattice Nσ with σ ⊆ (Nσ)R = Nσ⊗ZR, and we denote
by σZ = σ ∩ Nσ the submonoid of integral points of σ. If P is a monoid, we write
P ∨ := Hom(P,N), P ∗ = Hom(P,Z), and P ∨R = Hom(P,R≥0).
2. Punctured maps
2.1. Definitions.
2.1.1. Puncturing.
Definition 2.1. Let Y = (Y ,MY ) be a fine and saturated logarithmic scheme with a
decompositionMY =M⊕O× P. A puncturing of Y along P ⊂MY is a fine sub-sheaf
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of monoids
MY ◦ ⊂M⊕O× Pgp
containing MY with a structure map αY ◦ :MY ◦ → OY such that
(1) The inclusion p♭ :MY →MY ◦ is a morphism of logarithmic structures on Y .
(2) For any geometric point x¯ of Y let sx¯ ∈MY ◦,x¯ be such that sx¯ 6∈ Mx¯ ⊕O× Px¯.
Representing sx¯ = (mx¯, px¯) ∈ Mx¯ ⊕O× Pgpx¯ , we have αY ◦(sx¯) = αM(mx¯) = 0 in
OY,x¯.
Denote by Y ◦ = (Y ,MY ◦). We will also call the induced morphism of logarithmic
schemes p : Y ◦ → Y a puncturing of Y along P, or call Y ◦ a puncturing of Y along P.
We say the puncturing is trivial if p is an isomorphism.
P
.
.
.
. . .
MW
.
.
.
Figure 1. A puncturing Y ◦ of a monoidM =MW . Note that the part
with negative projection in Pgp (marked red) is not necessarily saturated.
Remark 2.2. In all examples in this paper, P is a DF (1) log structure, that is, there
is a surjective sheaf homomorphism N→ P . In this case the condition αM(mx¯) = 0 is
redundant. Indeed, for sx¯ = (mx¯, px¯) 6∈ Mx¯⊕O×P, suppose αY ◦(sx¯) = 0. Note that the
DF (1) assumption implies that p−1x¯ ∈ Px¯, so αM(mx¯) = αY (mx¯, 1) = αY ◦
(
sx¯ ·p−1x¯
)
= 0.
More generally, the same argument works if P is valuative.
Remark 2.3. Puncturings M◦ of M⊕O× P are not unique. In a widely distributed
early version of this manuscript as well as in [GS3], we found it instructive to work
with a uniquely defined objectMP we call here the final puncturing. It may be defined
as the direct limit
MP := lim−→
M◦∈Λ
M◦,
over the collection Λ of all puncturings of M⊕O× P. This exists in the category of
quasi-coherent, not necessarily coherent, logarithmic structures. It has the advantage
of being independent of any choice. Its disadvantage, apart from not being finitely
generated, is in that its behavior under base change is subtle.
We emphasize that
(1) all puncturings used in this paper, with the exception of the remark above, are
fine, and in particular they are finitely generated.
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(2) On the other hand, the puncturings we use are rarely saturated, even though
the logarithmic structure they puncture are themselves saturated. The rea-
son is that base change of a saturated puncturing can lead to a non-saturated
puncturing. Imposing a saturation condition would therefore lead to a subtle
fibrewise saturation procedure. Instead we find that the notion of pre-stability
of Definition 2.4 below, suffices to control these logarithmic structures and their
moduli.
2.1.2. Pre-stable punctured log structures. In case a puncturing is equipped with a
morphism to another fine log structure there is a canonical choice of puncturing. The
following proposition follows immediately from the definitions.
Proposition 2.4. Let X be a fine log scheme, and Y as in Definition 2.1, with a
choice of puncturing Y ◦ and a morphism f : Y ◦ → X. Let Y˜ ◦ denote the puncturing
of Y given by the subsheaf of MY ◦ generated by MY and f ♭(f ∗MX). Then
(1) We have MY˜ ◦ is a sub-logarithmic structure of MY ◦.
(2) There is a factorization
Y ◦
f
//
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇ X.
Y˜ ◦
f˜
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
(3) Given Y ◦1 → Y ◦2 → Y with both Y ◦1 , Y ◦2 puncturings of Y , and compatible mor-
phisms fi : Y
◦
i → X, then Y˜ ◦1 = Y˜ ◦2 .
Definition 2.5. A morphism f : Y ◦ → X from a puncturing of a log scheme Y is
said to be pre-stable if the induced morphism Y ◦ → Y˜ ◦ in the above proposition is the
identity. In particular, one has f = f˜ .
P
.
.
.
. . .
MW
.
.
.
Figure 2. A morphism of the previous puncturing Y ◦ which is not pre-
stable, with f ♭MX generated by (2,−1). The submonoid generated by
MY and f ♭MX , shown in solid dots, is a different puncturing Y˜ ◦ which
is pre-stable.
Proposition 2.4 yields the following criterion for pre-stability of a morphism from a
punctured log scheme.
Corollary 2.6. A morphism f : Y ◦ → X is pre-stable if and only if the induced
morphism of sheaves of monoids f ∗MX ⊕MY →MY ◦ is surjective.
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2.1.3. Pull-backs of puncturings.
Proposition 2.7. Let Z and Y be fs log schemes with log structures MZ and MY ,
and suppose given a morphism g : Z → Y . Suppose also given an fs log structure PY
on Y and an induced log structure PZ := g∗PY on Z. Set
Z ′ = (Z,MZ ⊕O×Z PZ), Y
′ = (Y ,MY ⊕O×Y PY ) .
Further, let Y ◦ be a puncturing of Y ′ along PY . Then there is a diagram
Z◦
g◦
//

Y ◦

Z ′
g′
//

Y ′

Z
g
// Y
with all squares Cartesian in the category of underlying schemes, the lower square
Cartesian in the category of fs log schemes, and the top square Cartesian in the category
of fine log schemes. Furthermore, Z◦ is a puncturing of Z ′ along PZ , and g◦ is pre-
stable.
Proof. We define Z◦ to be the fibre product Z ′ ×fY ′ Y ◦ in the fine log category. The
bottom square is Cartesian in all categories as PY is assumed saturated. Thus it is
sufficient to show (1) the upper square is Cartesian in the ordinary category, that is,
the underlying map of Z◦ → Z ′ is the identity and (2) Z◦ is a puncturing of Z ′.
Note that the fibre product Z ′ ×Y ′ Y ◦ in the category of log schemes is defined as(
Z,M :=MZ′⊕g∗MY ′ g∗MY ◦
)
. This push-out need not, in general, be integral, so we
must integralize. Note there is a canonical isomorphism
Mgp =MgpZ′ ⊕g∗MgpY ′ g
∗MgpY ◦ ∼=MgpZ′
given by (s1, s2) 7→ s1 ·(g′)♭(s2), where (g′)♭ : g∗MgpY ′ →MgpZ′ is induced by g′. The inte-
gralizationMint ofM is then the image ofM inMgp, which thus can be described as
the subsheaf ofMgpZ′ generated byMZ′ and (g′)♭(g∗MY ◦). NoteMZ′ and (g′)♭(g∗MY ◦)
both lie in MZ ⊕O×Z P
gp
Z , and hence we can replace Mgp with this subsheaf of Mgp in
describing Mint.
It is now sufficient to show that we can define a structure map α : Mint → OZ
compatible with the structure maps αZ′ : MZ′ → OZ and αY ◦ : g∗MY ◦ → OZ . If
s ∈ Mint is of the form s1 · (g′)♭(s2) for s1 ∈ MZ′ and s2 ∈ g∗MY ◦ , then we define
α(s) = αZ′(s1) · αY ◦(s2). We need to show this is well-defined. If s2 ∈ g∗MY ′ , then
(g′)♭(s2) ∈MZ′, and thus as g′ is a log morphism,
α(s) = αZ′(s1) · αY ◦(s2) = αZ′(s1) · αZ′((g′)♭(s2)) = αZ′(s) .
In particular, α(s) only depends on s, and not on the particular representation of s as
a product, provided that s2 ∈ g∗MY ′ .
On the other hand, if s2 ∈ (g∗MY ◦)r (g∗MY ′), then αY ◦(s2) = 0 by definition of a
puncturing. So in this case α(s) = 0. Hence to check that α is well-defined, it is enough
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to show that if s = s1 · (g′)♭(s2) = s′1 · (g′)♭(s′2) with s2 ∈ g∗MY ′ but s′2 6∈ g∗MY ′, then
αZ′(s1) · αY ◦(s2) = αZ′
(
s1 · (g′)♭(s2)
)
= 0. Writing si = (mi, pi), s
′
i = (m
′
i, p
′
i) using
the descriptions MZ′ =MZ ⊕O×Z PZ and g∗MY ◦ ⊂ g∗MY ⊕O×Z P
gp
Z , we note that we
must have m1g
♭(m2) = m
′
1g
♭(m′2). As s
′
2 6∈ g∗MY ′, by Condition (2) of Definition 2.1
we necessarily have αY (m
′
2) = 0. Hence αZ(m
′
1g
♭(m′2)) = 0, so αZ(m1g
♭(m2)) = 0. We
deduce that αZ′(s1(g
′)♭(s2)) = 0, as desired. This shows α is well-defined.
Finally, it is clear from the above description that Z◦ is a puncturing. By Corol-
lary 2.6, the pre-stability of g◦ follows from the surjectivity of
g−1(MY ◦)⊕MZ → g−1(MY ◦)⊕fg−1(MY ) MZ =MZ◦ ,
where ⊕f denotes the fibred coproduct in the category of fine monoids. ♠
Definition 2.8. In the situation of Proposition 2.7, we say that Z◦ is the pull-back of
the puncturing Y ◦.
Corollary 2.9. Consider the situation of Proposition 2.7, and suppose in addition
given a pre-stable morphism f : Y ◦ → X. Then the composition f ◦ g◦ : Z◦ → X is
also pre-stable.
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of pre-stability and the construc-
tion of Z◦ in the proof of Proposition 2.7. ♠
2.1.4. Punctured curves. Throughout the paper, we will essentially only be interested
in puncturing along logarithmic structures from designated marked points of logarith-
mic curves. Let π : C →W be a logarithmic curve in the sense of [Kf1]:
(1) The underlying morphism π is a family of ordinary pre-stable curves with dis-
joint sections p1, . . . , pk of π.
(2) π is a proper logarithmically smooth and integral morphism of fine and satu-
rated logarithmic schemes.
(3) If U ⊂ C is the non-critical locus of π then MC |U ∼= π∗MW ⊕
⊕k
i=1 pi∗NW .
We write αC :MC → OC for the structure map of the logarithmic structure on C. We
call a geometric point of C special if it is either a marked or a nodal point.
Definition 2.10. A punctured curve over a fine and saturated logarithmic scheme W
is given by the following data:
(2.1)
(
C◦
p−→ C π−→W,p = (p1, . . . , pn)
)
where
(1) C → W is a logarithmic curve with a set of disjoint sections {p1, . . . , pn}.
(2) C◦ → C is a puncturing of C along P, where P is the divisorial logarithmic
structure on C induced by the divisor
⋃n
i=1 pi(W ).
When there is no danger of confusion, we may call C◦ →W a punctured curve. Sections
in p are called punctured sections, or simply punctures. If W = Spec κ with κ a field,
we also speak of a punctured point. We also say C◦ is a puncturing of C along the
punctured sections p.
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If locally around a punctured point pi the puncturing is trivial, we say that the
punctured point is amarked point. In this case, the theory will agree with the treatment
of marked points in [Ch],[AC],[GS2].
Examples 2.11. (1) Let W = Spec k be the point with the trivial logarithmic struc-
ture, and C be a non-singular curve over W . Choose a closed point p ∈ C and a
puncturing MC◦ of C at p. Then MC◦ = P, as MC◦ ⊂ Pgp can have no sections s
with αC◦(s) = 0. Thus, in this case the only puncturing C
◦ → C is the trivial one.
(2) Let W = Spec(N → k) be the standard logarithmic point, and C be a non-
singular curve over W , so that MC = O×C ⊕ N, where N denotes the constant sheaf
on C with stalk N. Again choose a puncture p ∈ C with defining ideal (x). Let
MC◦ ⊂ π∗MW ⊕O×C Pgp be a puncturing. Let s be a local section of MC◦ near p.
Write s =
(
(ϕ, n), xm
)
with ϕ ∈ O×C,p, n ∈ N. If m < 0, then Condition (2) of
Definition 2.1 implies that απ∗(MW )(ϕ, n) = 0, so we must have n > 0. Thus we see
that
MC◦,p ⊂ {(n,m) ∈ N⊕ Z |m ≥ 0 if n = 0} .
Conversely, any fine submonoid of the right-hand-side of the above inclusion which
contains N ⊕ N can be realised as the stalk of the ghost sheaf at p for a puncturing.
Note the monoid on the right-hand side is not finitely generated, and is the stalk of
the ghost sheaf of the final puncturing, see Remark 2.3.
(3) Let W = Spec k[ǫ]/(ǫk+1), and let W be given by the chart N → k[ǫ]/(ǫk+1),
1 7→ ǫ. Let C0 be a non-singular curve over Spec k with the trivial logarithmic structure,
and let C = W × C0. Choose a section p : W → C, with image locally defined by
an equation x = 0. Condition (2) of Definition 2.1 now implies that a section s of a
puncturing MC◦ near p takes the form
(
(ϕ, n), xm
)
where ϕ ∈ O×C,p, and 0 ≤ n ≤ k
implies m ≥ 0. In particular,
MC◦,p ⊂ {(n,m) ∈ N⊕ Z |m ≥ 0 if n ≤ k},
and any fine submonoid of the right-hand side containing N⊕N can be realised as the
stalk of the ghost sheaf at p of a puncturing.
P
.
.
.
. . .
MW
.
.
.
P
.
.
.
. . .
MW
.
.
.
Figure 3. The solid puncturing on the left extends to k[ǫ]/(ǫ2) but no
further - the circled elements are the ones allowed for k = 1. Its pullback
(see below) via E2 = ǫ is pictured on the right - it is defined on k[E ]/(E4)
but does not extend further.
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2.1.5. Pull-backs of punctured curves. Consider a punctured curve (C◦ → C → W,p)
and a morphism of fine and saturated logarithmic schemes h : T → W . Denote by
(CT → T,pT ) the pull-back of the log curve C →W via T →W . By Proposition 2.7,
we obtain a commutative diagram
(2.2)
C◦T
//
pT

C◦
p

CT //
πT

C
π

T
h
// W
where the bottom square is cartesian in the fine and saturated category, and the square
on the top is cartesian in the fine category, and such that C◦T is a puncturing of the
curve CT along pT .
Definition 2.12. We call C◦T → T the pull-back of the punctured curve C◦ → W
along T →W .
2.1.6. Punctured maps. We now fix a morphism of fine and saturated logarithmic
schemes X → B.
Definition 2.13. A punctured map to X → B over a fine and saturated logarithmic
scheme W over B consists of a punctured curve (C◦ → C →W,p) and a morphism f
fitting into a commutative diagram
C◦
f
//
π

X

W // B
Such a punctured map is denoted by (π : C◦ →W,p, f) or (C◦/W,p, f).
The pull-back of a punctured map (C◦/W,p, f) along a morphism of fine and satu-
rated logarithmic schemes T → W is the punctured map (C◦T/T,pT , fT ) consisting of
the pull-back C◦T → T of the punctured curve C →W and the pull-back fT of f .
Definition 2.14. A punctured map (C◦ → W,p, f) is called pre-stable if f : C◦ → X
is pre-stable in the sense of Definition 2.5.
A pre-stable punctured map is called stable if its underlying map, marked by the
punctured sections, is stable in the usual sense.
Proposition 2.15. Let (C◦/W,p, f) be a punctured map over W .
(1) The locus of points of W with pre-stable fibres forms an open sub-scheme of W .
(2) If f : C◦ → X is pre-stable, then the pull-back fT : C◦T → X along any
morphism of fine and saturated logarithmic schemes T →W is also pre-stable.
Proof. The map f : C◦ → X induces a morphism of fine logarithmic structures
f ♭ ⊕ p♭ : f ∗MX ⊕O×C MC →MC◦ .
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The pre-stability of f is equivalent to the condition that f ♭⊕ p♭ is surjective by Corol-
lary 2.6. Statement (1) can be proved by applying Lemma 2.16 below to the neighbor-
hood of each puncture. Statement (2) follows immediately from Corollary 2.9. ♠
Lemma 2.16. Let Y be a scheme, and ψ♭ : M → N be a morphism of fine log
structures on Y . Assume that Mgp and N gp are torsion-free. Then the locus Y ′ ⊂ Y
over which ψ♭ is surjective forms an open subscheme of Y .
Proof. Note that the surjectivity of ψ♭ can be checked on the level of ghost sheaves.
Since the statement is local on Y , shrinking Y , we may assume that there are global
charts φM :My → Γ(Y,M) and φN : N y → Γ(Y,N ) for some point y ∈ Y ; indeed as
My and N y are torsion free, [Og, Prop. II.2.3.7] applies. Consider another point t ∈ Y
specializing to y. Denote by
E =
{
e ∈My
∣∣ (αM ◦ φM(e))t ∈ O∗Y,t} and F = {e ∈ N y ∣∣ (αN ◦ φN (e))t ∈ O∗Y,t} .
Denote by E−1My ⊂ Mgpy (respectively E−1N y ⊂ N
gp
y ) the submonoid generated by
Egp and My (respectively F gp and N y). We have the following commutative diagram
0 // Egp

// E−1My //
(ψ′)♭y

Mt //
ψ
♭
t

0
0 // F gp // F−1N y // N t // 0
where the vertical arrows are induced by ψ¯♭, and the two horizontal sequences are exact
by [Ol1, Lem. 3.5(i)]. Assume that ψ♭y is surjective, so that ψ
♭
y is surjective. It follows
by definition that E → F is surjective, hence both Egp → F gp and (ψ′)♭y are surjective.
It follows that ψ
♭
t is surjective. This proves the statement. ♠
The most interesting aspect of punctured curves is the appearance of negative contact
orders, defined as follows.
Definition 2.17. The contact order of a punctured map (C◦/W,p, f) to X → B over
a log point W = Spec(Q→ κ) at p ∈ p is the composition
up :MX,f(p) f
♭−→MC,p −→ Q⊕ Z pr2−→ Z.
with the second map the canonical inclusion. We say that up is negative if up(MX,f(p)) 6⊆
N.
The difference with the case of logarithmic stable maps [GS2, Def. 1.8] is the ap-
pearance of Z instead of N. Note that if (C◦/W,p, f) is pre-stable, the contact order
at p ∈ p is negative if and only if p is not a marked point.
Example 2.18. Here is a simple example featuring a negative contact order. Let X
be a smooth surface, D ⊆ X a non-singular rational curve with self-intersection −1
inducing the divisorial log structure X on X . Let C → W be the punctured curve of
Examples 2.11,(2), with C ∼= P1. Let f : C → X be an isomorphism of C with D.
This can be enhanced to a punctured map C◦ → X as follows.
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We first define f¯ ♭ : f ∗MX = N → MC◦ ⊆ E = N ⊕ Zp by 1 7→ (1,−1), where
Zp denotes the sky-scraper sheaf at p with stalk Z. Note that 1 ∈ Γ(X,MX) yields
the O×X -torsor contained in MX corresponding to the line bundle OX(−D), and thus
1 ∈ Γ(C, f∗MX) yields the O×C -torsor corresponding to OC(1), using −D2 = 1. On
the other hand, the torsor contained in MC◦ corresponding to (1, 0) is the torsor of
OC , and the torsor corresponding to (0, 1) is the torsor of the ideal OC(−p). Hence
(1,−1) ∈ Γ(C,MC◦) corresponds to OC(1). Choosing an isomorphism of torsors then
lifts the map f¯ ♭ to a map f ♭ : f ∗MX → MC◦ inducing a morphism f : C◦ → X
(Figure 4).
Note this morphism does not lift to C ′ → W ′ = Spec(k[ǫ]/(ǫ2)) as in Exam-
ples 2.11,(3), since we can’t even lift f¯ ♭ at the level of ghost sheaves. Indeed, (1,−1)
is not a section of the ghost sheaf of (C ′)◦.
C
X
D
.
.
.
. . .
MW
.
.
.
Figure 4. The (−1)-curve and its monoid.
Remark 2.19 (Geometric implication of negative contact orders). Let f : C◦/W → X
be a punctured map with W = Spec(Q → k). Suppose p ∈ C is a punctured point
which is not a marked point, and let C ′ be the irreducible component containing p,
with generic point η. Then, intuitively, C ′ has negative order of tangency with certain
strata in X , and this forces C ′ to be contained in those strata.
Explicitly, let Pp = MX,f(p) and let up : Pp → Z be the composition of f¯ ♭p : Pp →
MC◦,p ⊂ Q ⊕ Z with the projection to Z. Then if δ ∈ Pp with up(δ) < 0, we must
have pr1 ◦f¯p(δ) 6= 0, as there is no element of MC◦,p ⊂ Q ⊕ Z of the form (0, n)
with n < 0. Thus if χ : Pp → MX,f(η) denotes the generization map, we must have
u−1p (Z<0) ∩ χ−1(0) = ∅. This restricts the strata in which f(C ′) can lie.
For example, if X = (X,D) for a simple normal crossings divisor D with irreducible
components D1, . . . , Dn, then Pp =
⊕
i:f(p)∈Di
N. The value up on the generator of
Pp corresponding to Di is the contact order with Di. Then f(C
′) must lie in the
intersection of Di that have negative contact order at p.
A critical aspect of this phenomenon is discussed in § 2.5, see especially Proposi-
tion 2.44 and Example 2.47.
2.2. The tropical interpretation. We now introduce the tropical picture, which
gives the underlying organizing language for punctured Gromov-Witten theory. We
assume familiarity with the discussion in ordinary logarithmic Gromov-Witten theory
as presented in [ACGS, § 2]. We review in § 2.2.1 the notations and basic concepts
briefly while discussing the modifications needed for including non-trivial punctures.
2.2.1. Tropical punctured maps. Recall from [GS2, App. B], or more generally [ACGS,
§ 2.1.4], the tropicalization functor, associating to any Deligne-Mumford fs log stack X
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a generalized polyhedral complex Σ(X). For η the generic point of a stratum of X , we
have an associated rational polyhedral cone
(2.3) ση = Hom(MX,η¯,R≥0).
Here ση is viewed as carrying the integral structure from embedding into M∗X,η¯. Then
Σ(X) is the abstract cone complex presented by the diagram of these cones and their
faces, with morphisms between them induced by the inclusions of faces dual to gener-
ization maps. For σ ∈ Σ(X) we denote by Xσ ⊆ X the subscheme with reduced
induced structure defined by the closed subset{
x ∈ X ∣∣ there exists an arrow σ → Hom(MX,x,R≥0) in Σ(X)} ⊆ X
of points x ∈ X with σ arising from generization from MX,x in some chart. We refer
to the Xσ as strata of X , but note that from the point of view of stratified spaces these
are really closures of strata. Note also that for σ = {0} we obtain X{0} = X, even if
MX,x 6= 0 for all x ∈ X. For an arbitrary point x ∈ X we define σx = ση if η is the
generic point of the smallest stratum Xσ ⊆ X containing x.
A stable logarithmic map (C/W,p, f) gives rise via functoriality of Σ to the diagram
(2.4)
Σ(C)
Σ(f)
//
Σ(π)

Σ(X)

Σ(W ) // Σ(S)
We will almost exclusively consider such diagrams if W is covered by a single chart
and Σ(W ) consists of a single cone ω = (M∨W,w)R and all the inclusions of its faces.
Then it is shown in [ACGS, Prop. 2.25] that Σ(π) along with the genera of the irre-
ducible components of the geometric fibre Cw¯ is a (family of) abstract tropical curves
over ω, also written (G, g, ℓ). Here G is the dual intersection graph of Cw with sets
V (G), E(G), L(G) of vertices, edges and legs, and the maps
g : V (G) −→ N, ℓ : E(G) −→ Hom(ωZ,N)r {0},
record the genera of the irreducible components of Cw¯ and the lengths of edges as
functions on ω, respectively, see [ACGS, Def. 2.19]. By abuse of notation, we view
homomorphisms ωZ → N also as homomorphisms ω → R≥0 respecting the integral
structure. Conversely, from (G, g, ℓ), the cone complex
Γ = Γ(G, ℓ)
recovering Σ(C) has one copy of ω for each v ∈ V (G), a cone
(2.5) ωE =
{
(s, λ) ∈ ω × R≥0
∣∣λ ≤ ℓ(E)(s)}
for each edge E ∈ E(G), and a copy of ω × R≥0 for each leg. Note that legs have
infinite lengths for any parameter s ∈ ωR when viewing Γ as a family of metric graphs.
The only change in the punctured setup is that a leg may now have finite length.
Indeed, if L ∈ L(G) corresponds to a non-trivial puncture with puncturing submonoid
Q◦ ⊂ Q⊕ Z, then (Q◦)∨R = ωL with
(2.6) ωL =
{
(s, λ) ∈ ω × R≥0
∣∣λ ≤ ℓ(L)(s)}
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defined in analogy with (2.5) by a length function ℓ(L) : ωZ → N with ℓ(L) 6= 0.
Definition 2.20. 1) A (family of) punctured tropical curves over a cone ω ∈ Cones
is a graph G together with two maps
g : V (G) −→ N, ℓ : E(G) ∪ L◦(G) −→ Hom(ωZ,N)r {0},
for some subset L◦(G) ⊆ L(G). We refer to elements of L◦(G) as finite or punctured
legs, all other legs as infinite or marked.
2) A (family of) punctured tropical maps over ω ∈ Cones is a map of cone complexes
h : Γ → Σ(X) for Γ = Γ(G, ℓ) the cone complex defined by a tropical curve (G, g, ℓ)
over ω.
As in [ACGS, Prop. 2.26], it follows readily from the definitions that the tropical-
ization of a punctured tropical map to X over a logarithmic point Spec(Q → κ) is a
punctured tropical map over Q∨R.
Given a punctured tropical map, one extracts associated discrete data as in [ACGS,
Rem. 2.22]. These are an image cone map
(2.7) σ : V (G) ∪ E(G) ∪ L(G) −→ Σ(X)
associating to each object of G the minimal cone of Σ(X) it maps to, and contact
orders
(2.8) uq = uE ∈ Nσ(E), up = uL ∈ Nσ(L)
for edges E = Eq ∈ E(G) and for legs L = Lp ∈ L(G), respectively. Contact orders
are defined by the image of the tangent vector (0, 1) ∈ Nω × Z in ωE or ωL under h.
For legs, this definition is consistent with the definition of contact orders of punctured
maps in Definition 2.17.
Note that the contact order up ∈ Nσ(Lp) of a marked point p ∈ Cw¯ lies in σ(Lp).
Conversely, a non-trivial puncture is forced by a leg L = Lp such that for any parameter
value s ∈ ω, the line segment h({s}× [0, ℓ(L)(s)]) inside the image cone σ(L) ∈ Σ(X)
does not extend to a half-line.
There is a simple tropical interpretation of pre-stability saying that images of legs
extend as far as possible inside their image cones. See Figure 5 for an illustration. We
call such tropical punctured maps pre-stable.
Proposition 2.21. If (C◦/W,p, f) is a pre-stable punctured map over a log point
W = Spec(Q → κ) and h = Σ(f) : Γ(G, ℓ) → Σ(X) its tropicalization, then for each
L ∈ L◦(G) and all s ∈ ω, it holds
h(s, ℓ(L)(s)) ∈ ∂σ(L),
while h(s, ℓ(L)(s)) + εuL 6∈ σ(L) for all ε > 0.
Proof. Let p¯→ C be the punctured point defined by L, and write ω = Q∨R, σ = P ∨R for
P =MX,f(p¯). The map hL : ωL → σ defined by h is dual to
f¯ ♭f(p¯) : P −→MC,p¯ = Q◦ ⊂ Q⊕ Z .
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Figure 5. A curve in a threefold and its tropicalization. There are two
components, represented by vertices; one node represented by an edge;
one regular marked point represented by an infinite leg and one puncture
represented by a finite leg, which, by pre-stability, extends exactly as far
as the cone allows.
By pre-stability, Q◦ is generated by Q⊕N and by the image of f¯ ♭f(p¯). Dually, we obtain
ωL = (Q
◦)∨R = (ω × R≥0) ∩ h−1L (σ) .
Now ωL is the convex hull of ω × {0} and of
{
(s, ℓ(L)(s)) ∈ ω × R≥0
}
, the graph of
ℓ(L) as a map ω → R≥0. This shows that no point
(
s, ℓ(L)(s)
)
maps to an interior
point of σ, as claimed. ♠
Note that while ω∨L ∩ (Nω × Z)∗ only computes the saturation of Q◦, the tropical
picture also contains the map P → Q ⊕ Z. In the pre-stable case, Q◦ can hence still
be computed tropically.
2.2.2. Types of punctured maps. As in [ACGS, Def. 2.23] for stable logarithmic maps,
we now capture the combinatorics underlying punctured maps and their tropicalizations
by the notion of type.
Definition 2.22. 1) The type of a family of tropical punctured maps h : Γ = Γ(G, ℓ)→
Σ(X) over ω ∈ Cones is the tuple
τ = (G, g,σ,u)
consisting of the associated genus-decorated graph (G, g), the image cone map σ from
(2.7) and the collection u = {uq, up}p,q = {uE, uL}E,L of contact orders from (2.8). In
particular, for x ∈ E(G) ∪ L(G) we require ux ∈ Nσ(x).
2) The type of a punctured map (C/W,p, f) to X at a geometric point w¯ → W is the
type of the associated tropical map Γ→ Σ(X) over (M∨W,w¯)R.
Thus the type records the combinatorial data associated to h : Γ → Σ(X), but
forgets the length function ℓ : E(G) ∪ L◦(G)→ Hom(ωZ,N).
For a punctured map over a logarithmic point, one sometimes also wants to keep the
curve classes A(v) = f
∗
(
[C(v)]
)
for C(v) ⊂ C the irreducible component of C given
by v ∈ V (G). Here A(v) is a class of curves in singular homology of the corresponding
stratum Xσ(v), or in some other appropriate monoid of curve classes, written H
+
2 (Xσ)
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for σ ∈ Σ(X) in any case.2 We refer to [GS4, Basic Setup 1.6] for a listing of the
properties of H+2 assumed throughout. Adding this information, one arrives at the
notion of decorated type
(2.9) τ = (τ,A) = (G, g,σ,u,A).
Finally, just as in logarithmic Gromov-Witten theory, generization of punctured
maps gives rise to contraction morphisms of graphs: Let (C◦/W,p, f) be a punctured
map to X and let w → W be a geometric point in the closure of w′ → W , with asso-
ciated tropicalizations h : Γ = Γ(G, ℓ) → Σ(X) and h′ : Γ′ = Γ(G′, ℓ′) → Σ(X). Then
as in [ACGS, (2.15)], generization defines a contraction morphism of the associated
decorated graphs
φ : (G, g) −→ (G′, g′),
defined by contracting thoses edges E = Eq ∈ E(G) with corresponding node q → Cw
not contained in the closure of the nodal locus of Cw′ . By abuse of notation we write
φ also for the maps
V (G) −→ V (G′), L(G) −→ L(G′), E(G)r Eφ bij−→ E(G′)
defining φ. Here Eφ ⊆ E(G) is the subset of contracted edges. Analogous to [ACGS,
Def. 2.24] there is a corresponding obvious notion of contraction morphism of (deco-
rated) types of tropical punctured maps
(2.10)
τ = (G, g,σ,u) −→ τ ′ = (G′, g′,σ′,u′)
τ = (G, g,σ,u,A) −→ τ ′ = (G′, g′,σ′,u′,A′)
Under such contraction morphisms, legs never get contracted. Moreover, identifying
L(G) = L(G′), the contact order uL ∈ Nσ(L) of a leg of Gis the image of uL′ ∈ Nσ′(L)
under the inclusion of lattices N
σ
′(L) → Nσ(L) induced by the face map σ′(L)→ σ(L).
Proposition 2.23. Let (C/W,p, f) be a stable logarithmic map to X over some log-
arithmic scheme W and (τw¯,Aw¯) with τw¯ = (Gw¯, gw¯,σw¯,uw¯) its decorated type at the
geometric point w¯ →W according to Definition 2.22 and (2.9).
Then if w¯, w¯′ →W are two geometric points with w¯′ ∈ cl(w¯), the map
(τw¯′,Aw¯′) −→ (τw¯,Aw¯)
induced by generization is a contraction morphism.
Proof. The proof is essentially identical to [ACGS, Lem. 2.30], noting that the proof
of [GS2, Lem 1.11] also works for contact orders at punctures. ♠
2.2.3. The balancing condition. The above discussion fits well with the tropical bal-
ancing condition at vertices of the dual graph of C◦. In fact, the statement [GS2,
Prop. 1.15] holds unchanged as there is no balancing condition at the endpoint of a leg
L ∈ L(G). As we will need the balancing condition to prove boundedness, we review
this statement here.
Suppose given a stable punctured map (C◦/W,p, f) with W = Spec(N → κ) the
standard log point over a separably closed field, and denote by (G, g,σ,u) its type.
2The notation includes defining H+2 (Xσ) := H
+
2 (X) for all σ ∈ Σ(X), by interpreting classes of
curves in a stratum Xσ as classes of curves in X .
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Let g : D˜ → C be the normalization of an irreducible component D with generic point
η of C. One then obtains, with M = f ∗MX , composed maps
τXη : Γ(D˜, g
∗M) −→ Pic D˜ deg−→ Z
τCη : Γ(D˜, g
∗MC◦) −→ Pic D˜ deg−→ Z
with the first map on each line given by taking a section of the ghost sheaf to the
corresponding O×
D˜
-torsor. These are compatible: the pull-back of f ♭ to D˜, ϕ : g∗M→
g∗MC◦ , induces ϕ¯ : g∗M→ g∗MC◦ , and hence a commutative diagram
Γ(D˜, g∗M) ϕ¯ //
τXη
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
Γ(D˜, g∗MC◦)
τCη

Z
The map τXη is given by f and M, so depends on the logarithmic geometry of f :
C◦ → X ; however if f contracts D, then τXη = 0. On the other hand, τCη is determined
completely by the geometry of D ⊆ C and g∗MC◦ as follows. We use the notation
in [GS2, § 1.4]. For each point q ∈ D over a node of C we have MC◦,q¯ = Seq , the
submonoid of N2 generated by (0, eq), (eq, 0) and (1, 1). The generization map χq :
MC◦,q¯ →MC◦,η¯ = N is given by projection to the second coordinate: χq(a, b) = b. We
then have
Γ(D˜, g∗MC◦) ⊆
{
(nq)q∈D˜
∣∣∣∣ nq ∈ Seq and χq(nq) = χq′(nq′)for q, q′ ∈ D˜
}
⊕
⊕
p∈D˜
Z.
The image of this inclusion is generated by (1) all elements in the first summand and
(2) N + im(up) in the copy of Z labelled by p. The equation χq(nq) = χq′(nq′) allows
us to write b = bq = χq(nq) independent of q. We then obtain, with proof identical to
that of [GS2, Lem. 1.14]:
Lemma 2.24. τCη
(
((aq, b)q∈D˜, (np)p∈D˜)
)
= −∑p∈D˜ np +∑q∈D˜ b−aqeq ,
The equation τXη = τ
C
η ◦ϕ is a formula in ND := Γ(D˜, g∗Mgp)∗, which is described in
[GS2, Eqns (1.12), (1.13)] as follows. Let Σ ⊂ D˜ be the set of points x in D˜ mapping
to a special point of C. Thus Σ can be identified with the subset of E(G) ∪ L(G) of
edges or legs adjacent to the vertex v corresponding to η. Then
ND = lim−→
x∈D˜
P ∗x =
(⊕
x∈Σ
P ∗x
)/
∼
where for any a ∈ P ∗η and any x, x′ ∈ Σ,
(0, . . . , 0, ιx,η(a), 0, . . . , 0) ∼ (0, . . . , 0, ιx′,η(a), 0, . . . , 0) .
Here ιx,η : P
∗
η → P ∗x is the dual of generization, and the non-zero entries lie in the
position indexed by x and x′ respectively. Thus an element of ND is represented by a
choice of tangent vector nx ∈ Nσ(x) = P ∗x , one for each preimage x ∈ D˜ of a special
point of C; and two such choices are identified if they can be related by repeatedly
subtracting a tangent vector in Nσ(v) = P
∗
η from one of the nx and adding it to another.
We then have, exactly as in [GS2, Prop. 1.15], the balancing condition:
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Proposition 2.25. Suppose (C◦/W,p, f) is a stable punctured map to X/S with W =
Spec(N→ κ) a standard log point. Let D ⊆ C be an irreducible component with generic
point η and Σ ⊂ D˜ the preimage of the set of special points. If τXη ∈ Γ(D˜, g∗M
gp
)∗ is
represented by (τx)x∈Σ, then
(ux)x∈Σ + (τx)x∈Σ = 0
in ND = Γ(D˜, g
∗Mgp)∗.
Remark 2.26. With regards to the above interpretation of elements of ND in terms
of the type of (C◦/W,p, f), Proposition 2.25 says the following. The degree data of
the O×C -torsors contained in g∗M defines a tuple of tangent vectors τx ∈ Nσ(x), one
for each edge or leg x ∈ E(G) ∪ L(G) adjacent to the vertex v corresponding to η,
well-defined up to trading elements of N
σ(v) via the embedding Nσ(v) →֒ Nσ(x) defined
by the face morphism σ(v) → σ(x). Then (1) τx + ux lies in the image of P ∗η → P ∗x ,
and (2) the traditional tropical balancing condition holds in P ∗η for τx + ux, x running
over the set of special points.
Traditional tropical geometry arises for the case that X is a toric variety with its
toric log structure. Then MgpX is the sheaf of rational functions that are invertible on
the big torus. Monomial functions define trivial O×X -subtorsors of MgpX . Denoting by
N the cocharacter lattice of the torus, we thus have a canonical monomorphism
N∗ −→ Γ(X,MgpX ) −→ Γ(X,M
gp
X )
with composition with τXη identically zero. Composing the equation in Proposition 2.25
with the induced mapND → N then yields the traditional balancing condition
∑
x ux =
0 for ux the image of ux under the embedding Nσ(x) → N .
The following is an encapsulation of balancing which gives easy to use restrictions on
curve classes realized by punctured maps with given contact orders. For the statement
we denote by L×s the torsor corresponding to s ∈ Γ(X,MgpX ), that is, the inverse
image of s under the homomorphismMgpX →M
gp
X , and write Ls for the corresponding
line bundle. Furthermore, the stalk of s at f(pi) lies in P
gp
pi
and hence defines a
homomorphism P ∗pi → Z, which we write as 〈·, s〉.
Proposition 2.27. Suppose given a punctured curve (C◦/W,p, f) with W a log point,
p = {p1, . . . , pn}. Then it holds
deg f∗Ls = −
n∑
i=1
〈upi, s〉 .
Proof. First, by making a base-change, we can assume W is the standard log point.
Note f ∗Ls must be isomorphic to the line bundle Lf¯♭(s) associated to the torsor corre-
sponding to f¯ ♭(s).
Now the total degree of Lf¯♭(s) can be calculated using Lemma 2.24 and details of
the proof of [GS2, Prop. 1.15]. Let g : D˜ → C be the normalization of an irreducible
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component of C with generic point η. Then
deg(f ◦ g)∗Ls = deg g∗Lf¯♭(s) = τCη (ϕ(s))
=
∑
q∈D˜
1
eq
(〈Vη, s〉 − 〈Vηq , s〉)−∑
xi∈D˜
〈uxi, s〉,
in the notation of [GS2, Props. 1.14, 1.15], and the last equality coming from the
proof of [GS2, Prop. 1.15]. Summing over all irreducible components, the left-hand
side becomes deg f∗Ls and on the right-hand side, all the contributions from the nodes
cancel, giving
deg f ∗(Ls) = −
∑
i
〈uxi, s〉,
as desired. ♠
2.3. Global contact orders and evaluation strata. A fundamental ingredient in
the definition of logarithmic Gromov-Witten invariants is the global specification of
contact orders at the marked points. The local behaviour of contact orders in families
of stable logarithmic maps is captured by the notion of morphism of types (2.10),
implying that generization leads to the possible propagation of contact orders via face
inclusions in Σ(X). The global definition can be subtle in the presence of monodromy,
as the following example shows.
Example 2.28. This example is modelled on the well-known toric construction of the
Tate curve. Let Y be the three-dimensional toric variety (not of finite type) defined
by the fan consisting of the collection of three-dimensional cones
Σ[3] =
{
R≥0(n, 0, 1) + R≥0(n+ 1, 0, 1) + R≥0(n, 1, 1) + R≥0(n+ 1, 1, 1)
∣∣n ∈ Z}
and their faces. Projection onto the third coordinate yields a toric morphism Y → A1.
After a base-change Ŷ = Y ×A1 Spec k[[t]] → Spec k[[t]], one may divide out Ŷ by
the action of Z defined as follows. This action is generated by an automorphism of
Ŷ induced by an automorphism of Y defined over A1. This automorphism is given
torically via the linear transformation Z3 → Z3 given by the matrix
1 0 ℓ0 −1 1
0 0 1


where ℓ is a fixed positive integer.We then define X = Ŷ /Z, with log structure induced
by the toric log structure on Y (Figure 6).
Then X → Spec k[[t]] is a degeneration of the total space of a Gm-torsor over an
elliptic curve, the torsor corresponding to a 2-torsion element of the Picard group of
the elliptic curve. As long as ℓ ≥ 2, X has a Zariski log structure. Further, Σ(X) is
a cone over a Mo¨bius strip composed of ℓ squares. If one takes u = (0, 1, 0) ∈ σgp for
any three-dimensional cone in Σ(X), then propagating u via chains of face inclusions
identifies u with −u due to the twist in the Mo¨bius strip.
In the presence of monodromy as in Example 2.28, the na¨ıve definition of global
contact orders by a reduced subscheme Z ⊂ X and a section s ∈ Γ(Z, (M|Z)∗) not
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Flip
Figure 6. A Zariski logarithmic scheme with contact order monodromy:
ℓ = 2.
extending to any larger subscheme from [GS2, Def. 3.1] does not work. We provide here
an alternative definition that suffices for the definition of finite type moduli spaces and
of certain punctured Gromov-Witten invariants also in cases with monodromy. Some
applications such as gluing (Theorem 5.6) in rare cases may require the more refined
definition presented in Appendix A. For the sake of simplicity of presentation, rather
than using this heavier notion throughout, we merely indicate what has to be modified
to treat such rare cases. We assume throughout that X is a Zariski fs log scheme over
B.
2.3.1. Global contact orders. For σ ∈ Σ(X) denote by Σσ(X) the star of σ, con-
sidered as the category with objects face embeddings σ → σ′ in Σ(X) and mor-
phisms compositions σ → σ′ → σ′′ of face embeddings in Σ(X). If σ ∈ Σ(X) with
σ = Hom(MX,η,R≥0) for a point η ∈ X , the star Σσ(X) is formed by all cones
Hom(MX,y,R≥0) with y running over the generic points of strata contained in Xσ,
noting that MX is defined on the Zariski site. Associating to (σ → σ′) ∈ Σσ(X) the
free abelian group Nσ′ , viewed as a set, gives a diagram in the category of sets indexed
by Σσ(X).
Definition 2.29. Let σ ∈ Σ(X) and Nσ : Σσ(X) → Sets be the diagram in the
category of sets mapping σ → σ′ to Nσ′ . A contact order for σ ∈ Σ(X), or for the
corresponding stratum Xσ ⊆ X , is an element u¯ of
Cσ(X) := colim
SetsNσ = colim
Sets
σ→σ′Nσ′ ,
the set of contact orders for σ. For σ′ ∈ Σσ(X), or for x ∈ Xσ, we denote by
ισσ′ = ισx : Nσ′ = Nσx −→ Cσ(X)
the canonical map. A global contact order is a contact order for any σ ∈ Σ(X). The
set of global contact orders is denoted C(X) :=
∐
σ∈Σ(X) Cσ(X).
We say a contact order u¯ for σ ∈ Σ(X) has finite monodromy if for any σ′ ∈ Σσ(X)
the set ι−1σσ′(u¯) ⊆ Nσ′ is finite.
A global contact order u¯ ∈ Cσ(X) is monodromy-free if for any (σ → σ′) ∈ Σσ(X)
there exists at most one u ∈ Nσ′ with u¯ = ισσ′(u).
Given a punctured map (C◦/W,p, f) to X and s : W → C a punctured or nodal
section, each geometric point w¯ → W has an associated contact order us(w¯) at s(w¯),
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the contact order up, uq in (2.8) of the associated tropicalization:
us(w¯) :MX,f(s(w¯)) −→ Z.
For any σ ∈ Σ(X) with im(f ◦ s) ⊆ Xσ and any w¯ → W we thus obtain a contact
order for σ,
(2.11) uσs (w¯) = ισf (s(w¯))(us(w¯))
The following lemma shows that fixing global contact orders in families of punctured
maps is both an open and closed condition. In particular, prescribing global contact
orders for strata, formalized in the notion of marking below (Definition 3.6), works well
in moduli problems.
Lemma 2.30. Let (C◦/W,p, f) be a punctured map, s : W → C a punctured or nodal
section, and σ ∈ Σ(X) with im(f ◦ s) ⊆ Xσ. Then the function w¯ 7→ uσs (w¯) from
(2.11), associating to a geometric point w¯ → W the contact order of (C◦w¯/w¯,pw¯, fw¯)
for σ, is locally constant.
Proof. The statement follows immediately from the compatibility of contact orders at
punctured or nodal points with generization in W and the definition of global contact
orders. ♠
By the lemma the following definition is meaningful.
Definition 2.31. Let (C◦/W,p, f) be a punctured map, and s : W → C a punctured
or nodal section with im(f ◦ s) ⊆ Xσ for some σ ∈ Σ(X). Then (C◦/W,p, f) is said to
have global contact order u¯ ∈ Cσ(X) for σ along s if for each geometric point w¯ → W
the function in (2.11) fulfills uσs (w¯) = u¯.
2.3.2. The evaluation stratum for a global contact order. Each global contact order
u¯ ∈ Cσ(X) with finite monodromy defines the closed subset
Z u¯ =
{
x ∈ X ∣∣ u¯ ∈ im(ισx)} ⊆ X
of points x of X such that u¯ is induced by a homomorphism MX,x → Z. Note that
Z u¯ ⊂ X is indeed closed since for x ∈ cl(y) the map ισy from Definition 2.29 factors
through ισx and hence, by monodromy finiteness, Z u¯ is locally in X a finite union of
closed subsets.
We now define a natural structure of a strict closed subscheme Zu¯ ⊆ X on Z u¯ with
the property that if (C◦/W,p, f) is a punctured map with global contact order u¯ at
the punctured or nodal section s, then the morphism f ◦ p : (W, s∗MC◦)→ X factors
through Zu¯.
Construction 2.32. Let u¯ ∈ Cσ(X) be a global contact order for some σ ∈ Σ(X),
assumed to have finite monodromy. Define as follows a closed substack Zu¯ ⊂ Xσ, where
Xσ is the stratum of the relative Artin fan X of X → B indexed by σ. Recall from
[ACGS, § 2.2] that Zariski-locally AX is isomorphic to the quotient stack
(2.12)
[
Spec k[P ]/ Spec k[P gp]
]
,
where P = MX,x for some x ∈ X . If x ∈ Xσ, for each ux ∈ ι−1σx (u¯) ⊂ Hom(P gp,Z)
we obtain a monoid ideal Iux ⊂ P generated by u−1x (Z r {0}). The reduction of
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the corresponding subscheme V (Iux) of Spec k[P ] is the union of those toric strata
corresponding to faces F ⊆ P with ux vanishing on F . (See Lemma A.3 for a detailed
derivation.) Since u¯ has finite monodromy, ι−1σx (u¯) ⊆ Hom(P,Z) is finite. Thus
(2.13) Iu¯ =
⋂
ux∈ι
−1
σx (u¯)
Iux ⊆ P
is a finite intersection of monoid ideals, and so is the associated ideal (Iu¯) ⊆ k[P ].
In particular, Spec
(
k[P ]/(Iu¯)
)
is a fibred sum of Spec
(
k[P ]/(Iux)
)
over their pairwise
intersections in the category of schemes [SP, Lem. 0ET0]. As we chose x ∈ Xσ, let
Jσ ⊆ P be the ideal defining the stratum of Spec k[P ] corresponding to σ. Note this is
the kernel of the localization map MX,x →MX,y where y is the generic point of Xσ.
Define Zu¯ locally as the closed substack
(2.14)
[
Spec
(
k[P ]/(Iu¯ ∪ Jσ)
)/
Spec k[P gp]
]
of (2.12) defined by Iu¯ ∪ Jσ. To globalize, recall that intersections of the open models
(2.12) of AX are induced by localization maps χyx : P → P ′ for P ′ = MX,y and x ∈
cl(y). With y ∈ Xσ, write P ′ = (P +L)/L for L ⊆ P gp a saturated sublattice, I ′u¯ ⊆ P ′
the monoid ideal obtained by (2.13) at y. Then the toric closed embedding Spec k[P ′]→
Spec k[P ] factors over Spec k[P + L] and induces the canonical isomorphism[
Spec k[P ′]/ Speck[P ′
gp
]
]
=
[
Spec k[P + L]/ Spec k[P gp]
]
.
Now χtyx induces an injection
ι−1σy (u¯) −→ ι−1σx (u¯).
The image consists of those ux : P → Z that factor over P ′, which is the case iff
L ⊆ ker(ugpx ). Conversely, if L 6⊆ ker(ugpx ) then 0 ∈ Iux +L and hence Iux +L = P +L.
Thus it holds
Iu¯ + L =
⋂
ux∈ι
−1
σx (u¯)
L⊆ker(ugpx )
(
Iux + L
)
=
⋂
uy∈ι
−1
σy (u¯)
χ−1yx (Iuy) = χ
−1
yx (I
′
u¯).
This shows compatibility of the local definitions. Hence there exists a closed substack
Z ′u¯ ⊆ AX locally given by (2.14). Base change to B then yields
Zu¯ = B ×AB Z ′u¯ ⊆ X .
We endow Zu¯ with the induced log structure, making Zu¯ → X a strict morphism of
logarithmic algebraic stacks.
Finally, we define Zu¯ by base change:
(2.15) Zu¯ := Zu¯ ×X X ⊆ Xσ.
Definition 2.33. Given a global contact order u¯ ∈ C(X), we call the strict closed
subspaces Zu¯ ⊆ X and Zu¯ ⊆ X the evaluation stratum for u.
Proposition 2.34. Let (π : C◦ →W,p, f) be a punctured map of global contact order
u¯ ∈ Cσ(X) along a punctured or nodal section s : W → C◦ (Definition 2.31). Suppose
further that the map f ◦ s : W → X factors through Xσ. Then the composition
f ◦ s : (W, s∗MC◦) −→ C◦ −→ X,
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with s viewed as a strict morphism (W, s∗MC◦) → C◦, factors over the evaluation
stratum Zu¯ ⊆ X.
Proof. We first treat the case of a punctured section. Let p¯ → C◦ be a geometric
punctured point. Write Q =MW,π(p¯), Q◦ =MC◦,p¯ ⊂ Q⊕Z and P =MX,x, x = f(p¯).
The contact order of (C◦/W,p, f) at p¯ (Definition 2.17) is the composition
u : P
f¯♭p¯−→ Q◦ −→ Q⊕ Z −→ Z,
with the last two arrows the inclusion followed by the projection. By hypothesis u ∈
ι−1σx (u¯), in the notation of Construction 2.32. The corresponding ideal I ⊆ P generated
by u−1(Z r {0}) contains the ideal Iu¯ of (2.13). Now if m ∈ MX,x maps to p ∈
u−1(Zr{0}) under the quotient mapMX,x →MX,x then f ♭(m) maps to f¯ ♭(p) = (q, d)
for d 6= 0 and some q ∈ Q. For d > 0 the image of f ♭(m) in OC,p¯ thus lies in the ideal
defining im(s) ⊂ C, by the definition of the unpunctured log structure MC; for d < 0
this image maps to 0 ∈ OC,p¯ by Definition 2.1,(2). Thus in either case,
(f ◦ s)♯(αX(m)) = αW ((f ◦ s)♭(m)) = 0.
This, along with the assumption that f ◦ s factors through Xσ, proves the statement
for the underlying schemes. The extension to log schemes is immediate by strictness
of Zu¯ → X .
For a nodal section, working in an e´tale neighbourhood of a nodal geometric point
q → C◦, we can assume that x factors through the partial normalization κ : C˜◦ → C◦
that pulls apart the two branches of C along im x. We will show in Proposition 5.2 that
x˜ defines a punctured section of the pull-back log structure κ∗MC◦ . The statement for
nodal sections thus follows from the punctured case by observing f ◦ x = f ◦ κ ◦ x˜. ♠
2.4. Basicness. A key concept in logarithmic moduli problems is the existence of basic
or minimal logarithmic structures. The existence of such distinguished logarithmic
structures on the base space of families is a necessary condition for a logarithmic
moduli problem to be represented by a logarithmic algebraic stack. A good notion of
basicness should be an open property, and hence is typically defined by a condition at
geometric points.
The definition of basic stable logarithmic maps from [GS2, § 1.5] is based on uni-
versality of the associated family of tropical maps. The original definition in [GS2,
Def. 1.20] phrases this property in terms of the dual monoids and only indicates the
tropical interpretation in [GS2, Rem. 1.18]. A proof of the equivalence of the definitions
in the present notation is given in [ACGS, Prop. 2.28]. This equivalence of descriptions
really only reflects the anti-equivalence between the categories of fs monoids and of ra-
tional polyhedral cones. In the following, we freely use this equivalence of categories
when referring to material from [GS2].
The definition of basicness in the punctured case is formally the same as for stable
logarithmic maps:
Definition 2.35. A pre-stable punctured logarithmic map (C/W,p, f) is basic at a
geometric point w¯ →W if the associated family of tropical maps
h : Γ = Γ(G, ℓ) −→ Σ(X)
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over (MW,w¯)∨R is universal among tropical maps of the same type (G, g,σ,u). Basicness
without specifying w¯ refers to basicness at all geometric points.
The monoids MW,w¯ obtained from basic punctured maps also have formally the
same description as for stable logarithmic maps described in [GS2, Prop. 1.19] and
[ACGS, Prop. 2.28]. We provide a full proof of this description emphasizing the tropical
perspective.
Proposition 2.36. Let (π : C◦ → W,p, f) be a basic, pre-stable punctured map over a
logarithmic point Spec(Q→ κ) and let (G, g,σ,u) be its type. For each generic point
η ∈ Cw¯ with v = vη ∈ V (G) the associated vertex write
Pη =MX,f(η) =
(
σ(v)Z
)∨
.
Then the map
(2.16) Q∨ −→ {(Vη, ℓq) ∈∏η P ∨η ×∏q N ∣∣Vη − Vη′ = ℓq · u(Eq)}
given by the duals of (π¯♭η)
−1 ◦ f¯ ♭η : Pη → Q and of the classifiying map
∏
q N → Q of
the log-smooth curve C/W , is an isomorphism. Here q runs over the set of nodes of
C and, in the equation, η, η′ are the generic points of the adjacent branches, with the
order chosen as in the definition of u.
Proof. Denote by ω ∈ Cones the cone defined by the right-hand side of (2.16). We
first construct a tropical punctured map
h0 : Γ = Γ(G, ℓ0) −→ Σ(X)
over ω as follows. Define
ℓ0(E) : ωZ −→ N, h0
(
v) : ωZ −→ P ∨η
for E = Eq ∈ E(G) and v = vη ∈ V (G) as the projections to the q-th factor in
∏
q N
and to P ∨η = σ(v)Z, respectively. For an edge E = Eq with adjacent vertices v, v
′ and
associated cone ωE from (2.5), the map h0 is defined by
(h0)E : (ωE)Z −→ P ∨q = σ(E)Z,
(s, λ) 7−→ h0(v)(s) + λ · u(E) = h0(v′)(s) + (ℓ(E)− λ)(−u(E)),
with the sign of u(E) chosen according to the orientation of E. In this definition, we
view h0(v(s)), h0(v
′(s)) as elements of P ∨q via the face inclusions P
∨
η , P
∨
η′ → P ∨q . The
equality holds by the relation in the definition of ω. In particular, (h0)E restricts to
h0(v), h0(v
′) on its two faces defined by v, v′.
Finally, for a leg L = Lp ∈ L(G) with adjacent vertex v ∈ V (G), the length function
ℓ0(L) and the map (h0)L defined on (ωL)Z is uniquely determined by h0(v) and by the
contact order u(L) via pre-stability (Proposition 2.21). This finishes our construction
of a pre-stable tropical punctured map h0 over ω.
Conversely, if h : Γ = Γ(G, ℓ) → Σ(X) is a tropical punctured map of type
(G, g,σ,u) over some cone ω′ ∈ Cones, the map
ω′ −→ ω, s 7−→ (h(vη(s)), ℓ(Eq))η,q,
with vη : ω
′ → Γ the section of Γ→ ω′ defined by vη ∈ V (G′), is readily seen to be the
unique morphism in Cones producing h by pull-back from h0. ♠
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Definition 2.37. The fs monoid Q defined by (2.16) is called the basic monoid asso-
ciated to the type τ = (G, g,σ,u), while its dual Q∨ ∈ Cones (or Q∨R with the integral
structure understood) is called the associated basic cone.
Note that only the existence of at least one tropical punctured map of the given type
shows that ℓ0(E) 6= 0 as required in the definition.3 Observe also that just as marked
points do not enter in the definition of basicness, there is no role for punctures in the
statement of Proposition 2.36.
Proposition 2.38. Let (C◦/W,p, f) be a pre-stable punctured map. Then
Ω := {w¯ ∈ |W | ∣∣ {w¯} ×W (C◦/W,p, f) is basic}
is an open subset of |W |.
Proof. This is identical to [GS2, Prop. 1.22]. ♠
Proposition 2.39. Any pre-stable punctured map to X → B arises as the pull-back
from a basic pre-stable punctured map to X → B with the same underlying ordinary
pre-stable map. Both the basic pre-stable punctured map and the morphism are unique
up to a unique isomorphism.
Proof. The proof is almost identical to [GS2, Prop. 1.24], with some care taken at the
punctures. Let (π : C → W,p, f) be a pre-stable punctured map over B. For each
geometric point w¯ → W one obtains a tropical punctured map
hw¯ : Γw¯ −→ Σ(X)
over ωw¯ = (MW,w¯)∨R, of some type (Gw¯, gw¯,σw¯,uw¯). By the punctured analogue of
[ACGS, Lem. 2.30], generization w¯ ∈ cl(w¯′) leads to a contraction morphism (2.10)
(Gw¯, gw¯,σw¯,uw¯) −→ (Gw¯′, gw¯′,σw¯′,uw¯′).
This contraction morphism induces an embedding of Γw¯′ as a subcomplex of Γw¯ such
that hw¯′ becomes the restriction of hw¯. These maps are compatible with the classifying
maps to the dual of the respective basic monoids in Proposition 2.36, producing a
cartesian diagram of pre-stable tropical punctured maps.
As in the proof of [GS2, Prop. 1.24], this situation produces monoid sheaves MbasC◦ ,
MbasW on C and W , respectively, and a commutative diagram
f∗MX //MbasC◦ //MC◦
π∗MbasW //
OO
π∗MW
OO
In case B has a non-trivial log structure, all morphisms are compatible with morphisms
from the pull-back of MB. Continuing as in [GS2, Prop. 1.24], we can now define the
desired basic log structures by fibre product:
MbasW =MW ×MW M
bas
W , MbasC◦ =MC◦ ×MC◦ M
bas
C◦ .
3The analogue of this statement in [GS2] is the condition GS(M) 6= ∅.
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Each of these defines a log structure with the structure map being the composition of
the projection to the first factor followed by the structure map for that log structure.
The pair of induced morphisms
πbas : C
◦
bas = (C,MbasC◦ ) −→Wbas = (W,MbasW ), fbas : C◦bas −→ X
have tropicalizations at any geometric point w¯ → W given by the universal pre-
stable tropical punctured map to Σ(X) over Σ(B) of type (Gw¯, gw¯,σw¯,uw¯). Thus
(C◦bas/Wbas,p, f) is a basic punctured map to X . By the construction by fibre products
of monoid sheaves, it follows that fbas commutes with the morphisms to B, and that
(C◦/W,p, f) is the pull-back of (C◦bas/Wbas,p, f) byW → Wbas. The constructed basic
punctured map is also pre-stable since (C◦/W,p, f) is and by the definition of MbasC◦
as a fibre product. Finally, the universal property of the basic monoid with regards to
pre-stable tropical punctured maps in Proposition 2.36 implies uniqueness. ♠
Proposition 2.40. An automorphism ϕ : C◦/W → C◦/W of a basic pre-stable punc-
tured map (C◦/W,p, f) with ϕ = idC◦ is trivial.
Proof. This is identical to [GS2, Prop. 1.25]. ♠
2.5. Puncturing log-ideals. The punctured points which are not marked points im-
pose extra important constraints on the possible deformations of a punctured curve,
hence of punctured stable maps, captured by an ideal in the base monoid. This is a
key new feature of the theory which we now describe.
2.5.1. Log-ideals of punctured curves. Recall e.g. from [Og, § III.1.3] that a log-ideal K
over a fine log scheme W is a sheaf of ideals K of MW . Since K is invariant under
the multiplicative action of O×W , any log-ideal is the preimage under MW → MW of
the quotient K = K/O×W . A log-ideal K over W is called coherent if for any chart
Q → Γ(U,MW ) there is a finite set S ⊆ Q such that S generates K|U . In [Og,
Prop. II.2.6.1] it is shown that equivalently, for any geometric points x¯, y¯ → W with
x¯ ∈ cl(y¯), the stalk Ky¯ is generated by the image of the generization map Kx¯ → Ky¯.
Moreover, coherence of K can be checked by the analogously defined coherence of its
O×-quotient K.
Let (π : C◦ → W,p) be a punctured curve. For each of the punctures p : W → C
consider the composition
(2.17) up : p
∗MC◦ −→MW ⊕ Z −→ Z
of fine monoid sheaves, with the first map the canonical inclusion and the second map
the projection. Denote by Ip ⊆ p∗MC◦ the sheaf of ideals generated by u−1p (Z<0).
Definition 2.41. The puncturing log-ideal KW ⊆ MW of the punctured curve (π :
C◦ → W,p) is the ideal sheaf generated by⋃
p
(π♭)−1(Ip) ⊆MW ,
with p running over all punctures.
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In the context of the definition we abuse notation when writing π♭ for the composition
MW π
♭−→ π∗MC◦ −→ π∗p∗p∗MC◦ = p∗MC◦ ,
where as usual p∗MC◦ denotes the pull-back log structure, while the right arrow is
induced by the adjunction unit morphism 1→ p∗p−1 of the associated abelian sheaves.
We sometimes also refer to the quotient KW of KW by O×W as the puncturing log-
ideal, but will then write KW ⊆MW for clarity.
An illustration for the definition is contained in Figure 7.
Figure 7. An idealized punctured point (ideal lightly shaded) and the
resulting log ideal (the horizontal shaded ray). If there are several punc-
tures, one takes the ideal generated by these horizontal regions.
Lemma 2.42. The puncturing log-ideal KW of a punctured curve (π : C◦ → W,p) is
coherent.
Proof. The preimage u−1p (Z≤0) of the fine subsheaf Z≤0 ⊂ Z under the map in (2.17)
is a fine sheaf of submonoids of p∗MC◦ . Since Z<0 ⊂ Z≤0 is a coherent log-ideal, its
preimage is a coherent ideal sheaf in u−1p (Z≤0). Hence the ideal sheaf Ip generated by
u−1p (Z<0) is coherent, and so is its preimage (π
♭)−1(Ip). Summing over the punctures
then yields coherence of KW . ♠
Puncturing log-ideals behave well under pull-backs.
Proposition 2.43. Let (π : C◦ → W,p) be a punctured curve, (πT : C◦T → T,pT ) its
pull-back via h : T → W and KW , KT the respective puncturing log-ideals. Then KT
equals the ideal generated by h−1KW .
Proof. Denote by g : C◦T → C◦ the pull-back of h to the curves. By coherence of KW
and KT it suffices to check that for each geometric point t¯ → T , the image of KW,h(t¯)
under h¯♭t¯ generates KT,t¯. Denote by w¯ = h(t¯). For a puncture p of C◦ consider the
commutative diagram
MW,w¯ π¯
♭
//
h¯♭

MC◦,p(w¯) //
g¯♭

MW,w¯ ⊕ Z //

Z
=

MT,t¯
π¯♭T
//MC◦T ,pT (t¯) //MT,t¯ ⊕ Z // Z
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The two left squares are cocartesian in the category of fine monoids by the definition
of pull-back of punctured curves. This shows first that g¯♭(Ip,w¯) generates IpT ,t¯, and in
turn that h¯♭
(
(π¯♭)−1(Ip,w¯)
)
generates (π¯♭T )
−1(IpT ,t¯). Taking the sum over all punctures
finishes the proof. ♠
Here comes the crucial vanishing property putting restrictions on deformations of
punctured curves.
Proposition 2.44. Let (C◦/W,p) be a punctured curve and KW ⊆MW its puncturing
log-ideal. Then it holds
αW (KW ) = 0.
Proof. Let Ip = u−1p (Z<0) ⊆ p∗MC◦ be the ideal sheaf defined after (2.17). Defini-
tion 2.1,(2) implies (p∗αC◦)(Ip) = 0. Pulling back via π♭ :MW → p∗MC◦ thus yields
αW
(
(π♭)−1(Ip)
)
= (p∗αC◦)(Ip) = 0.
The claimed vanishing follows by summing over the punctures p. ♠
Proposition 2.44 also demonstrates that the base of a family of punctured curves is
naturally an idealized log scheme (or stack). We recall from [Og, Def. III.1.3]:
Definition 2.45. An idealized log scheme (X,MX ,KX) is a log scheme (X,MX)
equipped with a sheaf of ideals KX ⊆MX such that KX ⊆ α−1X (0). It is coherent ifM
and K are coherent. A morphism of idealized log schemes f : X → Y is a morphism
of log schemes such that f ♭ maps f−1(KY ) into KX .
Corollary 2.46. For a punctured curve (C◦/W,p) with KW its puncturing log-ideal,
the triple (W,MW ,KW ) is a coherent idealized log scheme.
Example 2.47. Let (C◦/W,p) be a punctured curve over the logarithmic point W =
Spec(Q → k), with Q = N2, C a smooth and connected curve and with only one
punctured point p with
MC◦,p = (Q⊕ N) + N · (a, 0,−1) + N · (0, b,−1) ⊂ Q⊕ Z,
for some a, b ∈ Nr{0}. Then the puncturing log-ideal KW is generated by (a, 0), (0, b).
This implies that if we view W as the strict closed subspace of A2 = Spec k[t1, t2] with
its toric log structure, then the maximal subscheme of A2 to which (C/W,p) extends
is given by the ideal (ta1, t
b
2) ⊂ k[t1, t2].
2.5.2. Log-ideals of punctured maps. We define puncturing log-ideals only for pre-stable
punctured maps.
Definition 2.48. The puncturing log ideal KW of a pre-stable punctured map (C◦/W,p, f)
is the puncturing log-ideal of the punctured domain curve (C◦/W,p), as defined in Def-
inition 2.41.
It is clear from the definition and Proposition 2.43 that puncturing log ideals of punc-
tured maps are stable under base change, and they also enjoy the vanishing property
αW (KW ) = 0 from Proposition 2.44.
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We finish this subsection by giving a tropical interpretation of the radical of the
puncturing log-ideal KW of a pre-stable punctured map. This interpretation is based
on the following technical result concerning monoid ideals.
Lemma 2.49. Suppose given a sharp toric monoid Q, and a collection of sharp toric
monoids Pp1, . . . , Ppr along with monoid homomorphisms ϕpi : Ppi → Q ⊕ Z with
upi := pr2 ◦ϕpi. Let evi := (pr1 ◦ϕpi)t : Q∨R → (Ppi)∨R. Let the ideal I ⊂ Q be the
monoid ideal
I =
〈
pr1 ◦ϕpi(m)
∣∣ there is an i such that m ∈ Ppi and upi(m) < 0〉.
For σ a face of the cone Q∨R, let Zσ = Spec k[σ
⊥ ∩ Q] be the closed toric stratum of
Spec k[Q] corresponding to σ. Then there is a decomposition
Spec k[Q]/
√
I =
⋃
σ
Zσ
where the union is over all faces σ of Q∨R such that if x ∈ Int(σ), then evi(x) + ǫupi ∈
(Ppi)
∨
R for ǫ > 0 sufficiently small and 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Proof. Let Ipi ⊂ Q be the monoid ideal
Ipi =
〈
pr1 ◦ϕpi(m)
∣∣m ∈ Ppi satisfies upi(m) < 0〉.
Of course V (I) =
⋂
i V (Ipi). We first show that if σ satisfies the given condition, then
Zσ ⊆ V (Ipi) for each i. The monomial ideal defining Zσ is Qr (σ⊥∩Q), so it is enough
to show that σ⊥∩Ipi = ∅. Choose an x ∈ Int(σ). Let q ∈ Ipi be a generator of Ipi, that
is, there exists an m ∈ Ppi such that q = pr1(ϕpi(m)) and upi(m) < 0. Since m ∈ Ppi
and evi(x) + ǫupi ∈ (Ppi)∨R for some ǫ > 0, we have
0 ≤ 〈evi(x) + ǫupi, m〉.
Thus 〈upi, m〉 < 0 implies 〈evi(x), m〉 > 0, or 〈x, pr1(ϕpi(m))〉 = 〈x, q〉 > 0, as desired.
Conversely, suppose that Zσ ⊆ V (I) for some face σ of Q∨R, but there exists an i
and some x ∈ Int(σ) such that evi(x) + ǫupi 6∈ (Ppi)∨R for any ǫ > 0. Then there exists
an m ∈ Ppi such that 〈evi(x) + ǫupi, m〉 < 0 for all ǫ > 0. Since 〈evi(x), m〉 ≥ 0, we
must have 〈evi(x), m〉 = 0 and upi(m) < 0. Thus q = pr1(ϕpi(m)) lies in Ipi. We
have 〈x, q〉 = 〈evi(x), m〉 = 0, so q ∈ σ⊥. In particular, zq does not vanish on Zσ,
contradicting Zσ ⊆ V (I). ♠
Proposition 2.50. Let (C◦/W,p, f) be a punctured map to X over the logarithmic
point W = Spec(Q→ κ),
h : Γ = Γ(G, ℓ) −→ Σ(X)
the associated tropical curve over ω = Q∨R, and (G, g,σ,u) its type. Denote by K
1/∞
W ⊂
Q the radical of the puncturing log-ideal of (C◦/W,p, f).
Then a face Q′ ⊆ Q lies in QrK1/∞W iff for any punctured leg L ∈ L(G) it holds
ℓ(L)
(
(Q′)⊥ ∩ ωZ) 6= 0.
Proof. By pre-stability, KW is generated by those q ∈ Q such that there exists a
puncture pi → C of C◦ and m ∈ MX,f(pi) with f¯ ♭(m) = (q, a) and a = upi(m) < 0.
Thus KW = I in Lemma 2.49 applied with Ppi =MX,f(pi). Now the statement is a mere
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reformulation of the conclusion of this lemma in terms of tropical maps, notably using
the characterization of punctured legs in the pre-stable case in Proposition 2.21. ♠
Phrased more geometrically, the conclusion of Proposition 2.50 says that exactly
those faces of the basic cone of a tropical punctured map (Definition 2.37) can possibly
arise from a generization of punctured maps if the puncturing legs remain of positive
lengths.
We end this section with an example highlighting the fact that the natural base
spaces in punctured Gromov-Witten theory are possibly reducible spaces due to the
puncturing ideals. See Theorem 3.22 and Remark 3.23 for the general picture under-
lying this phenomenon.
Example 2.51. Take B = Spec k, and consider X a smooth surface with log structure
coming from a smooth rational curve D ⊆ X with D2 = 2. Consider a type of
punctured maps of genus 0, underlying curve class [D], and four punctures, p1, . . . , p4,
with contact orders −1,−1, 2 and 2 respectively. Consider a punctured curve f : C◦ →
X where C = C1∪C2∪C3 has three irreducible components and two nodes q1 = C1∩C2,
q2 = C1 ∩ C3. We assume p1, p3 ∈ C2, p2, p4 ∈ C3. Finally, f identifies C1 with D and
contracts C2 and C3. It is not difficult to check such a curve exists with uq1 = uq2 = 1.
The corresponding tropical curve Γ has three vertices, v1, v2, v3, edges Eq1, Eq2, and
legs Ep1 , . . . , Ep4 . The moduli space of tropical curves of this type is R
3
≥0, with co-
ordinates ρ, ℓ1, ℓ2, where ρ gives the distance of the image of v1 from the origin of
Σ(X) = R≥0, and ℓ1, ℓ2 give the lengths of the edges Eq1 , Eq2. In particular, the basic
monoid for this punctured log curve is Q = N3, generated by ρ, ℓ1, ℓ2.
In this case we may easily calculate the puncturing ideal (Definition 2.48). We
have contributions from each of the two punctures. Using the definition, we note
that at the puncture pi, i = 1 or 2, the map ϕη¯ ◦ χη,pi : Ppi = N → Q is dual to
evi : Q
∨
R → (Ppi)∨ = R≥0 evaluating the tropical curve parameterized by a point at
Q∨R at v2 or v3, see Lemma 2.49. Thus for m ∈ Q∨R, evi(m) = ρ(m) + ℓi(m). Dually
ϕη¯◦χη,pi : P → Q is given by 1 7→ ρ+ℓi. As upi(1) = −1, i = 1, 2, we see the puncturing
ideal K is generated by ρ+ℓ1, ρ+ℓ2. Writing k[Q] = k[x, y, z], with the three variables
corresponding to ρ, ℓ1, ℓ2 respectively, we see Spec k[Q]/K = Spec k[x, y, z]/(xy, xz),
which has two irreducible components of differing dimension.
Note that deformation theory provides two deformation classes of the punctured
map. The first smooths one or both of the nodes, resulting in a punctured map with
at least one pair p1, p3 or p2, p4 now being distinct points on the component of the
domain mapping surjectively to D. Since this component contains a negative contact
order point, its image cannot be deformed away from D by Remark 2.19.
The second deformation class keeps the domain of f fixed, but deforms the image
of C1 away from D, so that it meets D transversally in two points. The remaining
components C2 and C3 are then contracted to the points of intersection of f(C1) with
D. It is then no longer possible to smooth the nodes.
This local reducibility of moduli space happens despite the obstruction groupH1(C, f ∗ΘX)
for deformations with fixed domain (see § 4) being zero. The point of the puncturing
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ideal is that it captures these intrinsic singularities of the moduli space. These obstruc-
tions really come from obstructions to deforming the punctured domain curve.
The general picture explaining this phenomenon is developed in § 3.5. In particular,
Example 3.26 revisits the present example from the general perspective.
3. The stack of punctured maps
Throughout this section we fix as the target a morphism X → B locally of finite
type between separated, locally noetherian logarithmic k-schemes, with MX Zariski.
We write X = B ×AB AX for the associated relative Artin fan.
3.1. Stacks of punctured curves. The purpose of this section is the introduction
of stacks of punctured curves as domains for punctured maps. For a genus-decorated
graph (G, g) recall from [ACGS, § 2.4] the logarithmic stacksM(G, g) of (G, g)-marked
pre-stable curves over the ground field k with its basic log structure as a nodal curve,
andMB(G, g) = LogM(G,g)×B of (G, g)-marked log smooth curves over B with arbitrary
fs log structures on the base. For each leg L ∈ L(G) denote by pL the associated marked
section. We now define a stack M˘B(G, g) of punctured curves by admitting arbitrary
puncturings at these marked sections.
Definition 3.1. Let (G, g) be a genus-decorated graph. A (G, g)-marking of a punc-
tured curve (C◦/W,p) is a (G, g)-marking of the underlying marked curve (C/W,p).
The stack M˘B(G, g) is the fibred category over (Sch/B) with objects (G, g)-marked
punctured curves (C◦/W,p) over B. Morphisms are given by strict fibre diagrams of
logarithmic curves respecting the markings by (G, g).
Note that the pull-back of a punctured curve by a strict morphism can be taken
in the full logarithmic category. Thus the morphisms in M˘B(G, g) are pull-backs of
punctured curves as defined in Definition 2.12.
The maps associating to a (G, g)-marked punctured curve the underlying (G, g)-
marked nodal curve with its basic log structure defines a morphism of logarithmic
stacks
(3.1) M˘B(G, g) −→M(G, g).
Since the basic monoid of an r-nodal curve is Nr, each (G, g)-marked nodal curve
C → W comes with a homomorphism Nr → MW with r = |E(G)|. The image of
Nrr{0} generates a coherent sheaf of ideals I ⊂ MW with preimage I ⊂MW mapping
to 0 under the structure homomorphism MW → OW . Thus I endows M(G, g) with
the structure of an idealized log stack.
Definition 3.2. We refer to I and to any pull-back of I to a stack over M(G, g) such
as M˘(G, g) or M(G, g) as the nodal log-ideal.
The local structure of moduli spaces of nodal curves implies that M(G, g) with the
nodal log-ideal is idealized logarithmically smooth4 over the trivial log point Spec k.
If (C/W,p) is a (G, g)-marked curve, the log ideal is generated at a geometric point
4For the notions of idealized logarithmically smooth and idealized logarithmically e´tale morphisms
see e.g. [Og, § IV.3.1], notably p. 399.
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w¯ → W by those standard basis vectors of MW,w¯ ≃ Nr mapping to the smoothing
parameters of the nodes labelled by E(G).
Proposition 3.3. 1) The stack M˘B(G, g) is a logarithmic algebraic stack.
2) Endowing M˘B(G, g) with the idealized log structure defined by the sum of its punc-
turing log-ideal (Definition 2.41) and its nodal log-ideal (Definition 3.2) and MB(G, g)
with its nodal log-ideal, the morphism
M˘B(G, g) −→MB(G, g)
forgetting the puncturing, is an idealized logarithmically e´tale, strict locally closed em-
bedding.
Proof. Let π : C →W be a (G, g)-marked logarithmic curve over W and define
W˘ = W ×MB(G,g) M˘B(G, g),
viewed as a fibred category over W , or, equivalently, over the category of strict mor-
phisms T → W . Spelled out, this means that for any strict morphism T → W , the
objects in W˘ (T ) are punctured curves (C◦T → CT → T,pT ) with punctures given by
the markings of CT . Here CT = C ×W T → T is the pull-back of the logarithmic curve
C → W . Pull-backs in W˘ are defined as pull-backs of punctured curves along strict
morphisms over W . The markings by (G, g) are inherited from C/W and do not play
any further role.
To prove both statements, it suffices to proceed as follows: For any object C◦T →
CT → T in W˘ (T ),
(1) we will construct an idealized logarithmically e´tale, strict locally closed embed-
ding V →W ,
(2) show that T → W factors through V ,
(3) construct a punctured curve C◦V → CV → V , and
(4) show that C◦T → CT → T is the pull-back of C◦V → CV → V .
(5) Furthermore, we will show that the object C◦V → CV → V is universal with
respect to the above properties (2)–(4).
Since the statement is e´tale local on both W and T , we may assume there is a global
chart h : Q = MW,w → Γ(W,MW ) which pulls back to a chart hT : Q = MT,t →
Γ(T ,MT ) for a point w ∈ W and a point t ∈ T over w.
Step 1. Construction of V → W . Consider the puncturing ideal KT of the punc-
tured curve over T . By the coherence statement of Lemma 2.42, it is generated by
KT,t ⊆MT,t = Q via the chart hT . Using the chart h, the ideal KT,t ⊆ Q =MW,w ex-
tends through generization to a coherent sheaf of ideals KW ⊂MW with the pull-back
KW |T = KT .
Let KW := MW ×MW KW and KT := MT ×MT KT be the corresponding coherent
log-ideals onW and T , respectively. It follows from the construction thatKT is the pull-
back of the log-ideal KW via T →W . Denote by V → W the idealized logarithmically
e´tale, strict closed embedding defined by the monomial ideal αW (KW ).
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Step 2. T → W factors through V . By Proposition 2.44 the image αT (KT ) is
the zero ideal. Thus T → W factors through V ⊆ W , as claimed. Denote by i the
morphism T → V .
Step 3. Construction of the punctured curves C◦V → CV → V . To construct the
sheaf of monoidsMC◦V , first notice that the inclusionMCV ⊆MC◦V is an isomorphism
away from the points of p. For each puncture pw ∈ pw over w, we define MC◦V ,pw :=
MC◦T ,pt using the fibre over t. Further shrinking T and W , hence V , we may assume
there are charts
MC◦T ,pt −→ Γ(T , p∗TMC◦T ), MCT ,pt =MCV ,pw = Q⊕ N −→ Γ(V , p∗VMCV )
along the respective punctures. Define the subsheaf of fine monoids MC◦V ⊂ M
gp
CV
by
generization from MC◦V ,pw ⊂M
gp
CV ,pw
.
Consider MC◦V := MgpCV ×MgpCV MC◦V . Observe that MCV ⊆ MC◦V . We define the
structure morphism αC◦V : MC◦V → OCV as follows. First, we require αC◦V |CV = αCV .
Second, for a local section δ of MC◦V not contained in MCV , we define αC◦V (δ) = 0.
This defines a monoid homomorphism. Indeed, if we use the decomposition MC◦V ⊆
M⊕O×CvP
gp, writing δ = δ′ · δ′′ with δ′ the pull-back of a section ofMV , it is sufficient
to check that αV (δ
′) = 0. However, this follows from the definition of the defining
ideal of V . This defines a logarithmic structure MC◦V over CV . The inclusion of
logarithmic structures MCV ⊆ MC◦V is a puncturing, hence defines the punctured
curve C◦V → CV → V .
Step 4. C◦T → CT → T is the pull-back of C◦V → CV → V via i : T → V .
Denote by j : C◦T → C◦V the pull-back of i. Since CT → T is given by base change from
CV → V , it suffices to show that j∗MC◦V = MC◦T as sub-sheaves of monoids in MgpCT .
Away from the punctures, the equality clearly holds. Along each puncture p ∈ pT ,
we have the equality j∗MC◦V ,pw =MC◦T ,pt at pt which extends along the marking p by
generization. This proves the desired equality.
Step 5. Universality. Consider another closed embedding V ′ → W and a family of
punctured curves C◦V ′ → CV ′ → V ′ such that CV ′ = C ×W V ′, the morphism T → W
factors through V ′, and C◦T → CT → T is the pull-back of C◦V ′ → CV ′ → V ′. Then
αV ′(KW |V ′) is the zero ideal on V ′ as it contains the punctured curve over t ∈ T . Hence
the inclusion V ′ → W factors through V . The same construction above shows that
C◦V ′ → CV ′ → V ′ is the pull-back of C◦V → CV → V . This proves the desired universal
property. ♠
3.2. Stacks of punctured maps marked by tropical types. As emphasized through-
out the paper, a central aspects of the theory of punctured maps involves the underlying
combinatorics in terms of tropical geometry. On the level of moduli spaces, this aspect
is captured by the notion of marking by tropical types.
We need a global version of the type of punctured maps (Definition 2.22). Recall
from Definition 2.29 the notion of global contact order on X as an element of the set
C(X) =
∐
σ∈Σ(X) Cσ(X) with
Cσ(X) = colim
Sets
y∈XσNσy .
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Definition 3.4. A global type (of a family of tropical punctured maps) is a tuple
τ = (G, g,σ, u¯)
consisting of a genus-decorated graph (G, g) and two maps
σ : V (G) ∪ E(G) ∪ L(G) −→ Σ(X), u¯ : E(G) ∪ L(G) −→ C(X)
with u¯(x) ∈ Cσ(x) for each x ∈ E(G) ∪ L(G). A (type of) punctured maps has an
associated global type by replacing the contact orders by the associated global contact
orders. Morphisms of global types are defined analogously to morphisms of types of
tropical punctured maps in (2.10). A global type τ is realizable if there exists a tropical
map to Σ(X) with associated global type τ .
Adding curve classes A leads to the definition of a global decorated type τ = (τ,A)
of (tropical) punctured maps.
A class of punctured maps is a global type with a graph G with only one vertex v, no
edges, and all strata σ(x) = {0}. We write a class of punctured maps as β = (g, u¯, A)
with g ∈ N, A ∈ H+2 (X) and u¯ : L(G) → C{0}(X). The class of a global type is the
class of punctured maps obtained by contracting all edges and keeping the set of legs,
but with associated strata 0 ∈ Σ(X) and each global contact order the image under
the canonical map
Cσ(L)(X) −→ C{0}(X).
For a class β of a global type we write β = (g, k, A) with k = |L(G)| for the class of
the underlying ordinary stable map.
Remark 3.5. There are two differences to the notion of type in Definition 2.22. First,
contact orders are replaced by global contact orders. Second, the requirement u¯(x) ∈
Cσ(x)(X) for x ∈ E(G) ∪ L(G) does not imply ux ∈ Nσ(x). The lack of the latter
condition for edges makes it impossible to define a basic monoid just depending on a
global type. However, if τ¯ ′ = (G′, g′,σ′, u¯′) is the global type associated to the type
τ ′ of a tropical punctured map, then a contraction morphism φ : τ¯ ′ → τ to a global
type τ = (G, g,σ, u¯) defines a face of the dual Q∨τ ′ of the basic monoid for τ
′ defined
in (2.16) as follows. A tuple (Vv, ℓE)v∈V (G),E∈E(G) lies in this face iff (1) the position
Vv of any vertex v maps to the cell σ(φ(v)) associated to φ(v) ∈ V (G) by τ and (2) if
E ∈ V (G′) is an edge contracted by φ then ℓE = 0. Here we replaced generic points η
and nodal points q in (2.16) by vertices v ∈ V (G′) and edges E ∈ E(G′). Define Qττ ′
as the dual of this face, that is:
(3.2) Q∨ττ ′ =
{
(Vv, ℓE) ∈ Q∨τ ′
∣∣∣∣ ∀v ∈ V (G′) : Vv ∈ σ(φ(v))∀E ∈ E(G′)rEφ : ℓE = 0
}
.
We then obtain a localization morphism
(3.3) χττ ′ : Qτ ′ −→ Qττ ′ ,
just as for basic monoids associated to types of tropical punctured maps. The difference
is that now both Qττ ′ and χττ ′ depend not only on the morphism φ : τ¯
′ → τ of global
types, but also on the lift of τ¯ ′ to a type τ ′ of tropical punctured maps.
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Definition 3.6. Let τ = (G, g,σ, u¯) be a global type of punctured maps (Defini-
tion 3.4). A weak marking by τ of a punctured map (C◦/W,p, f) to X is a (G, g)-
marking of the domain curve (C◦/W,p) with the following properties:
(1) The restriction of f to the closed subscheme Z ⊆ C (a subcurve or punctured
or nodal section of C) defined by x ∈ V (G) ∪ E(G) ∪ L(G) factors through
X
σ(x) ⊆ X .
(2) For each geometric point w¯ → W with τw¯ = (Gw¯, gw¯,σw¯,uw¯) the associated
type of (C◦/W,p, f) at w¯ (Definition 2.22), the morphism (Gw¯, gw¯)→ (G, g) of
decorated graphs given by the marking defines a contraction morphism of the
associated global types
(Gw¯, gw¯,σw¯, u¯w¯) −→ τ = (G, g,σ, u¯).
A weak marking of (C◦/W,p, f) by τ is a marking if in addition the following condition
holds.
(3) For a geometric point w¯ →W denote by
χττw¯ : Qτw¯ −→ Qττw¯
the localization homomorphism in (3.3) of the basic monoid associated to τw¯
defined by the marking by τ . Then the preimage of Qττw¯ r {0} under the
composition
MW,w¯ −→MW,w¯ = Qτw¯
χττw¯−→ Qττw¯
maps to 0 under the structure morphism MW,w¯ → OW,w¯.
A marking of (C◦/W,p, f) by a global decorated type τ = (τ,A) is defined analogously,
with the associated types replaced by associated decorated types introduced in (2.9).
Remark 3.7. For a realizable global type (G, g,σ, u¯) there is a unique type τ =
(G, g,σ,u) of punctured maps with this associated global type. Indeed, realizability
implies in particular that for each x ∈ E(G) ∪ L(G), the contact order ux ∈ Cσ(x)(X)
lies in the image of the natural map Nσ(x) → Cσ(x)(X). However, it follows immediately
from the definition of Cσ(X) that the map Nσ → Cσ(X) is injective for each σ ∈ Σ(X).
Definition 3.8. Let τ = (G, g,σ, u¯,A) = (τ,A) be a global decorated type (Defini-
tion 3.4). Then
M (X/B, τ ) and M (X/B, τ)
are defined as the stacks over (Sch/B) with objects basic stable punctured maps to X
over B (Definition 2.14) marked by τ and by τ , respectively (Definition 3.6).
Weakening stability to pre-stability, the analogous stacks to the relative Artin fan
X of X over B are denoted5
M(X /B, τ ) and M(X /B, τ).
The corresponding stacks with markings replaced by weak markings are denoted by
the same symbols adorned with primes:
M
′(X/B, τ ), M ′(X/B, τ), M′(X /B, τ ), M′(X /B, τ).
5Stability being a concept for graphs decorated by genera and curve classes, there does exist a
stable version of M(X/B, τ ). We omit this variant.
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An important special case is that τ is the class β = (g, u¯, A) of a punctured map
(Definition 3.4). Then G is the graph with only one vertex v of some genus g, stratum
σ(v) = 0 ∈ Σ(X), and curve class A, no edges, and any number of legs. Recalling from
§ 2.2.1 that the stratum of X associated to the origin 0 ∈ Σ(X) equals X , the resulting
stacks
(3.4) M ′(X/B, β) = M (X/B, β), M′(X /B, β) = M(X /B, β)
then restrict only the total genus and total curve class, as well as the number of
punctures and their global contact orders.
Remark 3.9. We will see in Proposition 3.24 that for a realizable global type τ the
moduli spaces M(X /B, τ) of τ -marked punctured maps to X /B are reduced and pure-
dimensional. For a general global type the reduction of M(X /B, τ) is stratified by the
images of the morphismsM(X /B, τ ′)→M(X /B, τ ) for realizable types τ ′ dominating
τ , see Remark 3.25 below. Thus from the stratified point of view markings are the
correct notion. This feature explains their appearance in [ACGS].
The notion of weak marking, however, appears naturally in gluing situations. No-
tably the commutative square in Theorem 5.6 is only cartesian with weak markings.
For applications in Gromov-Witten theory, one works with cycles in the moduli spaces
of punctured maps appearing in this diagram and the difference between markings and
weak markings disappears, possibly up to computable multiplicities.
Theorem 3.10. Let τ = (G, g,σ, u¯,A) = (τ,A) be a global decorated type of punctured
maps. Then the stacks
M (X/B, τ ), M (X/B, τ), M(X /B, τ ), M(X /B, τ)
are logarithmic algebraic stacks locally of finite type over B. Moreover, M (X/B, τ ) and
M (X/B, τ) are Deligne-Mumford, and the forgetful morphisms to the stack M (X/B)
of ordinary stable maps are representable.
Analogous results hold for the weakly marked versions M ′(X/B, τ ), M ′(X /B, τ)
etc.
Proof. We first restrict to M ′(X/B, τ ) and then comment on the minor changes for
the other cases. Denote by
C˘ = C˘(G, g) −→ M˘ = M˘(G, g)
the universal curve over the logarithmic algebraic stack M˘(G, g) of (G, g)-marked punc-
tured curves from Definition 3.1 and Proposition 3.3. This morphism is proper, flat,
integral, of finite type and has geometrically reduced fibres. Hence [Wi2, Cor. 1.1.1]
applies to show that
HomM˘(C˘, M˘×fB X)
is representable by a logarithmic algebraic stack, locally of finite type.6 The rest of the
proof is analogous to [ACGS, Prop. 2.34]: Condition (1) in Definition 3.6 of marking by
τ defines a closed substack of HomM˘(C˘, M˘×fB X), while all the remaining conditions
6This last property is not explicitly stated in [Wi2], but follows by inspection of the proof.
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in Definition 3.6,(2) are open. Note here we are using that curve classes are locally
constant in flat families. Thus the morphism
M
′(X/B, τ ) −→ HomM˘(C˘, M˘×fB X)
forgetting all parts of the marking except the (G, g)-marking of the domain curve, iden-
tifies M ′(X/B, τ ) with an open substack of a strict closed substack of HomM˘(C˘, M˘×fB
X). The Deligne-Mumford and representability properties follow from the finiteness of
the automorphism group of the underlying ordinary stable map along with the triviality
of logarithmic automorphisms for basic stable maps (Proposition 2.40). This finishes
the proof for M ′(X/B, τ ). Ignoring curve classes yields the statement for M ′(X/B, τ).
According to [AW, ACMW], the morphism X → B from the relative Artin fan is still
locally of finite type, quasi-separated, and has affine stabilizers. Hence [Wi2, Cor. 1.1]
still applies. The rest of the proof forM′(X /B, τ ) and M′(X /B, τ) is the same, except
we can not conclude the Deligne-Mumford property due to the absence of stability.
The marked rather than weakly marked versions are closed substacks of these stacks
locally defined by the log-ideal generated by χ−1ττw¯(Qττw¯ r {0}) in Definition 3.6,(3).
For a much more detailed discussion of this point in terms of the idealized structure
defined by marking see § 3.5 below, and notably Theorem 3.22. Hence the result also
holds for these cases. ♠
3.3. Boundedness. For ordinary stable logarithmic maps, boundedness ofM (X/B, β)
is established in [AC, GS2] for projective X → B under the technical assumption that
MX is globally generated. [ACMW] removed the technical assumption by showing
that there is a logarithmic blowing up Y → X with MY globally generated and then
using birational invariance of the moduli spaces M(X /B, β) under this process. Since
this birational invariance seems to be rather more subtle in the punctured case, we
content ourselves with a statement assuming global generatedness, which suffices for
most practical applications.
Theorem 3.11. Suppose the underlying family X → B is projective, the Artin fan AX
is Zariski (Definition A.7), and the sheaf MgpX ⊗ZQ is generated by its global sections.
Then the projection M (X/B, β)→ B is of finite type.
Proof. We split the proof into several steps. The theorem follows from Propositions 3.14
and 3.15 below. ♠
Global generatedness of MgpX ⊗Z Q can be easily read off from the cone complex
Σ(X) as follows.
Proposition 3.12. The sheaf MgpX ⊗ZQ is generated by global sections iff there exists
a continuous map ∣∣Σ(X)∣∣ −→ Rr.
with restriction to each σ ∈ Σ(X) injective.
Proof. A map |Σ(X)| → Rr with the stated properties is dual to a system of surjective
homomorphisms
ϕσ : R
r −→ Hom(σ,R),
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compatible with the dual of the face maps defining Σ(X). But such a compatible
system (ϕσ)σ∈Σ(X) of surjections is equivalent to a linear map
Rr −→ Γ(X,MgpX ⊗Z R) = Γ(X,MgpX ⊗Z Q)⊗Q R
with composition to MgpX,x ⊗Z R surjective for each x ∈ X . The claim follows. ♠
3.3.1. Boundedness of M (X/B, β).
Definition 3.13. A class β of a punctured map (Definition 3.4) is called combinatori-
ally finite if the set of types (Definition 2.22) of stable punctured maps with associated
class β is finite.
Proposition 3.14. Suppose β is combinatorially finite. Then the forgetful map
(3.5) M (X/B, β)→ M (X/B, β)
is of finite type.
Proof. The strategy of the proof is similar to those in [GS2, § 3.2] and [Ch, § 5.4] by
showing that each stratum with constant combinatorial structure is bounded. The
proof is largely the same, with extra care needed only in the proof of [GS2, Prop. 3.17].
Let f = (C/W,p, f) be a combinatorially constant (in the sense of [GS2, Def. 3.15])
ordinary stable map over an integral, quasi-compact scheme W . Then W ×M (X/B,β)
M (X/B, β) classifies punctured enhancements of the ordinary stable maps parameter-
ized by W . As the combinatorial type of a log curve with constant dual intersection
graph is locally constant, we have a decomposition
W ×M (X/B,β) M (X/B, β) =
∐
u
M (X, f,u)
into disjoint open substacks according to the type u. If β is combinatorially finite, this
is a finite union, and hence it is sufficient to show quasi-compactness of each M (X, f,u).
As in the proof of [GS2, Prop. 3.17], it is sufficient to construct a quasi-compact stack
Z with a morphism Z → M (X, f,u) which is surjective on geometric points.
To do so, set Q1 := N
k, where k is the number of nodes of any fibre of C → W . By
Proposition 2.36 and the fact we have fixed the type u, the basic monoid Q is constant
on M (X, f,u), and there is a canonical morphism Q1 → Q. The latter induces a
morphism of Artin cones AQ∨ → AQ∨1 . We equip W with the canonical log structure
coming from the family of pre-stable curves C →W , and consider Z1 = AQ∨ ×AQ∨
1
W .
Pulling back the universal family from W , we obtain a family of log curves C1 → Z1
and an ordinary stable map f : C1 = C → X/B. Observe that there is a global chart
Q→MZ1 . By Theorem 3.10 the morphism (3.5) is locally of finite type, and therefore
we can replace Z1 with its reduction.
The type u prescribes, for each marked section p ∈ p, an ideal sheaf
Ip ⊆MW ⊕ Z ⊆ p∗MgpC
generated by u−1p (Z<0), which, we note, is constant along Z1. These ideals generate an
ideal K ⊆ Q as in Definition 2.41 by taking into account all punctures in p. Denote
by K = K ×MZ1 MZ1 the resulting log ideal, where the arrow on the left is given by
the composition K → Q → MZ1 with the last arrow the global chart. To obtain a
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family of punctured stable maps of type u over Z1 then requires that αZ1(K) = 0 by
Proposition 2.44. Thus in particular if 0 ∈ K, then there are no punctured maps of
type u and we can ignore such a u; otherwise, as Z1 is reduced and MZ1 is locally
constant with stalk Q, necessarily αZ1(K) = 0.
We now construct a punctured family of curves C◦1 → Z1. First, the ghost sheaf
MC◦1 is identical to MC1 away from the punctures. Along each puncture p ∈ p, we
take MC◦1 ,p ⊂ M
gp
C1,p
to be the smallest fine submonoid generated by MC1,p and the
image of f−1MX →MgpC1,p determined by the type u. As all the characteristic sheaves
and morphisms between them are constant along Z1, this yields a well-defined sheaf of
monoids MC◦1 , hence MC◦1 :=MC◦1 ×MgpC1 M
gp
C1
over C1.
We define the structural morphism αC◦1 : MC◦1 → OC1 as follows. First, we require
αC◦1 |C1 = αC1 . For a local section δ ofMC◦1 not contained inMC1 , we defined αC◦1 (δ) =
0, as away from punctures δ generizes to a section in K, hence is the zero section in
OC1 . This defines a logarithmic structure MC◦1 , hence the desired punctured curve
C◦1 → Z1.
The remainder of the proof is now identical to that of [GS2, Prop. 3.17]. ♠
3.3.2. Finiteness of the combinatorial data. In order to complete the proof that M (X/B, β)
is finite type, it remains to bound the combinatorial data.
Proposition 3.15. Suppose MgpX ⊗Z Q is generated by its global sections. Then any
class β is combinatorially finite.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that for any combinatorially constant family of ordinary
stable maps (C/W,p, f) in the sense of [GS2, Def. 3.15], there are only finitely many
combinatorial types of liftings of such a family to a punctured log curve of type β. This
is essentially identical to the proof of [GS2, Thm. 3.9].
However, there is one small difference. In following the argument of [GS2, Thm. 3.9],
we must bound the number of pointwise values of up. But since we fixed the global
contact order for each puncture, the injectivity statement in Proposition 3.12 implies
that there is at most one local representative of up. ♠
3.4. Valuative criterion. We now show stable reduction for basic stable punctured
maps, which allows us to conclude properness of the moduli spaces of such maps. Recall
that for a given class β = (g, u¯, A) of stable punctured maps to X → B, we have the
class β = (g, k, A) for ordinary stable maps to X → B by removing contact orders.
We will show that
Theorem 3.16. The tautological morphism removing all logarithmic structures
M (X/B, β)→ M (X/B, β)
satisfies the weak valuative criterion for properness.
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Proof. In what follows, we assume given R a discrete valuation ring over B with max-
imal ideal m, residue field κ = R/m, and fraction field K. Suppose we have a commu-
tative square of solid arrows of the underlying stacks:
SpecK //

M (X/B, β)

SpecR //
88♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
M (X/B, β).
We want to show that possibly after replacing K with a finite extension K˜ and R by
an appropriate discrete valuation ring in K˜, there is a dashed arrow marking the above
diagram commutative, and is unique up to a unique isomorphism.
The top arrow of the above diagram yields a stable punctured map
(πK : C
◦
K → Spec(QK → K),pK , fK)
over the logarithmic point Spec(QK → K). The bottom arrow of the above diagram
yields an ordinary stable map (C/ SpecR,p, f) with its generic fibre given by the
underlying stable map of fK . To construct the dashed arrow, it suffices to extend the
stable punctured map fK across the closed point 0 ∈ SpecR with the given underlying
stable map f . The task is to then extend the logarithmic structures and morphisms
thereof. The proof is almost identical to that of [GS2], Theorem 4.1. Since that proof
is quite long, we only note the salient differences.
Section 4.1 of [GS2] accomplishes this extension at the level of ghost sheaves; in
particular, [GS2, Prop. 4.3] which states that the type of the central fibre is uniquely
determined by the type of the generic fibre, carries through with up for a puncture p
determined as for marked points. Indeed, if p is a punctured point on C0 in the closure
of the punctured point pK on CK , then up must be the composition
(3.6) Pp −→ PpK
upK−→ Z,
where the first map is the generization map (f ∗MX)p → (f∗MX)pK . In particular,
the contact orders up and upK both have global contact order as specified in β.
By Proposition 2.36, the type of the central fibre then determines the extension
MC◦ ofMC◦K and a map f¯ ♭ : f∗MX →MC◦ extending the corresponding map on the
generic fibre. Here MC◦ is defined at punctures by pre-stability via Corollary 2.6.
Next, [GS2, § 4.2] shows that the logarithmic structure on the base SpecR is uniquely
defined. In this argument, marked points play no role, and the argument remains
unchanged in the punctured case. In particular, this produces a unique choice of
logarithmic structure MR on SpecR, which in addition comes with a morphism of
logarithmic structuresM0R →MR whereM0R is the basic logarithmic structure (pulled
back from the moduli space of pre-stable curvesM with its basic logarithmic structure,
see [GS2, App. A]) associated to the family C → SpecR. In particular, one obtains a
logarithmic structure (C,M′C) = (SpecR,MR)×(SpecR,M0R) (C,M0C), whereM0C is the
logarithmic structure pulled back from the basic logarithmic structure of the universal
curve over M (X/B, β). The logarithmic structure M′C then has logarithmic marked
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points along the punctures p, but there is a sub-logarithmic structure MC ⊂ M′C
which only differs in that the punctures are no longer marked.
By Corollary 2.6, there is a natural inclusion MC◦ ⊂ (M′C)gp. We form MC◦ :=
MC◦ ×(M′C)gp (M′C)gp and define a structure homomorphism αC◦ : MC◦ → OC by
αC◦|C′ = αC′ and αC◦(MC◦ rM′C) = 0. To show that this is a homomorphism,
it is enough to show that if s ∈ MC◦,p rM′C,p, writing s = (s1, s2) as a stalk of
MC ⊕O×C Pgp, then αC(s1) = 0. But necessarily (s¯1, s¯2) = f¯ ♭(m) for some m ∈ Pp with
up(m) < 0. Write for points x, x
′ ∈ C with x in the closure of x′ the generization map
χx′,x : Px → Px′. Then upK(χpK ,p(m)) = up(m) by (3.6). Thus upK(χpK ,p(m)) < 0 and
necessarily αCK (s1|CK ) = 0. But since C is reduced and CK is dense in C, this implies
αC(s1) = 0, as desired. Thus we have a punctured log scheme C
◦.
We can now extend f ♭K : f
∗
KMX → MC◦K to f ♭ : f ∗MX → MC◦ as in § 4.3 of
[GS2]. ♠
Corollary 3.17. Let τ = (G, g,σ, u¯,A) be a global decorated type of punctured maps
(Definition 3.4) and assume X → B is projective and MgpX ⊗Z Q is globally generated.
Then M (X/B, τ ) → B is proper. In particular, M (X/B, β) is proper for any β =
(g, u¯, A).
Proof. Theorem 3.11 shows that M (X/B, β) → B is of finite type. Properness for
τ = β now follows from the valuative criterion verified in Theorem 3.16.
For general τ , the proof of [ACGS, Prop. 2.34] generalizes to the present punctured
setup to exhibit M (X/B, τ ) as a closed substack of the base change of M (X/B, β)
by the finite map M(G, g)→M. ♠
3.5. Idealized smoothness of M(X /B, τ) → B. Let τ = (G, g,σ, u¯) be a global
type of punctured maps. Recall from the discussion after Definition 3.2 that the moduli
stack M(G, g) of (G, g)-marked pre-stable curves with its nodal log ideal sheaf is
idealized logarithmically smooth over the trivial log point Spec k. A similar result
holds for our moduli spaces M(X /B, τ). To introduce the idealized structure let (π :
C◦ → W,p, f) be a τ -marked basic punctured map and let w¯ → W be a geometric
point. Denote by τw¯ = (Gw¯, gw¯,σw¯,uw¯) be the type of the punctured map over w¯,
equipped with its marking contraction morphism φ : τw¯ → τ . Then for x ∈ V (Gw¯) ∪
L(Gw¯) ∪
(
E(Gw¯) r Eφ
)
the face inclusion σ(φ(x)) → σw¯(x) is dual to a localization
map
χx : Px −→ Pφ(x)
of stalks of MX . We also have homomorphisms
ϕx : Px −→MC◦,x, ux : Px −→ Z
defined by f¯ ♭w¯ and by the contact order uw¯, where for uniformity of notation we define
ux = 0 for x ∈ V (Gw¯). Moreover, by the definition of contact order, ϕx(u−1x (0)) ⊆
MC◦,x is contained in the image of π¯♭x : MW,w¯ →MC◦,x. For the following definition
recall also the homomorphism χττw¯ : Qτw¯ → Qττw¯ from (3.3).
Definition 3.18. The τ -marking ideal IτW of the τ -marked basic punctured map (π :
C → W,p, f) is the sheaf of ideals in MW with stalk at the geometric point w¯ → W
generated by the following subsets:
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(i) the preimage under π¯♭x of ϕx
(
u−1x (0)rχ
−1
x (0)
)
for x ∈ V (Gw¯)∪L(Gw¯)∪
(
E(Gw¯)r
Eφ
)
;
(ii) the nodal generators ρE ∈MW,w¯ = Qτw¯ for E ∈ E(Gw¯ r Eφ);
(iii) χ−1ττw¯(Qττw¯ r {0}).
Coherence of the ideal sheaf IτW ⊂ MW defined stalkwise in Definition 3.18 follows
from compatibility of all generating sets with generization. As usual, we also refer to
the preimage IτW ⊂ MW of I
τ
W under MW →MW as the τ -marking ideal. Without
the generators specified in (iii) we speak of the weakly τ -marking ideal.
The τ -marking ideal defines an idealized log structure on base spaces of τ -marked
punctured maps as follows.
Lemma 3.19. Let (C/W,p, f) be a τ -marked basic punctured map. Then the τ -
marking ideal IτW ⊂MW maps to 0 under the structure homomorphism MW → OW .
Proof. It is enough to show that any lift s ∈MW,w¯ of an element of one of the generating
sets satisfies αW (s) = 0. This holds for elements described in (iii) of Definition 3.18 by
Definition 3.6,(3).
Similarly, Definition 3.6,(1) guarantees the required vanishing for elements described
in (i) of Definition 3.18. Indeed, consider first the case of x = v ∈ V (Gw¯). Then
Pv r χ
−1
v (0) locally generates the ideal of the stratum Xσ(φ(v)) in X , in the sense that
this ideal is generated by images under αX of lifts of elements of Pvrχ
−1
v (0). Thus, the
condition that the restriction of f to the closed subscheme of C corresponding to φ(v)
factors through X
σ(φ(v)) implies the desired vanishing in this case. A similar argument
works for legs and edges.
Finally, the lift toMW,w¯ of a nodal generator ρE ∈MW,w¯ also maps to zero because
the domain curve is (G, g)-marked. ♠
Remark 3.20. 1) Omitting the last set (iii) of generators in Definition 3.18 leads to
the idealized structure for moduli spaces of weakly marked punctured maps.
2) If τ = (τ, A) is the class β = (g,u, A) of a punctured map (Definition 3.4) then the
τ -marking ideal is trivial, as follows immediately from the definitions.
While the definition of the τ -marking ideal may seem complicated, in fact in the
case we most frequently need it, it has a rather simpler description.
Proposition 3.21. If τ is a realizable global type, then IτW,w¯ + KW,w¯ with KW the
puncturing log ideal (Definition 2.48) is generated by the set (iii) in Definition 3.18.
Proof. Denote by χ : Qτw¯ → Qττw¯ the localization homomorphism from (3.3) defined
by the τ -marking of (C◦/W,p, f). By Remark 3.7 there is a unique type of punctured
map with associated global type τ . Hence in particular Qττw¯ agrees with the basic
monoid for a tropical punctured map of this type and does not depend on w¯. We write
this basic monoid as Qτ . Denote by R ⊂ Qτw¯ the ideal generated by χ−1(Qτ r {0}).
We need to show that R contains the elements listed in (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.18
as well as generators of the puncturing log ideal stated in Definition 2.41. Adopting
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the notation given there, for v ∈ V (Gw¯) we have a commutative diagram
Pv
χv

ϕv
// Qτw¯
χ

Pφ(v) ϕφ(v)
// Qτ
The fact that τ is realizable implies that ϕφ(v) is a local homomorphism, i.e., ϕ
−1
φ(v)(0) =
{0}. Indeed, dually, the map Q∨τ → P ∨φ(v) is given by evaluation of the tropical map at
the vertex v, and realizability implies the image of this map intersects the interior of
P ∨φ(v). This is equivalent to the local homomorphism statement. But this implies that
ϕv(Pv r χ
−1
v (0)) ⊆ χ−1(Qτ r {0}) = R.
In the case of a leg L, we similarly have a diagram
PL
χL

ϕL
// Qτw¯ ⊕ Z
χ⊕id

pr1
// Qτw¯
χ

Pφ(L) ϕφ(L)
// Qτ ⊕ Z pr1 // Qτ
Again, ϕφ(L) is necessarily local by realizability. Thus pr1 ◦ϕL
(
u−1L (0) r χ
−1
L (0)
) ⊆
χ−1(Qτ r {0}) = R, as desired. In fact we obtain more from this. If instead p ∈ PL
with uL(p) < 0, then pr1(ϕL(p)) is a generator ofKW,w¯, and χ(pr1(ϕL(p))) is a generator
of the puncturing ideal for the type τ . But as the type is realizable, this ideal does not
contain 0. Thus pr1(ϕL(p)) ∈ R, so KW,w¯ ⊆ R.
For an edge E ∈ V (G), the argument that φE
(
u−1E (0) r χ
−1
E (0)
) ⊆ R is similar
and we leave the details to the reader. Finally, for the corresponding nodal generator
ρE ∈ Qτw¯ from Definition 3.18,(ii), observe that χ(ρE) is the edge length function of
the edge E. Again, since τ is realizable, χ(ρE) 6= 0 and ρE ∈ R. ♠
We call the sum Iτ +K of the τ -marking and the puncturing log ideals the canonical
idealized structure on our τ -marked moduli spaces such as M(X /B, τ).
Theorem 3.22. The forgetful morphisms
M(X /B, τ) −→M(G, g)× B
remembering only the domain curve as a family of marked curves over B, is idealized
logarithmically e´tale for the canonical idealized structures. An analogous result holds
for τ replaced by a global decorated type τ = (τ,A) of a punctured map, and for weak
markings.
Proof. We first note that the morphism in question is in fact idealized. Indeed, the
generators of the nodal log-ideal (Definition 3.2) onM(G, g)×B are pulled back to the
nodal generator ρE of Definition 3.18,(ii) for E ∈ E(G). The morphism then factors
over the idealized logarithmically e´tale morphism
M˘B(G, g) −→MB(G, g) = LogM(G,g)×B
from Proposition 3.3,(2). Moreover, by [Ol1, Thm. 4.6,(iii)], the morphism
LogM(G,g)×B −→M(G, g)×B
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is also logarithmically e´tale. It thus suffices to prove the statement with M(G, g)×B
replaced by the stack M˘B(G, g) of (G, g)-marked punctured curves. Note that the
morphism M(X /B, τ)→ M˘B(G, g) is strict, but not in general idealized strict.
According to the definition of idealized log e´tale, it is sufficient to consider a diagram
of solid arrows in the category of idealized log spaces
(3.7)
T0
g0
//

M(X /B, τ)

T
g
//
66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
M˘B(G, g)
where T0 →֒ T is an idealized strict closed embedding defined by a square-zero ideal
J over T . Denote by JT0 and JT the log-ideals of T0 and T respectively. We wish to
show that there is a unique dashed arrow making the above diagram commutative.
Denote by fT0 : C
◦
T0
→ X the punctured map over T0 corresponding to the morphism
g0, and by C
◦
T0
→֒ C◦T the extension given by g. Write also πT0 : C◦T0 → T0, πT : C◦T → T .
Thus the lifting problem (3.7) reduces to the following:
C◦T0
fT0
//

X

C◦T
//
fT
88q
q
q
q
q
q
q
B
Since X → B is log e´tale, by the infinitesimal lifting property of log e´tale morphisms
in the category of idealized log schemes [Og, p.399f], such fT exists and is unique.
We now only need to check that fT is also a τ -marked curve. Item (2) of Definition 3.6
is automatic as T0 and T have the same geometric points. For (1) and (3), we need
to use that g0 and g are idealized morphisms. Fix a geometric point t¯ of T0. Let
Iτ0 ⊆ MT0,t¯ be the stalk of the log-ideal g•0IτM(X/B,τ) at t¯, and write I
τ
0 ⊆ MT0,t¯ for its
image. AsMT0,t¯ =MT,t¯, we also obtain an ideal Iτ ⊆MT,t¯ as the inverse image of Iτ0
under the map MT,t¯ →MT,t¯. As g0 is idealized, necessarily Iτ0 ⊆ JT0,t¯. Since T0 → T
is idealized strict, we thus have Iτ ⊆ JT,t¯ and hence αT (Iτ ) = 0.
Now let x ∈ V (G) ∪ E(G) ∪ L(G), and let Z ⊆ CT be the corresponding closed
subscheme. To verify condition (1) of Definition 3.6, we need to show that fT |Z factors
through Xσ(x). Let w¯ = gT0(t¯), with corresponding type of tropical curve τw¯, equipped
with a contraction morphism φ : τw¯ → τ .
First consider the case that x is a vertex. In this case Z is a sub-curve of CT , flat over
T . Let U ⊆ Z be the open subset of non-special points; it is then sufficient to show that
f
T
|U factors through the closed substack Xσ(x). So let u¯ be a geometric point of U lying
over t¯, contained in an irreducible component of Zt¯ indexed by a vertex v ∈ V (Gτw¯).
Note then that φ(v) = x. It is enough to show that f ♯T : OX ,fT (u¯) → OCT ,u¯ takes the
stalk Jf
T
(u¯) of the ideal J of Xσ(x) in X to 0. Using the notation of Definition 3.18,
we have MX ,f
T
(u¯) = Pv and a generization map χv : Pv → Pφ(v). If p ∈ Pv, write sp ∈
MX ,f
T
(u¯) for a lift of p. Then Jf
T
(u¯) is generated by the set {αX (sp) | p ∈ Pvrχ−1v (0)}.
However, by Definition 3.18,(i) and strictness of πT at u¯, there exists sq ∈ Iτ ⊆ MT,t¯
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with f ♭T (sp) = h · π♭T (sq) for some h ∈ O×CT ,u¯. Thus
f ♯T (αX (sp)) = αCT (f
♭
T (sp)) = αCT (h · π♭T (sq)) = h · π♯T (αT (sq)) = 0.
This shows that f
T
|U factors through Xσ(x).
Second consider the case that x = L ∈ L(G). In this case Z is the image of a
section of πT . Let u¯ be the unique geometric point of Z over t¯. We now have a
generization map χL : PL =MX ,f
T
(u¯) → Pφ(L). Following the same notation as in the
previous paragraph, it is then sufficient to show that for each p ∈ PL r χ−1L (0), we
have 0 = αCT (f
♭
T (sp))|T ∈ OT,u¯. As in the previous paragraph, this is forced by the
generators of the puncturing ideal in Definition 3.18,(i) in case uL(p) = 0. If uL(p) > 0,
then αCT (f
♭
T (sp)) contains a positive power of the defining equation of T , and hence
vanishes along T . If uL(p) < 0, then we achieve vanishing by Definition 2.1,(2). Thus
we obtain the desired vanishing.
The third case is x = E ∈ E(G). The argument is similar to the second case, and we
leave the details to the reader. This verifies that fT satisfies condition (1) of τ -marked
curve.
Finally, condition (3) holds as the generators in Definition 3.18,(iii) guarantees the
desired vanishing.
This completes the proof for markings by τ . The proof for τ replaced by τ is
identical. The weakly marked case is obtained by the same proof omitting (iii) in
Definition 3.18. ♠
Remark 3.23. Theorem 3.22 gives the following local description of M(X /B, τ). Let
(C◦/W,p, f) be a stable punctured map over a log point W = Spec(Q → κ) over B
marked by τ . Denote by s the number of edges of the graph G given by τ = (G, g,σ, u¯)
and assume that C has r+ s nodes. Thus r nodes of C can be smoothed while keeping
a marking by (G, g). By the deformation theory of nodal curves, there thus exists a
strict smooth neighbourhood of (C/W,p), viewed as a pre-stable curve with its basic
log structure, in M(G, g)×B e´tale locally isomorphic to
(3.8) Ar × U × B.
Here Ar is endowed with the idealized log structure obtained by restricting the toric
log structure of As+r to an intersection of s coordinate hyperplanes, U is smooth
with trivial log structure, and the e´tale local isomorphism is a product of an e´tale local
isomorphism of Ar×U with an open substack ofM(G, g) and idB. Note that the image
of (C◦/W,p) in M(G, g) is defined by the underlying marked nodal curve (C/W,p)
endowed with its basic log structure of marked nodal curves.
The log-ideal IτM(X/B,τ) induces a monoid ideal I ⊆ Q, as constructed in Defini-
tion 3.18. Now [Og, Var. IV.3.3.5] shows that the smooth neighborhood of (C◦/W,p, f)
in M(X/B, τ) defined by the pull-back of (3.8) by M(X /B, τ)→M(G, g)×B is e´tale
locally idealized strict e´tale isomorphic to
(3.9)
(
Spec k[Q]/I
)× U ×B,
with the idealized log structure given by embedding into Spec k[Q] × U × B. Indeed,
this idealized log scheme is obtained by base-change of (3.8) via the map of idealized
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log schemes Spec k[Q]/I → Ar defined by the canonical homomorphism Nr+s → Q
obtained from the nodal structure of C/W .
Thus the local models of M(X /B, τ) and their idealized structure can be easily
explicitly described from the types of tropical punctured maps admitting a contraction
morphism to τ .
Example 2.51 gives an example where M(X /B, τ) is not pure-dimensional. Before
revisiting this example, we characterize those global types τ with M(X /B, τ) pure-
dimensional.
For the dimension computation of M(X /B, τ), recall from Proposition 2.36 that if
τ is a type of a punctured map, then the dual ωτ = Q
∨
τ of the basic monoid Qτ is the
base of the universal family of tropical punctured maps of type τ . In particular, rkQgpτ
is the dimension of the minimal cone in the tropical moduli space of tropical punctured
maps containing a tropical punctured map of type τ .
Proposition 3.24. Let τ = (G, g,σ, u¯) be a realizable global type (Definition 3.4)
and assume B is pure-dimensional. Then M(X /B, τ) is non-empty, reduced and pure-
dimensional of relative dimension over B equal to
3|g| − 3 + |L(G)| − rkQgpτ .
Here Qτ is the basic monoid for τ (Definition 3.4).
Proof. To prove the existence of a τ -marked punctured map, let C/ Spec k be a pre-
stable curve with dual intersection graph G. Pull-back the basic log structure on
C/ Spec k by the canonical morphism N|E(G)| → Qτ from the nodal parameters to
the basic monoid for τ to define a log smooth curve C/W over the log point W =
Spec(Qτ → k). Next apply the correspondence [ACGS, Prop. 2.10] between morphisms
from a logarithmic space to an Artin fan and their tropicalizations to first construct
the saturation of a puncturing C◦ → C and then a logarithmic map C◦ → X with
tropicalization of type τ . Prestabilizing then leads to a basic pre-stable puncturedmap
(C◦/W,p, f) to X /B of type τ .
The reducedness statement follows from the explicit description in Proposition 3.21
of the τ -marking ideal in the realizable case.
The morphism M(G, g) → M is idealized logarithmically e´tale when endowing M
with the trivial log-ideal, and so is its base-change MB(G, g)→MB = LogM×B. In the
proof of Theorem 3.22 we have also verified that M(X /B, τ)→MB(G, g) is idealized
log e´tale. Thus the composition of forgetful morphisms
(3.10) M(X /B, τ) −→MB(G, g) −→MB
is idealized logarithmically e´tale. Moreover,MB = LogM×B is locally pure-dimensional,
of the same dimension 3|g|−3+|L(G)| relative B near the image ofMB(G, g) asM×B.
Since (3.10) is also strict, it thus remains to show that the idealized structure defines
a pure r-codimensional subspace locally, for r = rkQgpτ .
Adopting the notation from the discussion of the local structure of M(X /B, τ) in
Remark 3.23, at any geometric point w¯ → M(X /B, τ) with basic monoid Q, the log-
ideal is given by I ⊆ Q. Because τ is realizable, we may apply Proposition 3.21, and
then I = χ−1(Qτ r {0}) where χ : Q → Qτ is the generization map defined by the
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marking. Thus Qr I ⊆ Q is a face of codimension equal to the codimension of {0} in
Qτ , which indeed is r. This shows that V (I) ⊆ Spec k[Q] is a subvariety of codimension
r, as claimed. ♠
Remark 3.25. (Stratified structure of M(X /B, τ).) If τ ′ → τ is a morphism of global
types (Definition 3.4), a marking by τ ′ induces a marking by τ by composition of the
marking morphism with τ ′ → τ . The same arguments as for ordinary logarithmic maps
[ACGS, Prop. 2.34] shows that the corresponding morphism of stacks
jττ ′ : M(X /B, τ ′) −→M(X /B, τ)
is finite and unramified. If τ ′ is realizable, Proposition 3.24 further shows that im(jττ ′)
defines a pure-dimensional substack of M(X /B, τ). Conversely, if there is no realizable
τ ′′ mapping to τ ′ then M(X , τ ′) = ∅. Thus the images of jττ ′ for morphisms of
global types τ ′ → τ with τ ′ realizable define a stratification of M(X /B, τ) into pure-
dimensional strata.
In particular, the closure of a maximal stratum is the image of M(X /B, τ ′) for
τ ′ a minimal realizable global type dominating τ . Minimality here means that the
morphism τ ′ → τ does not factor over any other realizable global type.
Note, however, that M(X /B, τ ′) is not in general irreducible even for realizable τ ′,
due to saturation phenomena already present in ordinary stable logarithmic maps. In
the logarithmic enhancement question for transverse stable logarithmic maps of [ACGS,
Thm. 4.13], this reducibility is reflected in various choices of roots of unity.
Example 3.26. (Example 2.51 revisited.) Let τ be the global type with G having just
one vertex of genus 0, no edges, and four legs, all image cones equal to 0 ∈ Σ(X) =
{0,R≥0} and global contact orders −1,−1, 2, 2. This global type is not realizable
because there can be no legs for the two punctures of positive length, but there are
several minimal realizable global types marked by τ . Here are two of them. The first, τ1,
has the same (G, g) as τ , but all image cones are R≥0. In the notation of Example 2.51,
the tropical punctured map realizing this type has ρ > 0 and ℓ1 = ℓ2 = 0. The other
minimal realizable type, τ2, has G with three vertices v1, v2, v3 with σ(v1) = {0},
σ(v2) = σ(v3) = R≥0 and two edges, connecting v1 to v2 and v3, respectively, and
one positive and one negative leg attached to each of v2 and v3. This global type is
realizable by tropical punctured maps with ρ = 0 and ℓ1, ℓ2 > 0.
We end this section by showing that the marked and weakly marked moduli spaces
have the same reduction.
Proposition 3.27. Let τ = (G, g,σ,u) be a global type of punctured maps. Then the
canonical morphism
M(X /B, τ) −→M′(X /B, τ)
is a closed embedding defined by a nilpotent ideal. Analogous statements hold for moduli
spaces of punctured maps to X/B and for global decorated types.
Proof. By the idealized description in Theorem 3.22 of the moduli spaces in ques-
tion, the statement amounts to show that the τ -marked ideal from Definition 3.18 is
contained in the radical of the weakly τ -marked ideal defined in Remark 3.20. Let
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(C/W,p, f) be a punctured map weakly marked by τ and w¯ → W a geometric point.
We adopt the notation from Definition 3.18 and in particular write φ : τw¯ → τ for the
contraction morphism given by the marking and
χττw¯ : Qτw¯ −→ Qτ
for the localization morphism of basic monoids, where we denote Qτ = Qττw¯ for brevity.
We have to show that for each q ∈ Qτ with χττw¯(q) 6= 0 a power qk lies in the monoid
ideal generated by the elements listed in Definition 3.18,(i) and (ii). The description of
the dual basic monoids in Proposition 2.36 provides the following commutative diagram
with horizontal arrows surjective up to saturation.∏
v∈V (Gw¯)
Pv ×
∏
E∈E(Gw¯)
N //

Qτw¯
χττw¯
∏
v∈V (G)
Pv ×
∏
E∈E(G)
N // Qτ
The left vertical arrow is the product of generization maps χv : Pv → Pφ(v) on the first
factor and the projection forgetting the edges E ∈ Eφ ⊆ E(Gw¯) on the second, noting
that φ identifies E(Gw¯)rEφ with E(G). By surjectivity up to saturation there exists
k ≥ 0 such that qk ∈ Qτw¯ lifts to an element (pv, ℓE) in the left upper corner. Since
χττw¯(q) 6= 0, the image of this lift in the lower right corner is non-zero. The left vertical
arrow being a local homomorphism, we conclude that there exists (1) v ∈ V (Gw¯) with
χv(pv) 6= 0 or (2) E ∈ E(Gw¯) r Eφ with ℓE 6= 0. In the first case qk lies in the ideal
generated by ϕv(Pv r χ
−1
v (0)), part of Definition 3.18,(i), while in the second case q
k
lies in the ideal generated by the nodal generator qE from Definition 3.18,(ii). ♠
4. The perfect obstruction theory
Throughout this section, we fix a log smooth morphism X → B with MX Zariski
and n ∈ N. Crucial for the following discussion is the factorization of X → B over
the relative Artin fan X → B. Denote by Mn(X/B) and by Mn(X /B) the stacks
of punctured maps to X → B and to X → B, respectively, with n the number
of punctured or nodal sections. In §§ 4.1 and 4.2, we construct two perfect relative
obstruction theories, in the sense of [BF, Def. 4.4], one for Mn(X/B) → Mn(X /B)
and one for a related morphism Mn(X/B) → Mevn (X /B), where the latter space
incorporates data of maps to X at a set of special points on the domain curve, see
(4.13). Working over Mevn (X /B) is crucial for understanding gluing at a virtual level
in § 5.3.
4.1. Obstruction theories for logarithmic maps from pairs. All cases of interest
fit into the following general setup. Let S be a log stack over B and assume we are
given a proper and representable morphism of fine log stacks
Y −→ S,
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with underlying map of ordinary stacks Y → S flat and relatively Gorenstein. The
fibres of this morphism serve as domains for a space of logarithmic maps. In the
application, Y is either the universal curve over S = Mn(X /B) or a union of sections
in this universal curve with induced log structure. To avoid adjusting for shifts of
dimension in the formulas, we denote by ωπ the relative dualizing complex, usually
denoted ω•π, of a relatively Gorenstein morphism π, that is, the complex with the
invertible relative dualizing sheaf shifted to the left by the relative dimension. As a
target, we take a composition of morphisms of fine log stacks
V −→W −→ B,
with V → W log smooth. We assume further given a B-morphism Y → W defining a
commutative square
Y //

W

S // B
LetM be an open algebraic substack of the following algebraic stack over S. An object
over an affine S-scheme T , considered as a log scheme by pulling back the log structure
from S, consists of a commutative diagram
(4.1)
YT
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
//

V

T
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍ Y //

W

S // B
where the square formed by YT , T, S and Y is cartesian. Thus we are interested in
lifting the map Y → W to V fibrewise relative to S.7 We endow M with the log
structure making the morphism M → S strict. The pull-back of Y to M defines the
universal domain π : YM → M . We have the following 2-commutative diagram of
stacks
(4.2)
YM
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
f
//
π

V

M
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍ Y
//

W

S // B
7In the application, M is the stack of punctured maps of interest, S is a stack of punctured maps
to the relative Artin fan X of X → B and V → W → B is the composition X → X → B. Thus our
deformation theory fixes both the domain of the punctured map toX and the map to the relative Artin
fan X . In this case, V → W is strict and we could indeed work with ordinary cotangent complexes
throughout, but for possible other applications we do not make this assumption. Note however that
in such other applications the stack will typically not be the stack of minimal log maps Y →W , but
rather Olsson’s stack [Ol1] of log schemes over this stack.
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Functoriality of log cotangent complexes [Ol2, 1.1(iv)] yields the morphism
(4.3) f ∗ΩV/W = Lf
∗LV/W −→ LYM/Y = π∗LM/S.
The equality on the left holds by [Ol2, 1.1 (iii)] since V →W is log smooth, while the
equality on the right follows since LM/S = LM/S and LYM/Y = LYM/Y by strictness of
M → S [Ol2, 1.1(ii)] and then using compatibility of the ordinary cotangent complexes
with flat pull-back by π.
Since Y −→ S is relatively Gorenstein by assumption, so is Y M −→M and we have
a natural isomorphism of exact functors π! = π∗ ⊗ ωπ. Thus (4.3) is equivalent to a
morphism f ∗ΩV/W ⊗ ωπ → π!LM/S, which by adjunction is equivalent to a morphism
(4.4) Φ : E −→ LM/S
with E = Rπ∗(f
∗ΩV/W ⊗ ωπ). The most transparent proof that Φ is a perfect obstruc-
tion theory for M over S is based on the fact that the construction of Φ is functorial.
For lack of reference we provide a proof for this well-known property in the following
lemma. If T → M is any map, denote by
ΦT : ET → LT/S
the morphism in (4.4) constructed from (4.1) instead of (4.2).
Lemma 4.1. The construction of Φ in (4.4) is functorial in the following sense: Let
T → M be a morphism of stacks. Denoting T → M the associated strict morphism of
log stacks, we obtain the commutative diagram
YT
fT
''
h˜
//
πT

YM
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
f
//
π

V

T
h
// M
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍ Y
//

W

S // B
with the two squares of domains cartesian. Then we have a commutative square
Lh∗E
Lh∗Φ
//
β

Lh∗LM/S

ET
ΦT
// LT/S ,
with left-hand vertical arrow a natural isomorphism and the right-hand vertical arrow
defined by functoriality of cotangent complexes.
Proof. Naturality of the base change map [SP, Rem. 07A7] applied to f ∗ΩV/W ⊗ωπ →
LYM/Y ⊗ωπ together with f ◦ h˜ = fT and h˜∗ωπ = ωπT , leads to the commutative square
(4.5)
Lh∗Rπ∗(f
∗ΩV/W ⊗ ωπ) −−−→ Lh∗Rπ∗(LYM/Y ⊗ ωπ)
β
y yb
RπT ∗(f
∗
TΩV/W ⊗ ωπT ) −−−→ RπT ∗(Lh˜∗LYM/Y ⊗ ωπT ).
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Now LYM/Y ≃ π∗LM/S, as remarked after (4.3), and hence the adjunction counit
Rπ∗π
! → 1 applied in the construction of Φ in (4.4) is given by the projection for-
mula followed by the trace morphism,
Rπ∗(π
∗LM/S ⊗ ωπ) ≃−→ LM/S ⊗ Rπ∗(ωπ) Trωπ−→ LM/S .
Thus the upper horizontal sequence of (4.5) composed with Lh∗ of this adjunction
counit isomorphism yields Lh∗Φ.
Similarly, extending the lower horizontal arrow by the map induced by functoriality
of cotangent complexes,
Lh˜∗LYM/Y −→ LYT /Y = π∗TLT/S,
composed with the adjunction counit morphism RπT ∗(π
∗
TLT/S ⊗ ωπT ) ≃ LT/S for πT
retrieves the definition of ΦT .
Moreover, by compatibility of both the projection formula [SP, Lem. 0B6B] and the
trace morphism [SP, Lem. 0E6C] with base change, the following diagram continuing
(4.5) on the right is commutative:
Lh∗Rπ∗(π
∗LM/S ⊗ ωπ) ≃ //
b

Lh∗LM/S ⊗ Lh∗Rπ∗ωπ

tr
))❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
RπT ∗(π
∗
TLh
∗LM/S ⊗ ωπT ) ≃ //

Lh∗LM/S ⊗ RπT ∗ωπT //

Lh∗LM/S

RπT ∗(π
∗
TLT/S ⊗ ωπT ) ≃ // LT/S ⊗ RπT ∗ωπT // LT/S .
The three left horizontal isomorphisms are defined by projection formulas, the diagonal
and the two horizontal morphisms on the right induced by trace homomorphisms, the
two upper vertical arrows defined by base change, and the three lower horizontal arrows
defined by functoriality of cotangent complexes. For the identification of b with the
right vertical arrow in (4.5) note that
Lh˜∗LYM/Y ≃ Lh˜∗π∗LM/S ≃ π∗TLh∗LM/S.
This establishes the claimed commutative diagram.
It remains to show that β is a natural isomorphism. This follows from the general
base change statement [SP, Lem. 0A1K] applied to π : YM →M , with f ∗ΩV/W for the
object in DQCoh(OYM ) and with ωπ as complex of π-flat quasi-coherent sheaves. ♠
Proposition 4.2. The morphism Φ : E→ LM/S constructed in (4.4) is an obstruction
theory for M → S in the sense of [BF, Def. 4.4].
Proof. We check the obstruction-theoretic criterion [BF, Thm. 4.5.3], applied in the set-
ting relative to S, similarly to ordinary logarithmic maps carried out in [GS2, Prop. 5.1].
Assume given a morphism h : T → M , a square zero extension T → T with ideal
sheaf J and a morphism T → S, with log structures turning all three morphisms strict.
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This situation leads to the following commutative diagram:
YT
fT
$$h˜
//
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤ πT

YM
f
//
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥ π

V
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
YT
//

Y

// W

T
h
//
}}④④
④④
M
}}④④
④④
T // S // B.
All sides of the cube on the left are cartesian, but not in general the bottom and top
faces.
The obstruction class ω(h) ∈ Ext1(Lh∗LM/S,J ) for extending h to a map T → M
is the composition
Lh∗LM/S −→ LT/T −→ τ≥−1LT/T = J [1]
with the first arrow defined by functoriality of cotangent complexes, see [Il, Prop. 2.2.4]
with X0 = T , X = T , Y0 = Y = M and Z0 = Z = S. Because all morphisms are strict
we can replace the ordinary with the log cotangent complex in this construction [Ol2,
1.1(ii)].
Now Φ∗ω(h) is the composition of this morphism with Lh∗Φ : Lh∗E → Lh∗LM/S .
By functoriality of our obstruction theory (Lemma 4.1), this composition also has the
factorization
ET = RπT ∗(f
∗
TΩV/W ⊗ ωπT ) ΦT−→ LT/S −→ τ≥−1LT/T = J [1],
which by adjunction is equivalent to the composition
f ∗TΩV/W ⊗ ωπT −→ LYT /Y ⊗ ωπT −→ τ≥−1π!TLT/T = π∗TJ [1]⊗ ωπT .
Up to tensoring with ωπT this is the obstruction class for extending fT : YT → V to YT ,
as a morphism over W . By our assumption on the objects of M , this extension exists
if and only if T → M extends to T . This shows the part of the criterion concerning
the obstruction.
A similar argument shows that once ω(h) = 0, the space of extensions form a torsor
under Ext0(Lh∗LM/S,J ), showing the second part of the criterion. ♠
After this recapitulation of obstruction theories for logarithmic maps with proper
and relatively Gorenstein domains, we are now in position to bring in point conditions.
Abstractly we consider a composition of proper, representable morphisms of fine log
stacks
(4.6) Z
ι−→ Y −→ S,
with maps of schemes underlying Z → S and Y → S flat and relatively Gorenstein as
before. Note that while ι may not be flat and hence cannot be considered relatively
Gorenstein following the usual convention, one can still define a relative dualizing sheaf
(4.7) ωι = ωZ/S ⊗ ι∗ω∨Y/S.
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fulfilling relative duality, hence defining a right-adjoint functor ι! to Rι∗. This works
as in the case of smooth morphisms discussed e.g. in [Hu, § 3.4].
We now have another algebraic stack N , an open substack of the stack over S with
objects given by diagrams as in (4.1) with Y replaced by Z. We assume the open
substack N is chosen large enough so that composition with ι : Z → Y defines a
morphism of stacks
(4.8) ε : M −→ N.
As in (4.4) we now obtain two obstruction theories, one for M → S, the other for
N → S,
(4.9) Φ : E −→ LM/S, Ψ : F −→ LN/S .
In our application, Y → S is some universal curve and Z → Y a strict closed embedding
with morphism to S scheme-theoretically e´tale. In this case, Ψ is a trivial obstruction
theory for a number of points in V/W and in particular, e´tale locally F can be taken
as the direct sum of the pull-back of ΩV/W by scheme-theoretic maps from N to V .
Proposition 4.3. The two obstruction theories Φ and Ψ in (4.9) fit into a commutative
square
Lε∗F
Lε∗Ψ−−−→ Lε∗LN/Sy y
E
Φ−−−→ LM/S ,
with the right-hand vertical morphism given by functoriality of the cotangent complex.
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram with the left four squares cartesian.
Z
ι

ZN

oo
g
%%
p

ZM
ε˜
oo
ιM

h
//
pM

◆◆◆
◆◆◆
''◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
V

Y

YN

oo YMoo
π

//
f
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
W

S Noo M
ε
oo // B
The left column is the given morphism (4.6) of domains, the lower horizontal row
contains the restriction morphism ε from (4.8) and the morphism to the base S, while
f : YM → V and g : ZN → V are the respective universal morphisms defined on the
universal domains YM → M and ZN → N .
The obstruction theory Ψ in (4.9) was defined by applying Rp∗( . ⊗ωp) to g∗ΩV/W →
LZN/Z = p
∗LN/S . By functoriality of obstruction theories (Lemma 4.1), the pull-back
Lε∗Ψ is similarly obtained by applying RpM ∗( · ⊗ ωpM ) to
(4.10) h∗ΩV/W −→ Lε˜∗LZN/Z = Lε˜∗p∗LN/S = p∗MLε∗LN/S ,
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followed by the adjunction counit RpM ∗p
!
M → 1 using p!M = p∗M ⊗ ωpM . Now consider
the composition of the morphism in (4.10) with p∗M of the functoriality morphism
Lε∗LN/S → LM/S and take the tensor product with ωpM to obtain
(4.11) h∗ΩV/W ⊗ ωpM −→ p∗MLε∗LN/S ⊗ ωpM −→ p!MLM/S .
Adjunction turns this sequence into the composition of the upper horizontal and right
vertical arrows of the commutative square in the assertion:
(4.12) Lε∗F = RpM ∗(h
∗ΩV/W ⊗ ωpM ) Lε
∗Ψ−→ Lε∗LN/S −→ LM/S.
On the other hand, observing h = f ◦ ιM , ωpM = ι∗Mωπ ⊗ ωιM and ι!M = Lι∗M ⊗ωιM , we
can rewrite domain and image of the morphism in (4.11) as
h∗ΩV/W ⊗ ωpM = ι∗Mf ∗ΩV/W ⊗ ι∗Mωπ ⊗ ωιM = ι!M(f ∗ΩV/W ⊗ ωπ)
and
p!MLM/S = p
∗
MLM/S ⊗ ωpM = ι!M (π∗LM/S ⊗ ωπ),
respectively. The adjunction counit RιM ∗ι
!
M → id applied to (4.11) thus produces the
commutative diagram
RιM ∗(h
∗ΩV/W ⊗ ωpM ) −−−→ RιM ∗(p!MLM/S)∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
RιM ∗ι
!
M (f
∗ΩV/W ⊗ ωπ) RιM ∗ι!M (π∗LM/S ⊗ ωπ)y y
f ∗ΩV/W ⊗ ωπ −−−→ π∗LM/S ⊗ ωπ.
The claimed morphism of obstruction theories now follows by (4.12) from the result of
applying Rπ∗ to the outer square of this diagram, observing Rπ∗RιM ∗ = RpM ∗. ♠
4.2. Obstruction theories for punctured maps with point conditions. We are
now in position to define obstruction theories for moduli spaces of punctured logarith-
mic maps with prescribed point conditions. Recall the log smooth morphism X → B
and its factorization over the relative Artin fan X → B from the beginning of this
section. We want to work relative to a stack S of stable punctured maps to X /B.
Adopting the notation used otherwise in the paper, we now write M instead of S for
the algebraic stack of domains together with the tuple of points to impose point condi-
tions at. For example, M could be M(X /B, τ) from Definition 3.8. Then Y → S = M
is the universal curve, Z → Y the strict closed embedding of a union of sections, one
for each point condition to be imposed, assumed ordered, and we have a universal
diagram
Y −−−→ Xy y
M −−−→ B.
As our target we now take the composition
X −→ X −→ B.
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Note that X → B is log e´tale and X −→ X is strict and log smooth. Hence X → X
is smooth as a morphism of stacks and we have a sequence of canonical isomorphisms
LX/B = ΩX/B = ΩX/X = ΩX/X = LX/X .
For easier reference later on we also write M instead of M for the algebraic stack of
punctured maps to X to be considered.
For the moduli space N of point conditions we take the space of factorizations of the
composition Z → Y → X via X → X . Note that since X → X is strict, it is enough
to provide the lift for X → X , that is, ignoring the log structure. Thinking of these
factorizations as providing evaluation maps M→ X at the marked points given by the
sections Z of Y → S, we denote the stack of such factorizations by Mev. This stack is
algebraic by the fibre product description
(4.13) Mev = M×X×B...×BX (X ×B . . .×B X).
Here the map M→ X ×B . . .×B X is defined by composing the sections M→M→ Z
with the composition Z → Y → X in the given order of the sections.
With this notation, the composition M → N → S considered in the proof of Propo-
sition 4.3 reads
(4.14) M
ε−→Mev −→M.
In § 4.1 we recalled the construction of obstruction theories for M /M and for Mev/M,
which in the situation at hand are perfect of amplitude contained in [−1, 0], and showed
their compatibility (Proposition 4.3). As in [Ma, Constr. 3.13], this situation provides
perfect obstruction theories for M /Mev by completing the compatibility diagram in
Proposition 4.3 to a morphism of distinguished triangles:
(4.15)
Lε∗F //

E //

G //

✤
✤
✤ Lε
∗F[1]

Lε∗LMev/M // LM /M // LM /Mev // Lε
∗LMev/M[1]
Note that while the isomorphism class of G is unique, the dashed arrow is not, so this
recipe potentially provides several different obstruction theories for M /Mev. While
different choices lead to the same obstruction theories in the sense of Li and Tian [LT]
or Wise [Wi1], see also [KKP], and hence to the same virtual cycles, we also need some
functoriality of the construction later on. We therefore produce the arrow G→ LM /Mev
by working with a Cˇech dg enhancement of the derived category. Since an obstruction
theory E → L factors over the truncated cotangent complex τ≥−1L, which has simple
explicit local models, this is a rather elementary enrichment that does not need to rely
on more refined notions of dg enhancements such as [LS]. See [Si, § 4] for a similar
reasoning in the complex-analytic context. In the following we therefore freely use
functoriality of the construction of G→ LM /Mev without further notice.
For the sake of being explicit and for later use we now work out G. For simplicity
of notation write C → M for the pull-back YM of the universal curve Y →M to M ,
and, in disagreement with our usual conventions, write ι : Z → C for the strict closed
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substack of special points rather than ZM . We assume that Z = Z
′ ∐ Z ′′ with Z ′
disjoint from the critical locus of C → M and Z ′′ the images of a set of nodal sections,
as reviewed in Definition 5.1 below. Denote by κ : C˜ → C the partial normalization of
C˜ along the nodal sections exhibiting C as the fibred sum
C = Z ′′ ∐
Z˜
′′ C˜
with Z˜ ′′ = κ−1(Z ′′) → Z ′′ the two-fold unbranched cover induced by κ. Write π˜ =
π ◦ κ : C˜ → M , f˜ = f ◦ κ : C˜ → X and Z˜ = κ−1(Z), with the log structures making
C˜ → C and Z˜ → C˜ strict.8
For simplicity of the following statement we now assume the two-fold covering Z˜ ′′ →
Z ′′ is trivial, that is, that there is an isomorphism
Z˜ ′′ ≃ Z ′′ ∐ Z ′′
over Z ′′. This is sufficient for all aplications we can currently think of. The general
case can be treated by going over to an orientation covering or by twisting with an
orientation sheaf.
Proposition 4.4. For the tangent-obstruction bundle in (4.15) it holds
G ≃ Rπ∗
(
f ∗ΩX/B ⊗ κ∗(ωπ˜(Z˜))
) ≃ Rπ˜∗(f˜ ∗ΩX/B ⊗ ωπ˜(Z˜)) ≃ (Rπ˜∗f˜ ∗ΘX/B(−Z˜))∨.
Moreover, G is perfect of amplitude [−1, 0].
Proof. The second isomorphism follows by the projection formula, the third isomor-
phism by relative duality.
For the first isomorphism we first claim there exists the following exact sequence of
complexes, all concentrated in degree −1:
(4.16) 0 −→ ωπ −→ κ∗
(
ωπ˜(Z˜)
) −→ ι∗OZ [1] −→ 0.
On the complement of the nodal locus Z ′′, this sequence is defined by
0 −→ ωπ −→ ωπ(Z ′) −→ ωπ ⊗OC ι∗OZ′(Z ′) −→ 0
by means of the canonical isomorphism
ωπ ⊗OC ι∗OZ′(Z ′) = ι∗(ι∗ωπ ⊗OZ′ ωι) ≃ ι∗OZ′[1]
coming from the definition of ωι in (4.7). Here the first equality arises from the pro-
jection formula and the fact that ι∗ω∨Y/S = OZ′(Z ′). Explicitly, the homomorphism
ωπ(Z
′)→ ι∗OZ′[1] takes the residue along Z ′.
Near the nodal locus, (4.16) is defined by
0 −→ ωπ κ
∗−→ κ∗
(
ωπ˜(Z˜)
) −→ ι∗OZ′′[1] −→ 0.
To obtain this sequence, recall that e´tale locally ωπ = ΩC/M[1] with ΩC/M the sheaf
of relative logarithmic differentials for C/M, while ωπ˜ = ΩC˜/M[1] with ΩC˜/M the sheaf
of relative ordinary differentials for C˜/M. In fibrewise coordinates z, w for the two
branches of C along Z ′′ on an e´tale neighbourhood, ΩC/M is locally generated by
z−1dz = −w−1dw, hence pulls back to ordinary differentials with simple poles along
8The log structures on C˜ and Z˜ are irrelevant for the following discussion and are merely chosen
for the sake of uncluttering the notation.
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κ−1(Z ′′) ⊆ Z˜. The map to OZ takes the difference of the residues of such rational
differential forms on C˜ along the two preimages of the nodal locus. Note that this map
depends on an order of the two branches along each connected component of Z ′′, hence
relies on the assumption Z˜ ′′ = Z ′′ ∐ Z ′′. This establishes sequence (4.16).
Now apply Rπ∗ to (4.16) tensored with f
∗ΩX/B , and observe ωpM ≃ OZ since Z → M
is e´tale, to obtain the claimed distinguished triangle
E G Lε∗F[1]∥∥∥ ∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
Rπ∗(f
∗ΩX/B ⊗ ωπ) −−−→ Rπ∗
(
f ∗ΩX/B ⊗ κ∗(ωπ˜(Z˜))
) −−−→ pM ∗(h∗ΩX/B)[1]
Taking cohomologies, this diagram also shows the statement about the amplitude of
G. ♠
4.3. Punctured Gromov-Witten invariants. Using properness of M (X/B, β) over
B (Corollary 3.17) and the obstruction theory, we can now define punctured Gromov-
Witten invariants. For being explicit, we assume the ground field k to be a subfield of
C and take H2(X) to be singular homology of the base change to C. Since M(X /B, β)
is typically non-equidimensional due to the puncturing ideal, the general definition
demands a strata-wise treatment. Sometimes one can show independence of certain
choices, e.g. in the setting of [GS4], but presently our understanding of the intersec-
tion theory of M(X /B) and in logarithmic geometry is too limited to make general
statements. Some steps in this direction have been taken in [Ba, Wu].
Let X → B be projective and log smooth, with Zariski logarithmic structure on
X . Let τ = (G, g,σ, u¯,A) be a global decorated type (Definition 3.4). Denote by
g the total genus and k = |L(G)|. We assume MgpX ⊗Z Q to be generated by global
sections to apply Corollary 3.17, or otherwise M (X/B, τ )→ B to be proper. We also
assume that each global contact order u¯L = u¯(L) for L ∈ L(G) has finite monodromy
(Definition 2.29). Denote by ZL ⊆ X the corresponding evaluation stratum from
Definition 2.33.
Assuming for simplicity evaluations at all punctures, we then have an evaluation
map
ev : Mev(X /B, τ ) −→∏L∈L(G) ZL,
and, by § 4.2 and notably (4.15), a perfect relative obstruction theory G for
ε : M (X /B, τ ) −→Mev(X /B, τ ).
The relative virtual dimension is given by the Riemann-Roch formula applied to the
bundle in Proposition 4.4 as
(4.17) d(g, k, A, n) = c1(ΘX/B) · A+ n · (1− g − k).
Here A = |A| and g = |g| are the total class and total genus of τ , k = |L(G)| the
number of point conditions imposed and n = dimX − dimB the relative dimension
of X over B. Denote by ε!G the associated virtual pull-back from [Ma], an operational
Chow-class for ε.
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Definition 4.5. The punctured Gromov-Witten correspondence defined by the global
decorated type τ is the homomorphism
(ev × p)∗ε!G : A∗
(
Mev(X /B, τ )) −→ A∗+d(g,k,A,n)(∏L ZL ×Mg,k).
As usual, pairing with cohomology classes in
∏
L ZL×Mg,k and taking degrees then
produces Gromov-Witten invariants. Note also that Proposition 3.24 defines pure-
dimensional cycles as the images of the fundamental classes of M(X /B, τ ′) for τ ′ → τ
a contraction morphism from a realizable global type.
5. Splitting and gluing
As discussed in the introduction, one crucial motivation for the introduction of the
notion of punctured maps is the desire to treat logarithmic Gromov-Witten invariants
by splitting the domain curves along nodal sections, in situations where such sections
occur uniformly in the moduli space.
After briefly formalizing this splitting operation, we present the second series of
main results of this paper, the reverse procedure of gluing a pair of punctured sections,
followed by its treatment in punctured Gromov-Witten theory. We end this section
with an application to the degeneration situation of [ACGS].
5.1. Splitting punctured log maps. We first discuss the operation of splitting of
punctured curves along nodal sections.
Definition 5.1. A nodal section of a family of nodal curves π : C → W is a section
s : W → C of π that e´tale locally in W factors over the closed embedding defined by
the ideal (x, y) in the domain of an e´tale map
SpecOW [x, y]/(xy) −→ C.
The partial normalization of C/W along s is the map
(5.1) κ : C˜ −→ C
that e´tale locally is given by base change from the normalization of the plane nodal
curve Spec k[x, y]/(xy). We say s is of splitting type if the two-fold unbranched cover
κ−1
(
im(s)
)→ im(s) is trivial.
A nodal section of a punctured curve (C◦/W,p) or punctured map (C◦/W,p, f) is
a nodal section of C/W .
Note that a nodal section s of a nodal curve C/W with partial normalization κ :
C˜ → C and nodal locus Z = im(s) exhibits C as the fibred sum
(5.2) Z ∐κ−1(Z) C˜ ≃−→ C.
A punctured curve can be split along a nodal section of splitting type:
Proposition 5.2. Let κ : C˜ → C be the partial normalization of a punctured curve
(π : C◦ → W,p) defined by the splitting at a nodal section of splitting type. Let
p1, p2 : W → C˜ be two sections of κ−1(im(s)
)→ im(s) with disjoint images.
Then
(C˜◦, p˜) =
(
π˜ : (C˜, κ∗MC◦) κ→ C◦ →W, {pˆ, p1, p2}
)
with pˆ : W → C˜ the unique set of sections with p = κ ◦ pˆ, is a punctured curve.
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Proof. Since κ : C˜◦ → C◦ is an isomorphism away from im(p1) ∪ im(p2), it suffices
to consider a neighbourhood of a geometric point p¯ → C˜ of one of im(pi), say i = 1.
Denote by q¯ = κ ◦ p¯ the corresponding geometric point of C, thus a geometric point
of the image of the nodal section. By the structure of log smooth curves, MC◦,q¯ is
generated by (π∗MW )q¯, sx and sy, where sx, sy ∈MC◦,q are induced by the coordinates
x, y in Definition 5.1. These are subject to the relation sxsy = sρ for some sρ ∈
(π∗MW )q¯. Hence (π∗MW )q¯ and sy locally generate MgpC◦ as a group, with sx = sρs−1y .
Pulling back to C˜, along the branch x = 0, hence with y = 0 giving im(p1), we see that
(κ∗MC◦)gp is locally generated by (π˜∗MW )p¯ and κ♭sy. Further, κ♭sy is also a section
of P, the divisorial log structure given by p1, and the image of κ♭sy in P generates P
as a monoid. Thus locally near p¯,
π˜∗MW ⊕O×
C˜
P ⊆ κ∗MC◦ ⊂ π˜∗MW ⊕O×
C˜
Pgp.
Further, any local section of κ∗MC◦ not contained in π˜∗MW ⊕O×
C˜
P can be written in
the form saxs
b
ysW with a > 0, b ≥ 0 and sW a local section of π˜∗MW . Since α(sx) = 0
when x = 0, we see that α applied to any such element is zero. Thus (C˜◦/W, p˜) is a
punctured curve near p¯. ♠
For the application to moduli spaces of punctured maps we formalize the splitting
procedure as an operation on graphs, hence on (global) types of punctured maps.
Definition 5.3. Let G be a connected graph and E ⊆ E(G) a subset of edges. Re-
placing each E ∈ E by a pair of legs LE , L′E leads to a graph Ĝ with
V (Ĝ) = V (G), E(Ĝ) = E(G)rE, L(Ĝ) = L(G) ∪ {LE , L′E}E∈E.
We call the collection of connected subgraphs G1, . . . , Gr of Ĝ the graphs obtained from
G by splitting along E.
There is an obvious induced notion of splitting of a genus-decorated graph (G, g), of
a (global) type τ , or of a (global) decorated type τ of a punctured map along a subset
of edges of the corresponding graphs.
Proposition 5.4. Let τ1, . . . , τr be obtained from splitting a global type τ = (G, g,σ, u¯)
of a punctured map to X/B along a subset of edges E ⊆ E(G). Then the splitting
morphism from Proposition 5.2 followed by pre-stabilization (Proposition 2.4) defines
morphisms of stacks
M(X /B, τ) −→ ∏iM(X /B, τi), M (X /B, τ) −→∏i M (X /B, τi),
with the products understood as fibre products over B.
Analogous results hold for decorated types and for moduli spaces of weakly marked
punctured maps.
Proof. The statement is immediate from Proposition 5.2 and Proposition 2.4. ♠
5.2. Gluing punctured maps to X /B. In this section we work in categories of
spaces over B or B. In particular products are to be understood as fibre products over
B or B, as appropriate.
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Let τ = (G, g,σ, u¯) be a global type of punctured tropical maps and τi = (Gi, gi,σi, u¯i),
i = 1, . . . , r, the global types obtained by splitting τ at a subset E ⊆ E(G) of edges
(Definition 5.3). We choose an orientation on each edge E ∈ E and refer to the two
legs obtained by splitting E by the corresponding half-edges (E, v), (E, v′), with E
oriented from v to v′.9 Denote by L ⊆ ⋃i L(Gi) the subset of all legs obtained from
splitting edges, and by i(v) ∈ {1, . . . , r} for v ∈ V (G) the index i with v ∈ V (Gi).
Evaluation at the nodal sections for E defines the morphism
evE : M
′(X /B, τ) −→ ∏E∈EX .
For each E ∈ E denote byM′E(X /B, τ) the image of the nodal section sE : M′(X /B, τ)→
C′
◦(X /B, τ) with the restriction of the log structure on the universal domain C′◦(X /B, τ).
Denote further by M˜′(X /B, τ) the fs fibre product
(5.3) M˜′(X /B, τ) = M′E1(X /B, τ)×fsM′(X/B,τ) · · · ×fsM′(X/B,τ) M′Er(X /B, τ),
where E1, . . . , Er ∈ E(G) are the edges in E. With this enlarged log structure, the
pull-back C˜′◦(X /B, τ)→ M˜′(X /B, τ) of the universal domain has sections s˜E , E ∈ E,
in the category of log stacks. Moreover, evE lifts to a logarithmic evaluation morphism
(5.4) evE : M˜
′(X /B, τ) −→ ∏E∈EX ,
with E-component equal to f˜ ◦ s˜E for f˜ : C˜′◦(X /B, τ) → X the universal punctured
morphism.
Similarly, for each of the global types τi = (Gi, gi,σi, u¯i) obtained by splitting
and L ∈ L(Gi), denote by M′L(X /B, τi) the image of the punctured section sL :
M′(X /B, τi) → C′◦(X /B, τ0) defined by L, again endowed with the pull-back of the
log structure on C′◦(X /B, τ0). With L1, . . . , Ls the legs of Gi, define the stack
M˜′(X /B, τi) =
(
M′L1(X /B, τi)×fM′(X/B,τi) · · · ×fM′(X/B,τi) M′Ls(X /B, τi)
)sat
,
where sat denotes saturation. This stack differs from M′(X /B, τi) by adding the pull-
back of the log structure of each puncture, so that the pull-back C˜′
◦
(X /B, τ0) →
M˜◦(X /B, τ0) of the universal curve now has punctured sections in the category of log
stacks. We define the evaluation morphism
(5.5) evL :
∏r
i=1 M˜
′(X /B, τi) −→
∏
E∈EX × X ,
by taking as E-component the evaluation at the corresponding two sections sE,v, sE,v′,
observing the chosen orientation of E.
By base change to the enlarged log structures, Proposition 5.4 also defines a splitting
morphism
(5.6) δM : M˜
′(X /B, τ) −→∏ri=1 M˜′(X /B, τi).
Enlarging the log structures for the punctures may change the structure of the un-
derlying stacks, but only by nilpotents in the structure sheaf.
9We choose this notation for being easy to parse, but note that (E, v) is ambiguous if E is a loop.
It will always be clear from the context how to fix this ambiguity with a heavier notation.
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Proposition 5.5. Let τ = (G, g,σ, u¯) be a global type of punctured maps, S ⊆
E(G)∪L(G) and M′ev(X /B, τ) the corresponding evaluation stack of weakly τ -marked
punctured maps to X /B. Then the canonical map
M˜′(X /B, τ) −→M′(X /B, τ)
is an isomorphism on the underlying stacks provided S ⊆ E(G), and generally induces
an isomorphism on the reductions.
Analogous results hold for the marked and decorated versions.
Proof. Going inductively, it suffices to treat the case that S has only one element. The
case S = {E} is an edge leads to the problem of going over from a monoid Q to the
saturation of a monoid of the form Q⊕N N2 with 1 ∈ N mapping to (1, 1) ∈ N2. Since
the morphism N → N2 is saturated and integral, Q ⊕N N2 is saturated and integral
as well by [Og, Prop. I.4.8.5, Prop. I.4.6.3]. In particular, the fs fibre product in (5.3)
agrees with the ordinary fibre product, and only changes the log structure.
For S = {L} a leg, we need to take the saturation of the strict subspace given by a
punctured section. Let (C◦/W,p, f) with W = Spec(Q → A) be a punctured map to
X /B and W → Spec k[Q◦] with Q◦ ⊂ Q⊕ Z inducing the punctured structure. Then
necessarily the induced map Q◦ → A takes Q◦ r (Q⊕ 0) to zero.
The saturation of Spec(Q◦ → A) equals W ′ = Spec(Q′ → A′) with Q′ the saturation
of Q◦ and A′ = A ⊗k[Q◦] k[Q′]. Necessarily, if m ∈ Q′ r Q◦ then m ∈ Q ⊕ Z<0, and
so zm ∈ A′ is nilpotent. It is then immediate that A → A′red is surjective. This map
factors through Ared → A′red, so the latter is surjective. ThusW ′red is a closed subscheme
of Wred. On the other hand, by [Og, Prop. III.2.1.5] saturation is always a surjective
morphism, and hence W ′red →Wred is an isomorphism. ♠
By Proposition 5.5 the Chow theories of the moduli stacks of punctured maps do
not change by enlarging the log structures. We can thus freely use the enlarged log
structures in discussing gluing.
We are now in position to state the central technical gluing result. It explains how
a τ -marked punctured map is equivalent to giving a collection of τi-marked punctured
maps obeying a logarithmic matching condition.
Theorem 5.6. Let τ1, . . . , τr be the global types of punctured maps (Definition 3.4)
obtained by splitting a global type τ = (G, g,σ, u¯) along a subset of edges E with
monodromy-free global contact orders u¯E, E ∈ E (Definition 2.29). Then the commu-
tative diagram
M˜′(X /B, τ) δM //
evE

∏r
i=1 M˜
′(X /B, τi)
evL
∏
E∈EX ∆ //
∏
E∈EX × X
with ∆ the product of diagonal embeddings and the other arrows defined in (5.4), (5.5),
and (5.6), is cartesian in the category of fs log stacks.
An analogous statement holds for τ replaced by a global decorated type τ = (τ,A).
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The proof of the theorem, given further below, is based on the following gluing result
for punctures with a section.
Lemma 5.7. Let W be an fs log scheme and U◦i a puncturing along {0} × W of
strict open neighborhoods Ui ⊆ A1 ×W of {0} ×W , i = 1, 2. Assume furthermore
that si : W → U◦i are sections with schematic image {0} × W of the composition
U◦i → Ui → W of the puncturing map and the projection.
Then possibly after enlarging the puncturing of the U◦i in such a way that the si factor
over the respective enlargements, there exists a unique log smooth curve π : U → W
with maps
ι1 : U
◦
1 −→ U, ι2 : U◦2 −→ U
over W inducing an isomorphism of underlying schemes U 1 ∐{0}×W U 2 ≃ U , strict
away from {0} ×W , and such that ι1 ◦ s1 = ι2 ◦ s2.
Proof. The statement is about the unique definition of the log structure on U near
the nodal locus {0} ×W ⊂ U . Since this is a local question we can restrict attention
to a neighborhood of a geometric point q¯ = (0, w¯) → {0} ×W . By the definition of
puncturing, the linear coordinate of A1 defines elements σx ∈MU◦1 ,q¯, σy ∈MU◦2 ,q¯.
Now assume that U = (U,MU) → W is a log smooth curve with the required
properties. Then
ι¯♭i :MgpU,q¯ −→MgpU◦i ,q¯ =M
gp
W,w¯ ⊕ Z
is an isomorphism with MW,w¯ ⊕ N ⊆ ι¯♭i(MU,q¯). Thus there exist σ˜x, σ˜y ∈MU,q¯ with
σx = ι
♭
1(σ˜x), σy = ι
♭
2(σ˜y).
An important property of log smooth structures at nodes is that logarithmic lifts of
given local coordinates at the two branches of the node become unique if one requires
their product to lie in π♭(MW,w¯) [Mo, § 3.8]. With this condition imposed on σ˜x, σ˜y,
we now obtain a unique element σq ∈MW,w¯ with
(5.7) σ˜x · σ˜y = π♭(σq).
Under the assumption of the existence of sections s1, s2, we can compute σq from σx
and σy as follows: With ι1 ◦ s1 = ι2 ◦ s2 we obtain
σq = (ι1 ◦ s1)♭
(
π♭(σq)
)
= (ι1 ◦ s1)♭(σ˜x) · (ι2 ◦ s2)♭(σ˜y) = s♭1(σx) · s♭2(σy).
Note also that MU,q¯ is generated by (π∗MW )q¯ and σ˜x, σ˜y, with single relation (5.7).
Conversely, we can define the structure of a log smooth curve at q¯ → U with the
requested properties simply by defining
(5.8) σq = s
♭
1(σx) · s♭2(σy),
and
MU,q¯ := (π∗MW )q¯ ⊕N N2,
with the generator 1 ∈ N mapping to π♭(σq) ∈ (π∗MW )q and to (1, 1) ∈ N2, respec-
tively. The structure morphism
MU,q¯ −→ OU,q¯
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is defined by the structure morphism of W on the first summand, by mapping (a, b) ∈
N2 to xayb when writing U =W ×Z SpecZ[x, y]/(xy). By strictness of the map to W ,
this log structure near q¯ patches uniquely to the given log structure on U◦i r ({0}×W )
to define the desired log smooth curve U →W .
The morphisms ιi : U
◦
i → U are then given by
(5.9)
(ι♭1)q¯ :MU,q¯ →MgpU◦1 ,q¯, (1, 0) 7−→ σx, (0, 1) 7−→ σ
−1
x π
♭(σq),
(ι♭2)q¯ :MU,q¯ →MgpU◦2 ,q¯, (1, 0) 7−→ σ
−1
y π
♭(σq), (0, 1) 7−→ σy.
These definitions are forced upon us by the structure homomorphisms on U◦i and by
the defining relation (5.8) for MU,q¯. If σ−1x π♭(σq) 6∈ MU◦1 ,q, we may have to enlarge
the puncturing of U◦1 for this map to define U
◦
1 → U , and similarly for U◦2 . Note that
by (5.8), the image of σq under the structure morphism is xy = 0, and hence this
enlargement of puncturing is possible. Note also that s1 factors over this extension of
puncturing since by (5.8),
(s♭1)
gp
(
σ−1x π
♭(σq)
)
= s♭2(σy),
and similarly for s2. Finally, to check the equality ι1 ◦ s1 = ι2 ◦ s2 we compute
(s♭1 ◦ ι♭1)(1, 0) = s♭1(σx) = s♭2(σy)−1σq = s♭2(σ−1y π♭(σq)) = (s♭2 ◦ ι♭2)(1, 0),
and similarly for (1, 0) replaced by (0, 1). This shows the claimed properties for U →W
and ι1, ι2. Uniqueness follows from the discussion at the beginning of the proof. ♠
Remark 5.8. It is worthwhile to understand the gluing construction of a pair of
punctured points to a node on the level of ghost sheaves and in terms of the dual
tropical picture. The relevant monoids are
Q =MW,w¯, Qi =MU◦i ,q¯ ⊂ Q⊕ Z,
and their duals
ω = Hom(Q,R≥0), τi = Hom(Qi,R≥0) ⊂ ω × R≥0.
We choose the embedding Qi ⊂ Q ⊕ Z such that π¯♭ identifies Q with Q ⊕ {0}, while
the puncturing log structure is generated by (0, 1) ∈ Q ⊕ Z. The sections si define
left-inverses
s¯♭i : Qi −→ Q
to π¯♭. Now the point of the gluing construction is that there are exactly two automor-
phisms φ of Qgp ⊕ Z making the following diagram of monoids commutative:
Q
id
//
π¯♭

Q
π¯♭

Q1

Q2

Qgp ⊕ Z φ //
s¯♭1
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
Qgp ⊕ Z
s¯♭2
}}④④
④④
④
Qgp
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φ
ker s¯♭2
Q1
ρq Q× {0}
(0, 1)
Q12
Q × {0}
Q12
φ−1(Q2)
ker s¯♭1 ker s¯
♭
1
φ−1(0, 1)
Q× {0}
(0, 1)
Q2
φ(Q12)
ρq ρq
Figure 8. The monoids Q1, Q2, Q12 ⊂ Q ⊕ Z and their comparison under
φ : Q⊕ Z→ Q⊕ Z. Note that φ(Q12) = Q12 because both cones are spanned
by Q × {0}, (0, 1) and ρq − (0, 1). In the sketched situation, the puncturing
for U◦2 has to be enlarged, the one for U
◦
1 does not.
φt
ωE
τ1
(φt)−1(ωE)
ωE
ω × {0}ω × {0}
Σ(s1)(ω) Σ(s1)(ω)
Σ(s2)(ω)
τ2
ω × {0}
φt(τ2)
{0} × R≥0 {0} × R≥0{0} × R
Figure 9. The dual tropical picture of Figure 8. The cone ωE = (Q
∨
12)R
is partly hidden by τ1 ⊂ ωE in the left-most figure, while in the other two
figures, φt(τ2) ⊃ ωE and τ2 ⊃ (φt)−1(ωE) are partly hidden.
Indeed, by commutativity of the square, φ(m, 0) = (m, 0) for all m ∈ Qgp. Define ρi =
s¯♭i(0, 1), i = 1, 2, and ρq by φ(0, 1) = (ρq, d). Then d = ±1 since φ(0, 1) together with
Qgp⊕{0} generates Qgp⊕Z. This sign determines the two possibilities. Commutativity
of the triangle now shows
ρ1 = s¯
♭
1(0, 1) = s¯
♭
2(ρq,±1) = ρq ± ρ2.
The situation obtained by splitting a node into two punctures produces the negative
sign. With this choice we obtain an isomorphism of the submonoid Q12 ⊂ Qgp ⊕ Z
generated by Q ⊕ N and φ−1(Q ⊕ N) with Q ⊕N N2, with 1 ∈ N mapping to ρq and
(1, 1), respectively. The defining equation ρq = ρ1 + ρ2 retrieves (5.8) in the proof of
Lemma 5.7 on the level of ghost sheaves. The change of puncturing of U◦1 becomes
necessary if Q12 6⊂ Q1, and similarly if φ(Q12) 6⊂ Q2 for U◦2 . Figure 8 provides an
illustration.
For the tropical interpretation, illustrated in Figure 9, we have two factorizations
ω
Σ(si)−→ τi Σ(π)−→ ω,
of idω. Here the second map is the projection to the first component when writing
τi ⊆ ω × R≥0. Thus Σ(si)(h) = (h, ℓi(h)) for some homomorphism
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ℓi : ω −→ R≥0.
Thinking of h as parametrizing a punctured tropical curve, ℓi(h) specifies a point on
the puncturing interval or ray emanating from the unique vertex vi. The tropical
glued curve then produces the metric graph with two vertices v1, v2 by joining the two
intervals at the specified points, hence producing an edge E of length ℓ1(h) + ℓ2(h).
The tropical glued curve over ω thus has edge function ℓ : ω → R≥0 simply defined by
(5.10) ℓ = ℓ1 + ℓ2.
The process of producing the glued cone ωE ⊂ ω×R≥0 over ω is dual to the statement
Q12 = (Q⊕ N) + φ−1(Q⊕ N):
ωE = Hom(Q12,R≥0) = (ω × R≥0) ∩ φt(ω × R≥0).
The change of puncturing is necessary if ℓ(h) is smaller than either of the length
functions obtained by tropicalizing the puncturing, or if either one of Q12∩Q1, φ(Q12)∩
Q2 is not saturated.
We now turn to the proof of the gluing theorem for punctured maps to X /B.
Proof of Theorem 5.6. Write τi = (Gi, gi, σi, u¯i). We check the universal property of
cartesian diagrams. Consider an fs log scheme W with two morphisms
(5.11) W −→∏E∈EX , W −→ ∏ri=1 M˜′(X /B, τi)
together with an isomorphism of the compositions to
∏
E X × X . Spelled out this
means that (1) for each i = 1, . . . , r we have given a τi-marked, pre-stable punctured
map
(πi : C
◦
i →W,pi, fi : C◦i → X )
over W and for each leg (E, v) ∈ L(Gi) a section sE,v : W → C◦i with image the
puncture labelled by the leg in Gi generated by E; and (2) the sections fullfill the
logarithmic matching property
(5.12) fi(v) ◦ sE,v = fi(v′) ◦ sE,v′,
for each edge E ∈ E with adjacent vertices v, v′. Write pE,v for the strict closed
subspace of C◦i defined by (E, v) ∈ L(Gi).
Lemma 5.7 shows that there is a unique punctured curve
(π : C◦ −→W,p)
that replaces each pair of punctures pE,v, pE,v′ in
∐
i C
◦
i , for an edge E ∈ E with
vertices v, v′, by a node qE . The lemma also provides a morphism of punctured curves
Cˆ◦i → C◦i with unique liftings sˆE,v of each section sE,v to Cˆ◦i(v), and morphisms
ιi : Cˆ
◦
i −→ C◦
with ιi(v) ◦ sˆE,v = ιi(v′) ◦ sˆE,v′. For each edge E ∈ E we can thus define the nodal section
sE := ιi(v) ◦ sˆE,v = ιi(v′) ◦ sˆE,v′ : W −→ C◦.
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Denote by (Cˆ◦i , pˆi, fˆi) with fˆi = fi ◦ (Cˆ◦i → C◦i ) the punctured stable map with the
enlarged punctured structure. It follows from the tropical description of the gluing
construction in Remark 5.8 that the tropicalizations
Σ(fˆi) : Σ(Cˆ
◦
i ) −→ Σ(X )
of fˆi glue to a map of cone complexes
Σ(C◦) −→ Σ(X )
which commutes with the map to Σ(B). In fact, restricting to a geometric point
w¯ → W and adopting the notation from Remark 5.8, at an edge E ∈ E with vertices
v1, v2, the cone ωE ⊆ ω ×R≥0 of Σ(C◦w¯) is defined by the length function ℓE = ℓ1 + ℓ2.
Denote further σ = (M∨X ,y¯)R for
y¯ = fi(v1)(sE,v1(w¯)) = fi(v2)(sE,v2(w¯)).
Assuming E oriented from v1 to v2, the contact orders obtained from splitting τ at E
are related by
uE,v1 = uE = −uE,v2 ∈ σgpZ .
Now the map ωE → σ ∈ Σ(X ) can be defined by
(5.13) ωE ∋ (h, λ) 7−→ V1(h) + λ · uE,v1 = V2(h) + (ℓE(h)− λ) · uE,v2,
where Vµ : ω → σ is the map for the vertex vµ given by Σ(fi(vµ)), µ = 1, 2. The image of
this map lies in σ since the line segment {h}×[0, ℓ1(h)] is contained in τ1 ⊆ ω×R≥0 and
V1(h) + λ · uE,v1 = Σ(fi(v1))(h, λ), and similarly for the line segment {h} × [ℓ1(h), ℓ(h)]
and Σ(fi(v2)). The equality in (5.13) holds because
V1(h) + ℓ1(h) · uE,v1 = Σ(fi(v1) ◦ sE,v1)(h) = Σ(fi(v2) ◦ sE,v2)(h) = V2(h) + ℓ2(h) · uE,v2.
Note this last argument uses the assumption that u¯E is monodromy-free to assure that
uE,v1 = −uE,v2. This finishes the construction of the map Σ(C◦)→ Σ(X ).
In view of [ACGS, Prop. 2.10], we thus obtain a morphism C◦ → AX over AB. By
the same token, the composition C◦ → AX → AB agrees with C◦ → B → AB. We
thus obtain an induced morphism
f : C◦ −→ X = B ×AB AX ,
commuting with the maps to B. By functoriality of this construction and the tropical
description of the gluing process, it holds f ◦ ιi = fˆi for all i.
The data (C◦ → W, f,p) and the collection of nodal sections sE now define the
desired morphism
W −→ M˜′(X /B, τ).
Indeed, splitting the domain C◦ at the nodes for edges E ∈ E and pre-stabilizing
obviously retrieves the collection of pre-stable maps (C◦i → W,pi, fi) with compatible
evaluation maps to X and sections sE,v that we started with. This finishes the existence
part in checking cartesianity.
Uniqueness follows from the uniqueness statement in Lemma 5.7. ♠
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We end this section by remarking that in many situations, working with all fibre
products over B may be burdensome, as each product in the diagram of Theorem 5.6
is over B. In the standard degeneration situation considered in §5.4, we might be
working over a standard log point b0, and saturation issues even over b0 can complicate
the fibre product. Thus the following is generally useful.
Proposition 5.9. Let B be an affine log scheme equipped with a global chart P →
MB inducing an isomorphism P ∼= Γ(B,MB). Let τ be a type of tropical map for
X/B, with underlying graph connected.10 Then there are isomorphisms M(X /B, τ) ∼=
M(X / Speck, τ) and M (X/B, τ) ∼= M (X/ Speck, τ).
Proof. We show the first isomorphism, the second being similar. There is a canonical
morphism M(X /B, τ)→M(X / Speck, τ), and we need to show it is an isomorphism.
For this purpose, it is enough to assume that given a punctured map f : C◦/W → X ,
f fits into a commutative diagram
C◦
π

f
// X
g

W
h
// B
First, at the underlying schematic level, it is sufficient to define h# : Γ(B,OB) →
Γ(W,OW ) ∼= Γ(W,π∗OC), the latter isomorphism from the fact that π is proper with
connected fibres. We take this map to coincide with (g ◦ f)# : Γ(B,OB)→ Γ(C,OC).
We next enhance h to a log morphism, first by describing the map at the level of
ghost sheaves, or equivalently, at the tropical level. Fix w¯ ∈ W a geometric point,
and let τ ′ = (G′,σ′,u′) be the type of Cw¯ → X , so that in particular there is a
contraction morphism τ ′ → τ . Since τ ′ and τ have the same set of legs with the
same contact orders, the fact that τ is defined over B implies that the composed map
Σ(g ◦ f) : Σ(Cw¯) → Σ(B) = P ∨R contracts all legs. However, g ◦ f is a punctured
log map with underlying schematic map constant, and thus by Proposition 2.25, the
restriction of Σ(g ◦ f) to any fibre of Σ(π) is a balanced tropical map. It is then
immediate that this tropical map must be constant. Hence the desired diagram exists
at the tropical level, and hence at the ghost sheaf level. In particular, we obtain a map
h¯♭ : Γ(B,MB)→ Γ(W,MW ).
Finally, there is a unique lifting of h¯♭ to h♭ : Γ(B,MB) → Γ(W,MW ). Indeed, let
s ∈ Γ(B,MB) be a section which maps to s¯ ∈ Γ(B,MB). Then because the desired
diagram exists at the level of ghost sheaves, f¯ ♭ ◦ g¯♭(s¯) = π¯♭(t¯) for some t¯ ∈ Γ(W,MW ).
Thus e´tale locally on W , we may choose a lift t ∈ MW of t¯, and write f ♭ ◦ g♭(s) =
ψ · π♭(t) for some ψ ∈ O×C . However, again by properness of π and connectivity of C◦,
ψ = π#(ψ′) for some invertible function ψ′ on W , and we may define h♭(s) = ψ′ · t.
Because this choice of h♭(s) is determined uniquely by (g ◦ f)♭, this local description
patches to give a section h♭(s) ∈ Γ(W,MW ), making the diagram commute. ♠
10Connectedness is generally assumed in this paper, although usually not necessary, but here the
result is not true without it.
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5.3. Evaluation stacks and gluing at the virtual level. While Theorem 5.6 trans-
parently describes the process of gluing a collection of punctured log maps at pairs
of punctures with matching contact orders, it lacks two crucial properties needed
for applications in punctured Gromov-Witten theory. First, since the diagonal map
∆ : X → X × X is not proper except in trivial cases and neither is the splitting
map δM, it is impossible to push forward cycles via δM for the purpose of splitting
computations according to the splitting of τ along the chosen set of edges E ⊆ E(G).
And second, the obvious commutative square lifting the splitting map δM to a map
M ′(X/B, τ) → ∏i M ′(X/B, τi) is far from being cartesian even on the underlying
stacks of (pre-) stable maps since it imposes matching at the nodes only on X rather
than on X . Hence this approach has no hope to be compatible with the virtual for-
malism.
Both problems are solved by enriching the stacks M(X /B, τ) and M(X /B, τi) of
punctured maps to the relative Artin stack X /B by providing a lift of the evaluations
to X . Note that such enriched stacks of maps to X have already been considered at the
beginning of § 4.2 in the context of obstruction theories with imposed point conditions.
For this discussion we mostly work with the marked versions of the moduli spaces
except in the analogue Corollary 5.11 of Theorem 5.6, which requires weak markings.
All other results also hold in the weakly marked and decorated contexts.
Definition 5.10. Let τ = (G, g,σ, u¯) be a global type of punctured maps to X and
S ⊆ E(G)∪L(G) a subset of edges and legs. The evaluation stack of M(X /B, τ) with
respect to S is the fibre product
Mev(X /B, τ) = M(X /B, τ)×∏
S∈SX
∏
S∈SX
of
∏
S∈SX →
∏
S∈SX with the evaluation map
evS : M(X /B, τ) −→
∏
S∈SX , (C◦/W,p, f) 7−→ (f ◦ sS)S∈S,
evaluating at the punctured and nodal sections sS : W → C◦ for S ∈ S.
Analogous definitions apply in the weakly marked and decorated contexts.
We suppress S in the notation of the evaluation stacks and rather specify this subset
whenever not clear from the context.
As indicated in the definition, we endow Mev(X /B, τ) with the log structure making
the projection to M(X /B, τ) strict, to obtain the sequence of morphisms of log stacks
M (X/B, τ)
ε−→Mev(X /B, τ) −→M(X /B, τ)
as in (4.14). Recall that the obstruction theory for this sequence of morphisms has
been worked out in § 4.2. We saw that the obstruction theory of M (X/B, τ) over
M(X /B, τ) is the composition of an obstruction theory for ε with the trivial obstruction
theory of the smooth morphism Mev(X /B, τ) → M(X /B, τ) of relative dimension
(dimX − dimB) · |S|.
We now adopt the setup of § 5.2 and split τ at a subset E ⊆ E(G) of edges with E ⊆ S
to obtain global types τi = (Gi, gi,σi, u¯i). For the following corollary of Theorem 5.6
for evaluation stacks, we write M˜ev(X /B, τ) for the evaluation stack of M˜(X /B, τ),
thus having the same underlying stack as Mev(X /B, τ), but with the enlarged log
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structure admitting a logarithmic evaluation map analogous to (5.4). Similarly, we
obtain evaluation stack analogues of the evaluation morphism for the τi (5.5), still
denoted evL, and the splitting morphism (5.6), now denoted δ
ev.
Corollary 5.11. In the situation of Theorem 5.6, the commutative diagram
M˜′ev(X /B, τ) δev //
evE

∏r
i=1 M˜
′ev(X /B, τi)
evL
∏
E∈EX
∆
//
∏
E∈EX ×X
with arrows defined by the above adaptations to the evaluation stacks for S ⊆ E(G) ∪
L(G) with E ⊆ S, is cartesian in the category of fs log stacks.
In particular, the splitting morphism δev is finite and representable.
Proof. The stated commutative square fits as a front face into a commutative cube
with back face the cartesian square from Theorem 5.6 and the sides cartesian squares
defining the evaluation stacks. Hence the stated diagram is cartesian.
The claimed properties of the splitting morphism δev follow since an fs fibre product
is the saturation and integralization of the ordinary fibre product. ♠
By the corollary, we obtain a proper push-forward homomorphism in Chow theory
for algebraic stacks, as defined by Kresch [Kr], for the evaluation stacks:
(5.14) δev∗ : A∗
(
Mev(X /B, τ)) −→ A∗(∏iMev(X /B, τi)), α 7−→ δ∗(α).
Note that we can work with markings or weak markings here because the corresponding
stacks have the same reductions (Proposition 3.27).
It remains to relate δev with the splitting morphism for moduli spaces of punctured
maps to X rather than X and to show compatibility with the obstruction theory. Note
that these results use the unenhanced, basic log structures on the moduli stacks.
Proposition 5.12. In the situation of Theorem 5.6 there is a cartesian diagram
(5.15)
M (X/B, τ)
δ
//
ε

∏r
i=1 M (X/B, τi)
εˆ=
∏
i εi

Mev(X /B, τ) δev // ∏ri=1Mev(X /B, τi)
with horizontal arrows the splitting maps from Proposition 5.4, finite and representable
by Corollary 5.11, and the vertical arrows the canonical strict morphisms. Here we
assume the set of edges and legs S ⊆ E(G)∪L(G) used in the definition of the evaluation
stacks (Definition 5.10) contains the set E ⊆ E(G) of splitting edges.
Analogous statements hold for decorated and for weakly marked versions of the moduli
stacks.
Proof. The proof is by spelling out the definitions of the various stacks. Indeed, a pair of
morphisms from an fs log schemeW to
∏r
i=1 M (X/B, τi) and toM
ev(X /B, τ) together
with an isomorphism of their images in
∏r
i=1M
ev(X /B, τi) is equivalent to (1) an
ordinary stable map (C/W, p, f) to X marked by the genus-decorated graph (G, g)
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given by τ , and (2) a punctured map (C◦/W,p, fX ) to X producing the morphism
W → ∏ri=1Mev(X /B, τi) by splitting at the nodes labelled by E ⊆ E(G). Note
that (1) is obtained by the schematic matching condition at the paired marked points
provided by the evaluation stacks. Since X → X is strict, f and fX together are
the same as a log morphism f : C◦ → X . Moreover, a marking by τ is equivalent
to markings by τi of the punctured maps (C
◦
i /W,pi, fi) obtained by splitting. The
correspondence is also easily seen to be functorial. Thus the fibre categories over W of
the cartesian product and of M (X/B, τ) are equivalent. ♠
To analyze the obstruction theories in (5.15), we introduce the following short-hand
notations:11
(5.16)
Mgl := M (X/B, τ), Mi := M (X/B, τi), Mspl :=
∏r
i=1 Mi
Mgl := M(X /B, τ), Mi := M(X /B, τi), Mspl :=
∏r
i=1Mi
Mevgl := M
ev(X /B, τ), Mevi := Mev(X /B, τi), Mevspl :=
∏r
i=1M
ev
i
Denote further by C
◦
i → Mi and by C◦ → Mgl the universal curves over Mi and Mgl,
respectively, by C◦i → Mspl the pull-back of C◦i under the projection from the product
Mspl → Mi, and write πspl : C◦spl =
∐
i C
◦
i → Mspl. We also have universal morphisms
f : C◦ → X , fspl : C◦spl → X , and the subspaces of special points to be considered
ι : Z → C◦, ιspl : Zspl → C◦spl with projections p = π ◦ ι and pspl = πspl ◦ ιspl to Mgl
and Mspl, respectively. Here Z is the union of the images of the punctured and nodal
sections labelled by S ⊆ E(G) ∪ L(G), while Zspl is the union of punctured and nodal
sections given by Si ⊆ E(Gi) ∪ L(Gi), i = 1, . . . , r, obtained from S by splitting, both
endowed with the induced log structures making ι, ιspl strict. We consider the following
commutative diagram:
(5.17)
C˜◦
κ

π˜

//
f˜
%%
C◦spl =
∐
i C
◦
i
πspl

fspl
// X
C◦
π

f
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Mgl
δ
//
ε

Mspl =
∏
i Mi
εˆ=
∏
i εi

Mevgl
δev
// Mevspl =
∏
iM
ev
i .
The lower square is the cartesian square from Proposition 5.12 with strict vertical
arrows. The upper square is a pull-back of punctured curves (Definition 2.12), hence
is cartesian only in the fine category. The map κ : C˜◦ → C◦ is the map induced by
splitting the nodal sections of C◦ → Mgl given by E ⊆ S according to Proposition 5.4.
The underlying morphism κ of ordinary stacks is therefore the corresponding partial
normalization from Definition 5.1. Since κ also involves pre-stabilization, it is generally
11For being specific we work with the marked versions here. Analogous results also hold for the
weakly marked cases.
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not strict. The morphism f˜ is as defined by the diagram. There is also the closed
substack Z˜ = κ−1(Z) → C˜◦ of special points on C˜◦ with projection p˜ : Z˜ → Mgl,
endowed with the log structure making Z˜ → C˜◦ strict.
The discussion in § 4.2 provides obstruction theoriesG→ LMgl/Mevgl for ε : Mgl →Mevgl
and Gspl → LMspl/Mevspl for εˆ : Mspl →Mevspl with
(5.18) G = Rπ˜∗
(
f˜ ∗ΩX/B ⊗ ωπ˜(Z˜)
)
, Gspl = Rπspl∗
(
f ∗splΩX/B ⊗ ωπspl(Zspl)
)
.
Recall that this obstruction theory is obtained by taking the cone of a morphism of
perfect obstruction theories provided by Proposition 4.3:
Lεˆ∗Fspl −−−→ Espl
Lεˆ∗Ψ
y yΦ
Lεˆ∗LMevspl/Mspl −−−→ LMspl/Mspl
We now have four deformation/obstruction situations with corresponding perfect ob-
struction theories. Given T → Mgl a morphism from an affine scheme and fT : C◦T →
X , hT : ZT → X , f˜T : C˜◦T → X , h˜T : Z˜T → X the respective base-changes to T of
the universal morphisms from the universal curve and universal sections, pulled back
to Mgl in the last two instances, these are as follows. All deformation situations are
relative Mgl, with the last two pulled back from a deformation situation relative Mspl.
(Mgl/Mgl) Deforming fT : C
◦
T → X :
E = Rπ∗(f
∗ΩX/B ⊗ ωπ) −→ LMgl/Mgl .
(Mevgl /Mgl) Deforming hT : ZT → X :
Lε∗F = p∗(h
∗ΩX/B) −→ Lε∗LMevgl /Mgl .
(Mspl/Mspl) Deforming f˜T : C˜
◦
T → X :
Lδ∗Espl = Rπ˜∗(f˜
∗ΩX/B ⊗ ωπ˜) −→ Lδ∗LMspl/Mspl .
(Mevspl/Mspl) Deforming h˜T : Z˜T → X :
Lδ∗Lεˆ∗Fspl = p˜∗(h˜
∗ΩX/B) −→ Lδ∗Lεˆ∗LMevspl/Mspl .
Lemma 5.13. There is a morphism of distinguished triangles
Lδ∗Lε∗Fspl −−−→ Lδ∗Espl −−−→ G −−−→ Lδ∗Lε∗Fspl[1]y y ∥∥∥ y
Lε∗F −−−→ E −−−→ G −−−→ Lε∗F[1]
with G = Lδ∗Gspl = Rπ˜∗(f˜
∗ΩX/B ⊗ ωπ˜(Z˜)).
Proof. Recall we wrote Z = Z ′ ∪ Z ′′, where Z ′ and Z ′′ are the unions of the images of
the nodal and punctured sections labelled by S, respectively. With Z˜ ′ = κ−1(Z ′) and
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Z˜ ′′ = κ−1(Z ′′) we have Z˜ = Z˜ ′ ∪ Z˜ ′′ and hence the following commutative diagram of
OC˜-modules with exact rows.
0 −−−→ OC˜(−Z˜ ′′) −−−→ OC˜(Z˜ ′) −−−→ OZ˜(Z˜ ′) −−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−→ OC˜ −−−→ OC˜(Z˜ ′) −−−→ OZ˜′(Z˜ ′) −−−→ 0.
The statement then follows by tensoring this diagram with κ∗ωπ⊗ f˜ ∗ΩX/B and arguing
similarly as in the proof of Proposition 4.4. For example, since κ∗ωπ(−Z˜ ′′) = ωπ˜, taking
Rπ˜∗ of this tensor product turns OC˜(−Z˜ ′′) to
Rπ˜∗(f˜
∗ΩX/B ⊗ ωπ˜) = Lδ∗Espl.
Further details are left to the reader. ♠
Theorem 5.14. In the above situation and with the notation of (5.16), we have
(1) The obstruction theory G→ LMgl/Mevgl for
Mgl = Mgl(X/B, τ) −→Mevgl = Mev(X /B, τ)
coincides with the pull-back of the obstruction theory Gspl → LMspl/Mevspl for
Mspl =
∏
i M (X/B, τi) −→Mevspl =
∏
iM
ev(X /B, τi)
described in (5.18).
(2) If εˆ! and ε! denote Manolache’s virtual pull-back defined using the two given
obstruction theories for the vertical arrows in Diagram (5.15), then for α ∈
A∗ (M
ev(X /B, τ)), we have the identity
εˆ!δev∗ (α) = δ∗ε
!(α) .
Proof. (1) The morphism of triangles in Lemma 5.13 form the back face of the following
diagram with the solid arrows given:
Lδ∗Lεˆ∗Fspl //

))❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚
Lδ∗Espl //

((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
G
&&◆
◆
◆
◆
Lδ∗Lεˆ∗LMevspl/Mspl
//

Lδ∗LMspl/Mspl
//

Lδ∗LMspl/Mevspl
≃

Lε∗F //
**❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯ E
//
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘ G
''❖
❖❖
❖
Lε∗LMevgl /Mgl
// LMgl/Mgl
// LMgl/Mevgl
The four arrows facing to the front in the cube on the left are the four obstruction
theories listed above. The top and bottom faces of this cube are commutative by
Proposition 4.3. The front face is the morphism of distinguished triangles of the cotan-
gent complexes for the compositions Mgl →Mevgl →M and Mspl →Mevspl →Mspl and
hence is also commutative.
The pull-back by δ of the obstruction theory with point conditions Gspl → LMspl/Mevspl
now provides the dashed morphism of triangles on the top face of this diagram. Since
the lower square in (5.17) is cartesian, Lδ∗LMspl/Mevspl → LMgl/Mevgl is an isomorphism.
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The two obstruction theories in question are the two dashed arrows on the right ob-
tained by the cone construction in the Cˇech-enhanced derived category from the left
squares on the top and bottom. By functoriality of this cone construction, the right
face is commutative, hence showing the claimed equality.
(2) This follows from the morphism δev being finite and representable, hence projec-
tive, and the push-pull formula of [Ma, Thm. 4.1,(iii)]. ♠
We now achieve a numerical gluing formula for Gromov-Witten invariants for classes
in Mev(X /B, τ) that decompose as a sum of products of classes after pushing forward
to Mev(X /B, τi). This is for example the case for point classes in Mev(X /B, τ), or if
all gluing strata are toric [Wu].
Corollary 5.15. In the situation of Theorem 5.14 let α ∈ A∗
(
M(X /B, τ)) and assume
that there exists αi,µ ∈ A∗
(
M(X /B, τi)
)
, i = 1, . . . , r, µ = 1, . . . , m, with
δev∗ (α) =
m∑
µ=1
α1,µ × · · · × αr,µ .
Then writing εi : M (X/B, τi) → Mev(X /B, τi) for the canonical map, the following
equality of associated virtual classes holds in A∗
(∏
i M (X/B, τi)
)
:
δ∗ε
!(α) =
m∑
µ=1
ε!1(α1,µ)× · · · × ε!r(αr,µ).
Proof. The claimed formula follows readily from Theorem 5.14 by observing that
εˆ!(α1,µ × · · · × αr,µ) = ε!1(α1,µ)× · · · × ε!r(αr,µ) . ♠
We end this section by noting that the relative obstruction theories are also compat-
ible with contraction morphisms relating different global types.
Proposition 5.16. Let τ ′ → τ be a contraction morphism of global types. Then the
commutative diagram
M (X/B, τ ′) //

M (X/B, τ)

M(X/B, τ ′) // M(X /B, τ)
is cartesian, and the relative obstruction theory for M (X/B, τ) → M(X/B, τ) pulls
back to the relative obstruction theory for M (X/B, τ ′)→M(X/B, τ ′).
Analogous results hold for weakly marked or decorated versions of the stacks, and for
evaluation stacks on the bottom.
Proof. Cartesianity is obvious by the definition of markings of punctured maps.
The statement about obstruction theories then follows from the functoriality state-
ment Lemma 4.1 and the construction in § 4.2 of the relative obstruction theory for
M (X/B, τ)→M(X /B, τ). ♠
Remark 5.17. The formalism for gluing presented here was found after many futile
attempts leading to practically useless gluing procedures. With hindsight compatibility
with the virtual formalism provides the strongest guiding principle that rules out many
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alternative approaches. From this point of view one arrives at the picture that one
should work with obstruction theories relative to a class of unobstructed base stacks
that induce the gluing. A first attempt would work with moduli stacks M(X /B)
of punctured maps to the relative Artin fan X → B. This approach does indeed
work, but it is often problematic for practical applications because the gluing map
M(X /B, τ ) → ∏iM(X /B, τ i) is neither representable nor proper, hence does not
allow pushing forward of cycles.
The key insight is to use evaluation stacks to add just enough information to get rid of
the stacky nature of the gluing in M(X /B), thus leading to a finite and representable
splitting map δev. In addition, δev fits into the expected gluing diagram stated in
Corollary 5.11 thus providing a practical path to explicit computations.
5.4. Gluing in the degeneration setup. We now apply our gluing theorems to
the degeneration situation previously studied in [ACGS]. In this case B is a smooth
affine curve over Spec k with log structure trival except at a marked point b0 ∈ B. Base
change to b0 produces a log smooth space X0 over the standard log point Spec(N→ k).
Let β = (g, u¯, A) be a class of punctured maps to X . Note that Σ(X0) = Σ(X), so we
can view β also as a class of punctured maps to X0. The fibre of the tropicalization
Σ(X0) → Σ(b0) = R≥0 of the projection X0 → b0 over 1 ∈ R≥0 defines a polyhedral
complex ∆(X). Restricting to this fibre turns our cone complexes into the polyhedral
complexes of traditional tropical geometry.
The main result of [ACGS] gives the following decomposition of the virtual funda-
mental class of M (X0/b0, β) in terms of rigid tropical maps to ∆(X0). We emphasize
that this result uses the marked rather than weakly marked versions of the moduli
stacks.
Theorem 5.18. Let β be a class of stable logarithmic maps to X0/b0. Then we have
the following equality of Chow classes on M (X0/b0, β):[
M (X0/b0, β)
]virt
=
∑
τ=(τ,A)
mτ
|Aut(τ )|jτ ∗
[
M (X0/b0, τ )
]virt
The sum runs over representatives of isomorphism classes of realizable global types τ
of punctured maps to X0 over b0 of total class (g, u¯, A) and with basic monoid Qτ ≃ N.
The multiplicity mτ is the index of the image of the homomorphism N → Qτ given
by π. The morphism jτ : M (X0/b0, τ ) → M (X0/b0, β) is induced by the contraction
morphism τ → β.
Here is an analogous result in the punctured case, which also provides a stratified
version in the case without punctures. Before stating this result we need some prepara-
tions concerning types in degeneration situations. Since one works with log spaces over
b0 and Σ(b0) = R≥0, all tropical objects come with a map to N = (R≥0)Z. We denote
all these maps by p in the following. Assuming X0 → b0 is the fibre over the unique
marked point b0 → B in a log smooth curve B over the trivial log point, the tropicaliza-
tion of a punctured map over the generic point η ∈ B maps to 0 ∈ Σ(B) = Σ(b0) under
p. Degenerations of families of punctured maps over η to b0 then provide a contraction
morphism of the associated types. This motivates the following definition.
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Definition 5.19. Let τ = (G, g,σ,u) be a realizable global type of punctured maps
to X0/b0 and Qτ the associated basic monoid.
(1) We call τ generic if Q∨τ and σ(x) for each x ∈ V (G) ∪ E(G) ∪ L(G) map to
{0} ⊂ N under p.
(2) A degeneration of a realizable global type τ is a contraction morphism τ ′ → τ
between realizable global types with p : Q∨τ ′ → N non-constant. The codimen-
sion of τ ′ → τ is defined as rkQgpτ ′ − rkQgpτ . In the case of codimension one
we define the multiplicity mτ ′ as the index of p
gp(Q∗τ ′) in Z. Finally, Aut(τ
′/τ)
denotes the group of automorphisms of τ ′ commuting with τ ′ → τ .
Analogous notions are used in the decorated case.
Let now τ = (G, g,σ,u,A) be a generic realizable global decorated type for X/B.
By the assumption p(σ(x)) = 0 we can view τ also as a global decorated type for Xb/b
for b 6= b0. The analogue to the main results of [ACGS] is:
Theorem 5.20. In the above situation the following holds.
(1) For any point jb : {b} →֒ B, one has j!b[M (X/B, τ )virt = [M (Xb/b, τ )]virt.
(2) [
M (X0/b0, τ )
]virt
=
∑
τ
′=(τ ′,A′)
mτ ′
|Aut(τ ′/τ )|jτ ′∗
[
M (X0/b0, τ
′)
]virt
The sum runs over representatives of isomorphism classes of degenerations τ ′ =
(τ ′,A′) → τ of non-generic realizable global types of punctured maps to X/B
of codimension one, with mτ ′ its multiplicity.
Proof. By Theorem 3.22, M(X /B, τ ) is idealized log smooth over B. It is also pure-
dimensional by Proposition 3.24. Thus as this type is realizable, Proposition 3.24
implies that M(Xb/b, τ ) is non-empty, and hence the restriction of M(X /B, τ ) →
B to each irreducible component is surjective. We conclude that the structure map
M(X /B, τ )→ B is flat.
(1) then follows immediately from general properties of virtual pull-backs.
For (2), as in the proof of [ACGS], Theorem 3.11, it is enough to show the corre-
sponding decomposition in Chow groups
[M(X0/b0, τ )] =
∑
τ
′→τ
mτ ′
|Aut(τ ′/τ )|ιτ ′∗[M(X0/b0, τ
′],
where τ ′ → τ runs over all contraction morphisms as in the statement of the theo-
rem, and ιτ ′ : M(X0/b0, τ ′) → M(X0/b0, τ ) is the natural morphism. However, using
the smooth local description of M(X /B, τ ) given in Remark 3.23 and the fact that
|Aut(τ ′/τ )| is the degree of the finite map ιτ ′ onto its image, we easily obtain the
result using standard toric geometry. We leave the details to the reader. ♠
As a corollary of Theorem 5.14 we now obtain a formula for the computation of
each summand
[
M (X0/b0, τ )
]virt
in terms of punctured Gromov-Witten theory of the
strata. For the statement note that if τv is a global type with only one vertex, with
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associated stratum σ ∈ Σ(X), then a τv-marked punctured map (C◦/W,p, f) to X has
a factorization
f : C◦
fσ−→ Xσ −→ X,
where the stratum Xσ is now endowed with the log structure making the embedding
Xσ → X strict. The composition with this strict closed embedding in fact induces an
isomorphism
M (X0/b0, τv)
≃−→ M (Xσ/b0, τv).
Similarly, we obtainM(X0/b0, τv) ≃M(Xσ/b0, τv) andMev(X0/b0, τv) ≃Mev(Xσ/b0, τv).
Note also that Xσ → Xσ is strict and smooth despite Xσ being only idealized log
smooth over b0. Thus the obstruction theory developed in § 4.2 still applies with target
Xσ → Xσ → b0 and yields the same result as with X0 → X0 → b0. Theorem 5.14
applied to our degeneration situation can therefore be stated as follows.
Corollary 5.21. Let (G, g,σ,u,A) be a decorated type of punctured maps with basic
monoid Qτ ≃ N and τ = (G, g,σ, u¯,A) the associated global decorated type. Denote
by τ v, v ∈ V (G), the global decorated types obtained by splitting τ at all edges, that is,
for E = E(G). Then the diagram
M (X0/b0, τ )
δ
//
ε

∏
v∈V (G) M (Xσ(v)/b0, τ v)
εˆ=
∏
v∈V (G) εv

Mev(X0/b0, τ ) δ
ev
//
∏
v∈V (G) M
ev(Xσ(v)/b0, τ v)
with horizontal arrows the splitting maps from Proposition 5.4 finite and representable,
is cartesian, and it holds
δ∗
[
M (X0/b0, τ )
]virt
= εˆ!δev∗
[
Mev(X0/b0, τ )
]
.
As in Corollary 5.15, a numerical formula in terms of punctured Gromov-Witten
invariants of the strata Xσ of X can be derived assuming δ
ev
∗
[
Mev(X0/b0, τ )
]
decom-
poses into a sum of products. This is the case for example if all gluing strata Xσ(E),
E ∈ E(G), are toric, as proved in [Wu] based on Corollary 5.11.
Appendix A. Contact orders
Here we give a somewhat more sophisticated universal view on contact orders. This
was the point of view we originally planned to give, but for most current applications,
the simpler point of view exposited in §2.3 suffices. Nevertheless, that point of view
obscures some of the subtleties of contact orders, and at times it may be worth having
this more precise point of view.
For a target X with fs log structure, consider the following e´tale sheaves over X :
M∨X = Hom(MX ,N) and M∗X = Hom(MX ,Z) ∼= Hom(MgpX ,Z).
Definition A.1. A family of contact orders of X consists of a strict morphism Z → X
and a section u ∈ Γ(Z,M∗Z) satisfying the following condition. Let u :MZ →MZ u→
Z be the composite homomorphism associated to u. Then the map α : MZ → OZ
sends u−1(Z r {0}) to 0.
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We call the ideal Iu ⊂MZ generated by u−1(Zr{0}) the contact log-ideal associated
to u, and denote by Iu the corresponding contact ideal in MZ . These are coherent
sheaves of ideals.
The family of contact orders is said to be connected if Z is connected.
For simplicity, we will refer to u as the contact order when there is no confusion
about the strict morphism Z → X . Given a family of contact orders u ∈ Γ(Z,M∗Z)
of X , the pull-back of u along a strict morphism Z ′ → Z defines a family of contact
orders u′ ∈ Γ(Z ′,M∗Z′).
Example A.2. To motivate this definition, consider a punctured map f : C◦ → X
over W , and a section p ∈ p. Take Z := W , and give Z the log structure given by
pull-back ofMX via f ◦p, so that Z → X is strict. Let u be the following composition
(A.1) MZ f¯
♭−→ p∗MC◦ −→MW ⊕ Z −→ Z,
where the middle arrow is the inclusion and the last arrow is the projection to the
second factor.
We claim that u defines a family of contact orders of X . Indeed, let δ ∈ MZ and
represent f ♭(δ) = (eδ, σ
up(δ)), where σ is the element of MC corresponding to a local
defining equation of the section p.
If up(δ) > 0 then
αZ(δ) = p
∗αC(f
♭(δ)) = p∗αC(eδ) · p∗αC(σup(δ)) = 0
since p∗αC(σ) = 0.
If up(δ) < 0 then f
♭(δ) /∈MC and hence, by Definition 2.1 (2) we have αZ(δ) = 0.
The goal now is to define a universal family of contact orders for the Artin fan AX
of X .
A.0.1. Family of contact orders of Artin cones. Let u ∈ Γ(Z,M∗Z) be a family of
contact orders of X . For any strict morphism X → Y , u is naturally a family of
contact orders of Y via the composition Z → X → Y . Conversely, we can pull-back a
contact order on Y to X by base-change. Thus we may parameterize contact orders of
the Artin fan AX instead of X . We first study the local case.
Consider a toric monoid P with σ = Hom(P,R≥0), Nσ = Hom(P,Z). This gives the
toric variety Aσ = Spec(P → k[P ]), torus Tσ := Spec(k[P gp]) and Artin cone
(A.2) Aσ = [Aσ/Tσ].
Choose an integral vector u ∈ Nσ, which we view as u ∈ Hom(P,Z). Let Iu be the ideal
of P generated by u−1(Z r {0}). This generates a Tσ-invariant ideal in k[P ], defining
an invariant closed subscheme Zu,σ ⊆ Aσ with quotient a closed substack Zu,σ ⊆ Aσ.
We proceed to construct a family of contact orders parametrized by Zu,σ.
For each face τ ≺ σ consider the prime ideal Kτ≺σ = P r τ⊥. It defines a
toric stratum Zτ≺σ := V (α(Kτ≺σ)) ⊆ Aσ where the duals of the stalks of MZτ≺σ
are identified with faces of τ . Note that the torus Tσ acts on Zτ≺σ, Denote by
Zτ≺σ := [Zτ≺σ/ Spec(k[P gp])] ⊆ Aσ.
Lemma A.3. We have (Zu,σ)red =
⋃
τgp∋uZτ≺σ ⊆ Aσ.
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Proof. The ideal
√
Iu defines some union of strata and we identify those strata Zτ≺σ
on which it vanishes. If u /∈ τ gp there is an element p ∈ τ⊥ ∩ P such that u(p) 6= 0.
Therefore p ∈ Iu but the monomial zp does not vanish at the generic point of Zτ≺σ.
Hence (Zu,σ)red is contained in the given union of strata. Conversely, if u ∈ τ gp, and
if p ∈ u−1(Z r {0}), then p /∈ τ⊥ ∩ P , hence zp vanishes along Zτ≺σ. Thus Zτ≺σ is
contained in (Zu,σ)red, proving the result. ♠
As MZu,σ and Z are constructible, we have
Γ(Zu,σ,M∗Zu,σ) = Γ((Zu,σ)red,M
∗
(Zu,σ)red
).
We define an element uu,σ of this group by defining it on stalks in a manner compatible
with generization. For a point z in the dense stratum of Zτ≺σ, with Fτ = P ∩ τ⊥, we
haveMZu,σ,z = (P +F gpτ )/F gpτ . Thus the condition u ∈ τ gp guarantees that u : P → Z
descends to u :MZu,σ,z → Z. Being induced by the same element u, this is compatible
with generization. Note that the scheme Zu,σ was defined in such a way so that
αZu,σ(Iuu,σ) = 0, so that Zu,σ acquires the structure of an idealized log stack.
Thus u defines a family of contact orders of Aσ
(A.3) uu,σ ∈ Γ(Zu,σ,M∗Zu,σ).
It is connected since the most degenerate stratum Zσ≺σ is contained in the closure of
Zτ≺σ for each face τ .
Lemma A.4. For any connected family of contact orders u ∈ Γ(Z,M∗Z) of Aσ, there
exists a unique u ∈ Nσ such that ψ : Z → Aσ factors uniquely through Zu,σ, and uu,σ
pulls back to u.
Proof. The global chart P →MAσ over Aσ pulls back to a global chart P →MZ over
Z. The composition P −→MZ u−→ Z defines an integral vector u ∈ Nσ. Consider the
sheaf of monoid ideals Ju ⊂MAσ generated by Iu. By definition, the contact log-ideal
Iu is generated by ψ−1Ju. Since αZ(Iu) = 0 and since Ju defines Zu,σ ⊆ Aσ, we have
the factorization Z → Zu,σ of ψ, with u the pull-back of uu,σ. ♠
We can now assemble all the Zu,σ by defining
Zσ =
∐
u∈Nσ
Zu,σ,
and write ψσ : Zσ → Aσ for the morphism which restricts to the closed embedding
Zu,σ →֒ Aσ on each connected component Zu,σ of Zσ. Then the uu,σ yield a section
uσ ∈ Γ(Zσ,M∗Zσ), giving the universal family, over Zσ, of contact orders of Aσ. This
follows immediately from Lemma A.4 by restricting to connected components.
Proposition A.5. For any family of contact orders u ∈ Γ(Z,M∗Z) of Aσ, ψ : Z → Aσ
factors uniquely through Zσ, and uσ pulls back to u.
Corollary A.6. If τ is a face of σ, viewing Aτ naturally as an open substack of Aσ we
then have Zτ ∼= ψ−1σ (Aτ), and the section uσ ∈ Γ(Zσ,M
∗
Zσ) pulls back to the section
uτ ∈ Γ(Zτ ,M∗Zτ ).
Proof. The statement is immediate from the universal property stated in Proposi-
tion A.5. ♠
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A.0.2. Family of contact orders of Zariski Artin fans. We now consider the case of an
Artin fan AX. Recall that AX has an e´tale cover by Artin cones, and was constructed
in [ACMW, Prop. 3.1.1], as a colimit of Artin cones Aσ, viewed as sheaves over Log.
Definition A.7. We say that the Artin fan AX is Zariski if it admits a Zariski cover
by Artin cones.
It was shown, for example, in [ACGS, Lem. 2.6], that if X is log smooth and Zariski
over k then AX is Zariski.
Fix a Zariski Artin fan AX . Let Z be the colimit of the Zσ viewed as sheaves over
AX . Note that Z is obtained by gluing together the local model Zσ for each Zariski
open Aσ ⊆ AX via the canonical identification given by Corollary A.6.12
The following proposition classifies contact orders on AX by globalizing Proposi-
tion A.5.
Proposition A.8. There is a section uX ∈ Γ(Z,M∗Z) making Z into a family of
contact orders for AX . This family of contact orders is universal in the sense that for
any family of contact orders u ∈ Γ(Z,M∗Z) of AX , ψ : Z → AX , there is a unique
factorization of ψ through Z → AX such that u is the pull-back of uX .
Proof. If Aσ → AX is a Zariski open set, then by the construction of Z,
Z ×AX Aσ = Zσ.
By Corollary A.6, the sections uσ glue to give a section uX ∈ Γ(Z,M∗Z), yielding a
family of contact orders in AX .
Consider a family of contact orders Z → AX , u. To show the desired factorization,
it suffices to prove the existence and uniqueness locally on each Zariski open subset
Aσ → AX , which follows from Proposition A.5. ♠
Definition A.9. A connected contact order for X is a choice of connected component
of Z.
We end this discussion with a couple of properties of the space Z of contact orders.
Proposition A.10. Suppose that the Artin fan AX of X is Zariski. There is a one-
to-one correspondence between irreducible components of Z and pairs (u, σ) where σ ∈
Σ(X) is a minimal cone such that u ∈ σgp.
Proof. Since Zσ ⊆ Z is Zariski open, an irreducible component of Z is the closure of an
irreducible component of some Zσ, so we may assume AX = Aσ. Then the statement
follows from the description of Zu,σ in Lemma A.3. ♠
Remark A.11. Note that if u ∈ Nσ with u ∈ σ or −u ∈ σ, then Zu,σ is irreducible
and reduced. In fact, topologically Zu,σ is the closure of the stratum Zτ≺σ where τ ⊆ σ
is the minimal face containing u. Further, the ideal generated by u−1(Z r {0}) is
precisely P r Fτ , so that Zu,σ is reduced. In the case that u ∈ σ, it is the contact
orders associated to ordinary marked points, as developed in [Ch],[AC],[GS2].
12It should be possible to carry this process out for more general Artin fans. However, given how
rarely one needs more general Artin fans in practice, it did not seem to be worth the extra technical
baggage to carry this out.
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For a simple non-reduced example let P = σ∨Z be the submonoid of N
2 generated by
(e, 0), (0, e), (1, 1) and u : P → Z given by u(a, b) = a − b. Then Iu is generated by
(e, 0), (0, e), and k[P ]/Iu ≃ k[t]/(te) is non-reduced for e > 1.
Thus the situation for more general contact orders associated to punctures may be
more complex. In addition, even in the Zariski case, there may be monodromy. See
Example 2.28 for a simple example with monodromy. There, taking u = (0, 1, 0), the
corresponding connected contact order is a double-cover of a one-dimensional closed
subscheme of X .
There also exist examples X with AX Zariski where a similar monodromy produces
connected contact orders with an infinite number of components. In this case one
does expect to see connected components of moduli spaces of punctured maps with an
infinity of irreducible components.
By the discussion in Remark A.11 above, additional hypotheses are usually needed
to obtain good control of moduli spaces of punctured maps. Here is a simple criterion
that often suffices in practice.
Proposition A.12. SupposeMgpX ⊗ZQ is generated by its global sections and X quasi-
compact. Then every connected component of contact orders of AX has finitely many
irreducible components.
Proof. Let V = Γ(X,MgpX ⊗Z R), so that the induced map |Σ(X)| → V ∗ is injective
on each σ ∈ Σ(X) as in Proposition 3.12. Suppose u ∈ Γ(Z,M∗Z) is a connected
component of contact orders of AX . Denote the composition V −→MgpZ ⊗Z R u−→ Z
by v ∈ V ∗. For each irreducible component of Z, its corresponding vector u as in
Proposition A.10 is then uniquely determined by v. By Proposition A.10 again Z has
finitely many irreducible components, as Σ(X) has finitely many cones Changedby
quasi-compactness. ♠
A.0.3. Connection with the global contact orders of §2.3. We continue to work with a
Zariski X . For simplicity in this discussion, let us also assume that X is log smooth
over Spec k, so in particular associated to any σ ∈ Σ(X) is a closed stratum Xσ ⊆ X
such that the dual cone of the stalk of MX at the generic point of Xσ is σ.
In this case, AX is Zariski, and AXσ , the Artin fan of Xσ, is also Zariski. Let
Zσ → AXσ be the universal family of contact orders for AXσ . Further, write Xσ for
the reduced closed stratum of AXσ corresponding to σ. In this situation, we have:
Proposition A.13. There is a one-to-one correspondence between Cσ(X) and the set
of connected components of Zσ ×AXσ Xσ.
Proof. By the construction of the colimit of sets, Cσ(X) is the quotient of
∐
σ⊆σ′∈Σ(X)Nσ′
by the equivalence relation ∼ generated by the following set of relations. When-
ever given inclusions of faces σ ⊆ σ′ ⊆ σ′′ in Σ(X), one obtains an induced map
ισ′σ′′ : Nσ′ → Nσ′′ . Then for x ∈ Nσ′ , we have x ∼ ισ′σ′′(x).
On the other hand, we may cover AXσ with Zariski open setsAσ′ with σ′ running over
σ′ ∈ Σ(X) with σ ⊆ σ′. Note that by the construction of the universal contact order
of Aσ′ , there is a one-to-one correspondence between Nσ′ and the set of connected
components of Zσ′ = Zσ ×AXσ Aσ′ , with u ∈ Nσ′ corresponding to Zu,σ′ . Note the
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same is then true of the set of connected components of Zσ′ ×AXσ Xσ, with u ∈ Nσ′
corresponding to Zu,σ′ ×AXσ Xσ.
Define another equivalence relation≈ on∐σ⊆σ′ Nσ′ as follows. Suppose u′ ∈ Nσ′ , u′′ ∈
Nσ′′ . Then u
′ ≈ u′′ if Zu′,σ′ ×AXσ Xσ and Zu′′,σ′′ ×AXσ Xσ are open substacks of the
same connected component of Zσ ×AXσ Xσ. The statement follows once we show that
the two equivalence relations ∼ and ≈ are equal.
Note that Aσ′ ∩Aσ′′ ∩Xσ may be covered with sets Aτ ∩Xσ with τ ∈ Σ(X) running
over those τ with σ ⊆ τ ⊆ σ′ ∩ σ′′. This makes it clear that ≈ is also generated by
the following relations. Suppose given σ ⊆ σ′ ⊆ σ′′ with u′ ∈ Nσ′ , u′′ ∈ Nσ′′ . Then
because of the inclusion Zσ′ ⊆ Zσ′′ of Corllary A.6, Zσ′,u′ ×AXσ Xσ and Zσ′′,u′′ ×AXσ Xσ
may be both viewed as open substacks of Zσ ×AXσ (Xσ ×AXσ Aσ′′). If these two open
substacks are not disjoint, then u′ ≈ u′′. However, it follows from Proposition A.5 that
this is the case precisely when ισ′σ′′(u
′) = u′′. Thus ∼ and ≈ are the same equivalence
relation, since they are generated by the same set of relations. ♠
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